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ABSTRACT 

ITER is the largest and most complex tokamak ever conceived and one of the 

most ambitious and cutting-edge engineering and energy projects in the world 

today. In construction in southern France, and funded by 35 nations, the 

purpose of this experimental reactor is to demonstrate the scientific and 

technological feasibility of fusion as a large-scale and carbon-free source of 

energy. One of the many aspects that make ITER such a technically complex 

and challenging machine is that it will be subjected to a variety of radiation 

fields; the most relevant and intense ones being due to the 14.1 MeV neutrons 

that are emitted in every DT plasma fusion reaction. Nuclear (or neutronics) 

analysis is therefore a core discipline in support of the design, commissioning 

and operation of the machine. 

In this thesis, I have focused on the neutronics models of the ITER Tokamak, 

which are used in the majority of ITER nuclear analyses. They are the so-called 

ITER Tokamak reference models. Due to the high accuracy constraints imposed 

on ITER nuclear analyses, reference models have become very detailed over the 

years. Indeed, they represent the many penetrations and the highly 

heterogeneous material arrangements that this facility features with an 

impressive degree of realism. Reference models have successfully satisfied the 

ITER neutronics needs for the last two decades.  

For computational reasons, reference models have almost always been partial. 

That is, they explicitly represent a toroidal segment of the machine and the rest 

is implicitly represented by means of either reflective or periodic boundary 

conditions. The current reference models, C-model and the NBI model, 

represent 40º and 80º of the machine, respectively. However, despite the high 

degree of realism of reference models, their partial nature could present a 

serious concern regarding the accuracy and feasibility of certain ITER nuclear 

analyses. Yet, the repercussions of their partial nature have not been evaluated 

to date. 

In this thesis, I have identified the limitations of partial models. On the one 

hand, partial models introduce unquantified uncertainties in the estimation of 

nuclear responses due to the fact that they represent as symmetric a machine 

that is actually asymmetric. Particularly, current reference models obviate the 
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asymmetric distribution of ITER ports. On the other hand, partial models are 

not prepared to be directly used in applications which, by definition, require a 

broader (or complete) toroidal representation of the machine geometry and/or 

the radiation sources. 

These limitations can severely affect certain ITER nuclear analyses. Particularly, 

I identified and focused on three: (i) the estimation of shutdown dose rates in 

the port interspaces, (ii) the radiation mapping in the Tokamak Complex, and 

beyond, and (iii) the calibration of neutron detectors. These analyses are key to 

demonstrate the successful and safe operation of ITER. However, these are just 

few examples. In general, the partial nature of reference models affects the 

prediction of any non-local quantities and/or local quantities influenced by a 

long-range environment. Considering the tight design margins of the machine 

and the approach of ITER nuclear operation, scheduled in 2035, the limitations 

of partial models constitute a growing risk.  

Thanks to the recent computational advances developed at my research group, 

a solution to overcome the limitations of partial models in a general and robust 

way was found. I produced a detailed 360º neutronics model of the ITER 

Tokamak: the E-lite model. It constitutes the most complex and realistic model 

of the ITER Tokamak to date; and it does not rely on any boundary conditions. 

Its computational performance was evaluated, showing that the model is 

completely usable for ITER nuclear analysis with the currently available HPC 

resources. 

The effectivity of E-lite in overcoming the limitations of partial models was also 

demonstrated. Specifically, I used E-lite in the three applications and compared 

its performance with that of partial models or methodological approaches based 

on partial models. In all cases it was shown that E-lite represents a significant 

step forward regarding the accuracy of the nuclear responses estimated. 

Furthermore, it was demonstrated that E-lite triggers the development of a set 

of studies that were not feasible within reasonable uncertainty margins until 

now. Finally, the applicability of E-lite to validate partial and/or simplified 

models of the tokamak for specific applications was also highlighted. 

Definitely, the E-lite model constitutes an important milestone in the field of 

ITER nuclear analysis. And its contribution to successfully tackle the challenges 

posed by radiation will not only be beneficial for ITER, but also for the future 
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DEMO and commercial fusion reactors. The value of E-lite has been highly 

recognized by the ITER neutronics research community. Together with C-model 

and the NBI model, it has become another ITER reference model. And it has 

already been (and it is planned to be) used in ITER nuclear analyses of great 

relevance for the ITER project. In fact, such has been the success of E-lite that 

part of the content of this thesis was published in January 2021 in the 

prestigious Nature Energy journal:  

 R. Juarez, G. Pedroche, M.J. Loughlin et al, “A full and heterogeneous 

model of the ITER tokamak for comprehensive nuclear analyses”, Nature 

Energy 6, 150–157 (2021). 

Finally, apart from E-lite, the work performed during this thesis has also led to 

other relevant contributions in the context of ITER nuclear analysis. 

Specifically, I participated in the verification and validation (V&V) of D1SUNED, 

which is the ITER reference code for SDDR calculations. In addition, I produced 

the official nuclear data package of D1SUNED, which covers the radioisotopes 

and pathways of concern for ITER planned in-situ maintenance scenarios. I also 

was the technical responsible at TECF3IR-UNED for all the activities required 

to perform the latest release (2020) of ITER Radiation Maps. The importance of 

these maps and the quality of the work performed by TECF3IR-UNED were such 

that the ITER Organization Director General himself, Bernard Bigot, expressly 

thanked our research group for our work in this task. Finally, in addition to all 

these works, I have also participated in several other nuclear analyses of 

relevance for the project. Overall, the work from these contributions has been 

reflected, for the moment, in 8 publications in JCR journals.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

1.1 Nuclear fusion as a power source 

Nuclear fusion is a nuclear reaction by which two atomic nuclei merge to form 

a heavier atomic nucleus, generally emitting other particles in the process. 

Particularly, the nuclear fusion of light nuclei (e.g. hydrogen isotopes) leads to 

the release of a tremendous amount of energy. Indeed, this type of reactions are 

the ones that fuel the Sun and all the stars in the Universe. The energy released 

during the nuclear fusion process can be harnessed in a nuclear reactor. In fact, 

the development of nuclear fusion as a power source has been investigated since 

the 1950s [1] and is nowadays one of the most important research efforts 

worldwide. The main reason for this is that nuclear fusion has significant 

advantages with respect to other energy sources. Among them, we can count [2] 

its high-energy density, which is dramatically higher than that of coal, oil or 

gas; the wide availability of its fuels, which are virtually limitless; the zero 

emission of greenhouse gases; or, compared to fission reactors, the lower 

activity and half-life of the radioactive waste produced as well as the 

significantly safer nature of fusion reactors. These advantages make nuclear 

fusion a very attractive power source; one that can be able to face, in a 

sustainable and reliable manner, the expected increase of the global energy 

demand of the coming decades. 
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For nuclear fusion to consistently take place in a reactor, it is necessary to, first, 

transfer a large amount of energy to the fuel. In this way, the fuel is turned into 

a very hot plasma, one that can reach more than one hundred million degrees 

Celsius. Then, the plasma needs to be confined for sufficiently large amounts of 

time and at a sufficient density. In that environment, the fuel nuclei have very 

high kinetic energy and are so concentrated that they can come very close to 

each other. If the distance between the nuclei is sufficiently small for the strong 

nuclear force to overcome the electrostatic repulsion of the nuclei’s positive 

charges, the nuclei fuse. The goal is to obtain more energy from the nuclear 

fusion reactions than the one needed for them to happen. 

Among the different types of nuclear fusion reactions, the fusion of deuterium 

and tritium (DT) is identified to be the most efficient, as it yields the highest 

energy gains at the lowest temperatures [2]. This reaction is expressed as 

follows, 

𝐻  𝐻 →  𝐻𝑒  𝑛 17.6 𝑀𝑒𝑉 

As a result of the DT fusion, an alpha particle and a neutron are produced, and 

17.6 MeV of energy are released. In accordance with the conservation of linear 

momentum, 80% of that energy is carried by the neutron, that is, 14.1 MeV. 

Since neutrons do not have electrical charge, they will escape the plasma 

confinement and interact with the surrounding walls of the tokamak, where 

their kinetic energy will be transferred as heat. That heat will be the one used 

in future fusion reactors to produce steam and, ultimately, electricity. Thus, the 

DT neutrons play a fundamental role in the process of harnessing the fusion 

energy. However, we will see in section 1.3 that there are more reasons why 

neutrons, being a form of radiation, are so relevant in the context of fusion. 

Due to the high temperatures of the plasma, it cannot be in contact with any 

material. Thus, the plasma cannot be confined in conventional vessels, like 

those of fission reactors. Considering this fact, two fusion technologies have 

been mainly developed over the years: inertial and magnetic. Inertial fusion 

relies on the heating and compression of small targets containing deuterium 

and tritium mixtures. The targets are compressed up to extreme densities for 

relatively short periods of time. On the other hand, magnetic fusion relies on 

magnetic fields to confine relatively low-density deuterium-tritium plasmas 

during relatively larger periods of time. Depending on the shape of the magnetic 
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fields, we can identify two concepts of magnetic fusion reactors: stellerators and 

tokamaks. 

Magnetic fusion in tokamaks is the most funded and advanced approach of all; 

the most remarkable projects being the Joint European Torus (JET) [3], in the 

United Kingdom, and ITER [2], in construction in France. In addition, there are 

other fusion facilities of relevance, like the Weldenstein 7-X magnetic fusion 

stellarator [4], in Germany, or the National Ignition Facility (NIF) [5], in the USA, 

and the Laser MegaJoule [6], in France; the latter two being inertial fusion 

projects. 

All the work covered in this thesis was performed in the frame of the ITER 

project, which is now described. 

1.2 ITER 

1.2.1 General description and objectives 

ITER is the largest and most complex tokamak ever conceived and one of the 

most ambitious and cutting-edge engineering and energy projects in the world 

today. The idea of this international project was first proposed in 1985. Today, 

ITER construction in southern France is funded by 35 nations1 and successfully 

advances towards the first plasma milestone [7], scheduled in December 2025. 

Ten years from then, the start of the deuterium-tritium operations is foreseen. 

In Figure 1-1, a picture of the ITER site is shown. 

ITER is an experimental reactor that has been designed with the purpose of 

demonstrating the scientific and technological feasibility of fusion as a large-

scale and carbon-free source of energy. Specifically, the main objectives of ITER 

are [2][8]: 

 Produce 500 MW of output fusion power with a gain factor of Q ≥ 10 

during pulses of 400-600 seconds. The gain factor, Q, is the ratio between 

the output fusion power and the input power needed to heat the plasma. 

ITER will also be the first fusion device to obtain net energy gain (Q > 1). 

 
1 The 35 nations participating in ITER are: the 27 European Union countries + (through 
Euratom) Switzerland and the United Kingdom + China, India, Japan, Korea, the 
Russian Federation, and the United States. 
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 Demonstrate the availability and integration of technologies essential for 

the fusion power plants of tomorrow, such as superconducting magnets, 

heating systems or remote maintenance. 

 Achieve a deuterium-tritium plasma in which the reaction is sustained 

through internal heating. In ITER, scientists want to explore a burning 

plasma, that is, a plasma in which the heating through self-heating 

reactions exceeds any external heating. Furthermore, the possibility of 

reaching a controlled ignition, that is, the point in which the plasma 

becomes self-sustainable, is not discarded. 

 Test tritium breeding. Although deuterium is abundant in the sea water, 

tritium is rarely present in nature. That is why in future reactors the 

tritium will have to be produced by means of neutron interactions with 

lithium. Technologies aimed at guaranteeing tritium self-sufficiency will 

be studied in ITER. 

 Demonstrate the safety characteristics of a fusion device. In 2012, after 

a rigorous and impartial process of examination of its safety files, ITER 

obtained licensing as a nuclear facility INB-174 (Installation Nucléaire de 

Base). The operation of ITER will serve to demonstrate how to control the 

plasma and fusion reactions in such a machine with negligible 

consequences to the environment, the workers and the public. 

 

Figure 1‐1. Picture of the ITER site (2020). Courtesy of ITER Organization. 
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After JET [3], which is ITER’s predecessor, and the current largest operating 

tokamak, ITER will constitute the next step in the roadmap towards the 

development of nuclear fusion as a power source. Although it will not produce 

electricity, it will be an extraordinary test bench that will allow to select and 

develop the technologies necessary for the first demonstration power plant, 

DEMO [9]. DEMO will produce electricity based on fusion and will open the door 

to the commercial fusion reactors of tomorrow. 

1.2.2 The facility 

This thesis is about a neutronics model of the ITER Tokamak. Therefore, it is 

suitable at this point to have a brief overview of the tokamak. I will briefly 

describe its main components and their functions. This will help understand 

the specific problem I am addressing in this thesis. In addition, for the same 

purpose, I will also very briefly describe the Tokamak Complex; i.e. the building 

that hosts the tokamak and the most important plant systems. 

 

Figure 1‐2. Vertical cut‐view of the ITER Tokamak with the major components indicated. Courtesy of ITER 
Organization. 

ITER Tokamak 

The ITER Tokamak (Figure 1-2) will confine the burning plasma and the fusion 

reactions taking place within it inside a doughnut-shape vessel. To do so, 
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massive superconducting magnets will produce intense magnetic fields that will 

control the plasma and will keep it away from the vessel walls. Although many 

tokamaks have been built around the world, none of them resembles the ITER 

Tokamak in terms of scale and complexity. Indeed, it will have a plasma volume 

of 830 m3 [2], which is more than 8 times the 100 m3 plasma volumes of the 

current largest operating tokamaks, JET [3] and JT-60 [10]. 

The ITER machine will host a wide range of high-tech systems, elaborately 

interconnected, which will be deployed along five storeys inside the bio-shield. 

B2 and B1 storeys are underground, and L1, L2 and L3 storeys are above 

ground level. Radially from the plasma chamber, and in general terms, the ITER 

Tokamak comprises [2]: 

-Blanket modules (Figure 1-3): Covering the inner wall of the vacuum vessel, 

440 blanket modules will protect the steel vacuum vessel and external machine 

components, such as the toroidal field magnets, from the heat and high-energy 

neutrons produced by the fusion reactions. 

 

Figure 1‐3. Blanket modules. Courtesy of ITER Organization. 

-Divertor (Figure 1-4): Situated at the bottom of the vacuum vessel, 54 divertor 

cassettes will control the exhaust of waste gas and impurities from the reactor 

to minimize the plasma contamination. In addition, like the blankets, it will also 

protect the surroundings from the thermal and neutronics loads. Particularly, 

the divertor will withstand the highest surface heat loads of the machine. That 

is why it will feature an armour made of tungsten, which has the highest melting 

point of all metals. 
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Figure 1‐4. Divertor. Courtesy of ITER Organization. 

-Vacuum vessel (Figure 1-5): It will provide a high-vacuum environment for the 

plasma, improve radiation shielding and plasma stability, act as the primary 

safety confinement barrier, and provide support for in-vessel components such 

as the blanket modules and the divertor. 

 

 

Figure 1‐5. Vacuum Vessel. Courtesy of ITER Organization. 

-Thermal shields (Figure 1-6): Two layers of thermal shielding will be interposed 

between the vacuum vessel and the cryostat to minimize heat loads transferred 

by thermal radiation and conduction from warm components to the components 

and structures that operate at 4.5K (such as the magnets). 
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Figure 1‐6. Thermal shields. Courtesy of ITER Organization. 

-Magnets (Figure 1-7): They will produce the magnetic fields that will initiate, 

confine, shape and control the ITER plasma. 

 

 

Figure 1‐7. Toroidal (left) and poloidal (right) field systems. These are two of the six magnet systems. 
Courtesy of ITER Organization. 

 

-Cryostat (Figure 1-8): It is a vacuum pressure chamber that will provide the 

high vacuum and ultra-cool environment for the vacuum vessel and the 

superconducting magnets. 
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Figure 1‐8. Cryostat. Courtesy of ITER Organization. 

-Bio-shield: It is the concrete barrier that surrounds the ITER machine and 

separates it from the rest of the building, protecting the workers and the 

environment from the radiation generated by fusion reactions. 

Access ports 

Throughout the 360º of the torus, the vacuum vessel, thermal shield, cryostat 

and bio-shield will feature access ports (approximately, every 20º) at levels B1 

(divertor ports), L1 (equatorial ports) and L2 (upper ports), which will be 

displayed throughout the machine as shown in Figure 1-9. 

 

Figure 1‐9. Access ports in the ITER Tokamak. 
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The majority of the access ports have three different regions, as shown in Figure 

1-10. The first region goes from the plasma chamber up to the primary vacuum 

boundary, which is normally sealed by a closure plate or similar. In this region, 

the upper (L2) ports and all the regular equatorial (L1) ports feature a port plug. 

Port plugs host systems and penetrations for different purposes and as much 

shield as possible to protect the regions beyond from the radiation coming from 

the plasma. In the case of the divertor (B1) ports, there are no port plugs and 

each port has its own particularities (e.g. a diagnostics rack, a cryopump, etc). 

In the second place, the region that goes from the back of the closure plate (or 

similar) up to the bio-shield is the Port Interspace. Depending on the port, this 

area features waveguides, mirror assemblies, valves and different types of 

vacuum extensions. These components are in some cases supported by the so-

called Interspace Support Structure (ISS). As I will explain again later, during 

machine shutdown, this area is accessed in many ports by operators to perform 

manual and/or remotely assisted inspection and maintenance operations. In 

some cases, the whole ISS may be disconnected and removed to inspect the 

closure plate.  

Finally, the region that goes from the bio-shield up to the port cell door is the 

Port Cell. This are can be considered as the continuation of the Port Interspace 

outside the bio-shield, within the so-called Tokamak Building. 

 

Figure 1‐10. Vertical cross‐section of the ITER tokamak and the out‐bio‐shield region. Taken from [11]. 
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The access ports will have different functions (heating, diagnostics, tritium 

breeding, vacuum, etc) and shapes; each port being different from the rest. The 

distribution of the different types of ports is summarized in Figure 1-11. 

 

Figure 1‐11. ITER ports allocation. 

At B1 level, six ports will be used for vacuum pumping with Torus Cryopumps 

(TCP ports) [12], six ports will host In-vessel Viewing systems (IVVS ports) [13] 

and three ports will host diagnostics systems mounted on racks, which can be 

removed to allocate equipment for remote handling operations (RH lower ports) 

[14]. Note the IVVS are not vertically aligned with the ports immediately above 

them in the same toroidal segment, but slightly tilted towards the next (→) or 

previous (←) port alternately. Three 20º toroidal segments of the vacuum vessel 

will have no access port at B1 level, as those will be used for either two cryostat 

cryopumps (CCP ports) [12] mounted in the cryostat, or in-cryostat inspection 

entries. In Figure 1-12, I show a vertical cross-section of the TCP port #4 [15]. 

The reader can appreciate the large empty space that needs to be left for vacuum 

pumping from the divertor up to the bio-shield. This large space will represent 

an important path for radiation to leak. 
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Figure 1‐12. Vertical cross‐section of the lower part of the tokamak, featuring the TCP port #4. 

At L1 level, the regular ports will host port plugs, designed to address different 

tasks. Nine L1 level ports will deploy diagnostics systems to control, evaluate 

and optimise the plasma performance and to study burning plasma physics 

[16], each of them with its own particular systems and configurations. In Figure 

1-13, views of the Diagnostics Equatorial Port #11 are shown [17]. It can be seen 

that considerably large penetrations are required to be able to receive 

information (i.e. electromagnetic radiation, particles) from the plasma. 

 

Figure 1‐13. Views of the Diagnostics Equatorial Port #11. 
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Two ports will contain two Test Blanket Modules (TBM ports) each, which are 

experiments to study the tritium breeding technologies for the future 

commercial fusion reactors [18]. In Figure 1-14, views of an obsolete concept of 

TBM#16 are shown [19]. Compared to the diagnostics ports, TBM ports have 

significantly less penetrations. 

 

Figure 1‐14. Views of an obsolete concept of TBM port #16. 

Three L1 ports will be used to heat the plasma with cyclotron resonance 

antennas, two based on ion resonance (ICH ports) [20], and one on electron 

resonance (ECH port) [21]. At this level we also find the four Neutral Beam 

Injectors (NBI) [22] (see Figure 1-15). Three of these, the Heating Neutral Beams 

(HNB), will be used to heat the plasma with deuteron beams. The fourth, the 

Diagnostic Neutral Beam (DNB), will be used for plasma diagnosis. All of them 

require large empty spaces to operate. The HNBs are inclined with respect to 

the radial direction, while the DNB is radially aligned. Note, the NBIs are not 

regular ports, so they are not mounted in port plugs, but they give rise to 

uniquely shaped toroidal segments. Because of the inclination of the HNBs, the 

toroidal segment #7 of the machine is missing one equatorial port aperture in 

the vacuum vessel. 
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Figure 1‐15. Views of the Neutral Beams. 

At L2 level, the port plugs disposition is simpler. Four dummy plugs are placed 

above the NBIs, with the main function of shielding the radiation from the 

plasma. Another four port plugs will host electron cyclotron heating antennas, 

the so-called Upper Launchers (ECH-UL ports) [21] (see Figure 1-16). The 

remaining ten port plugs will host diagnostics systems, similar to those at L1 

level [16]. 

 

Figure 1‐16. Views of an ECH‐Upper Launcher. 
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Tokamak Complex 

From all the buildings that will form part of the ITER site, the Tokamak Complex 

is the most relevant. At the heart of the site, the Tokamak Complex is the civil 

structure that will accommodate the ITER Tokamak and the more than thirty 

plant systems needed for the machine operation. As shown in Figure 1-17, the 

Tokamak Complex comprises the Tokamak Building (B11), Tritium Building 

(B14) and Diagnostic Building (B74). The B11 building will host the ITER 

Tokamak, while the B14 and B74 buildings will host tritium processing and 

confinement systems, on the one hand, and diagnostic equipment, cubicles for 

diagnostics, test laboratories, etc, on the other hand.  

The Tokamak Complex is a seven-storey edifice, with two storeys underground 

(B2 & B1) and the other five above the ground (L1 to L5). It is mainly made of 

ordinary concrete, heavy concrete and borated heavy concrete and its 

dimensions are 120 m x 80 m x 60 m (L x W x H).  

 

Figure 1‐17. Vertical cross‐section of a simplified representation of the Tokamak Complex. The Tokamak 
Building (B11), Diagnostics Building (B74) and Tritium Building (B14) are indicated. The ITER Tokamak 

would be located at the centre, inside the B11 building. Taken from [23]. 
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All the buildings will be crowded with many systems, many of them being 

prolongations of the ones present inside the bio-shield. The systems will run 

along the different rooms and cross the walls and slabs through many 

penetrations (>4000). Specially concerning are the penetrations through the bio-

shield plugs, as they represent an important mechanism for radiation leakage. 

Summary of the main features 

I now want to highlight the following main features of the ITER facility. These 

highlights will help understand the relevance and the motivation of this thesis 

as the reader continues reading it: 

 ITER is a very complex and challenging engineering project. It comprises 

many high-tech systems and components, which are at the forefront of 

research and industry. Many of the components in ITER are “one of a 

kind”. 

 It has very large dimensions in comparison to other fusion facilities. 

Specifically, the plasma chamber is around 8-10 times larger than that 

of its predecessor, JET. 

 The ITER systems and components are made of many different materials 

(stainless steels, water, copper alloys, beryllium, concretes, etc), which 

are distributed heterogeneously in intricate arrangements. 

 ITER has many gaps and penetrations (diagnostics, waveguides, gaps for 

tolerances, empty spaces for vacuum pumping, etc) and these spread 

throughout the entire facility. The bio-shield features many penetrations. 

 ITER ports are very different from each other. Even the ones serving the 

same purpose, have different configurations. Many of the ports feature 

many and significantly large penetrations. 

1.3 Radiation fields in ITER 

Now that we have an idea of the ITER project and the main features of the 

facility, I am going to dedicate this subsection to one of the many aspects that 

make ITER such a technically complex and challenging machine: the presence 

of radiation. This section will help us understand the importance of ITER 

nuclear analysis (section 1.4), which is the knowledge field within which the 

thematic of this thesis falls. 
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ITER will be subjected to a variety of radiation fields. The most relevant and 

intense ones are due to the already presented 14.1 MeV neutrons that are 

emitted in every DT plasma fusion reaction. In addition, neutrons and other 

forms of radiation, such as photons, will also be emitted by several other 

mechanisms. All these forms of radiation will spread throughout the entire 

facility, interacting with the medium and leading to a series of alterations and 

processes with different implications. Many of such implications, regardless of 

their positive or negative nature, pose challenges that make fusion reactors even 

more complicated than they already are. Indeed, radiation impacts the design, 

licensing, construction and decommission of fusion reactors. 

In this section I am going to, first, describe the most relevant mechanisms by 

which neutrons and photons are emitted in ITER. Then, I will explain the 

implications and challenges derived from the presence of neutrons and photons 

fields. 

1.3.1 Neutron and photon sources 

The most relevant sources of neutrons and photons in ITER are four. The main 

one, as I have already mentioned, is the DT plasma, which will lead to the most 

intense (neutron) radiation fields. Particularly, a total of ≈1.77·1020 neutrons per 

second will be emitted during the 500 MW DT-plasma pulses of ITER. This 

means that throughout the 20 years of ITER’s lifetime, with 4700h of nominal 

operation, a total of approximately 3·1027 neutrons will be emitted. This neutron 

budget is 1.5·106 times larger than that of the two DT campaigns of JET together 

[24][25]. That is, ITER will be exposed to much more intense radiation fields 

than JET. 

The other three sources, or emission mechanisms, are briefly explained below. 

They result from the interaction of neutrons with the medium. These four 

sources lead to the most significant implications and challenges. 

Prompt-photons 

Neutrons, as they interact with matter through all kinds of nuclear reactions, 

transfer their energy and lead to the excitation of the nuclei of the medium. One 

way in which the excited nuclei release the excess of energy is by emitting the 

so-called prompt photons. This mechanism of photon emission is very relevant 

in ITER during plasma operation. Particularly, the most relevant prompt-photon 
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fields are those resulting from the interaction of the DT plasma neutrons with 

the medium. 

Activated cooling water 

The water that flows through the cooling circuits of the blankets, vacuum vessel, 

divertor, neutral beams and other ITER components (e.g. diagnostics), will be 

exposed to intense DT-plasma neutron fluxes. Consequently, it will become 

highly activated; the most relevant activation reactions being: (i) 16O(n,p)16N, (ii) 

17O(n,p)17N and (iii) 18O (n,γ)19O. The first two are threshold reactions with energy 

thresholds of 10 MeV and 8 MeV, respectively, while the third one already takes 

place with thermal neutrons [26]. Consequently, the activation of water is of 

most significance in regions that have a relatively direct exposition to the 14.1 

MeV DT-plasma neutrons, before they have lost their energy through 

interactions with the medium. 

The three resulting isotopes are radioactive. 16N and 19O emit decay photons and 

17N, decay neutrons. 16N is the most relevant radioisotope in the activated water 

in ITER due to its high activity and the relatively high energy photons that it 

emits [26][27]. 

Considering the relatively short half-lives of 16N (7.13 s), 17N (4.14 s) and 19O 

(26.9 s), the activated water will only emit radiation during plasma operation, 

as it soon decays once the exposition to neutrons ceases. However, its decay is 

sufficiently slow to allow highly activated water to travel through the cooling 

circuits and reach remote regions of the facility. These regions are beyond the 

bio-shield, significantly far away from the tokamak regions exposed to high 

energy neutrons. This feature leads to the generation of intense radiation fields 

in regions of the facility where the radiation coming from other sources (i.e. DT 

plasma) has already been significantly attenuated (by equipment, shields 

and/or concrete walls and slabs). This is the most characteristic aspect of this 

radiation source and the reason why it is so relevant in ITER. In Figure 1-18 

and Figure 1-19, I show the concentration of 16N throughout the ITER activated 

water source [28]. 
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Figure 1‐18. ITER activated water source. The spatial distribution of the 16N concentration (atoms ∙ cm‐3) 
is shown. 

 

Figure 1‐19. ITER activated water source inside the Tokamak Complex. The spatial distribution of the 16N 
concentration (atoms ∙ cm‐3) is shown. 
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It is worth noting that the activity of the water in ITER is considerably higher 

than in conventional fission reactors [26][29]. This is because the energy of the 

DT fusion neutrons (14.1 MeV) is higher than that of the average fission neutron 

(~2 MeV). Thus, the production of 16N through the (n,p) threshold reaction is 

greater. 

Activated materials 

In addition to the cooling water, as the systems, structures and components of 

the facility are irradiated with neutrons (DT neutrons, activated water 17N-

neutrons, etc), they will as well become activated. As the activated materials 

decay, intense decay photon fields will arise, which may persist long after the 

machine shutdown. In fact, although present during plasma operation, these 

fields will be particularly relevant during maintenance operations and cask 

transfer activities, once the neutron irradiation has ceased and other radiation 

sources are no longer present. 

Among the different activated materials of relevance, we count copper alloys, 

stainless steels, and concretes, which will give birth to important decay photon 

emitters such as 64Cu, 58Co, 60Co, 54Mn, 182Ta, 24Na or 152Eu, through reactions 

like (n,p), (n,γ), (n,2n), (n,d), (n,α), etc [30]. The relevance of each radioisotope 

varies in time according to their decay rate. That is, a particular radioisotope 

can be quite relevant at a certain cooling time after machine shutdown but not 

at others. 

As it happens with the activated cooling water, activated materials can also lead 

to intense radiation fields in regions far away from the original position where 

the activation took place. This happens, for instance, when activated 

components, like blanket modules, are transported from the plasma chamber 

to the Hot Cell Complex, during the cask transfer activities. This also happens 

with the formation of Activation Corrosion Products (ACPs) [31][32]. Indeed, the 

corrosion products formed in highly activated cooling pipes (e.g. cooling pipes 

of the blankets or the divertor) dissolve in the cooling water and are later 

propagated and deposited in remote parts of the cooling circuits. 

 

Apart from these four mechanisms of neutron and photon emission, there are 

many others which, although not as studied and challenging as the previous 
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four, have their own features and particular consequences. Here I do not 

pretend to cover all of them, but to briefly explain the most significant ones. 

NBI ERID 

As already mentioned, the Neutral Beam Injectors are one of the three different 

auxiliary systems that will heat the plasma up to the required temperatures. 

One way in which the NBI will do so is by accelerating negative deuterium ions 

up to 1 MeV, then neutralizing them (in the neutralizer) and finally injecting 

them into the plasma [22][33].  

However, a significant number of deuterium ions will go through the neutralizer 

without getting neutralized. The function of the so called ERID (Electrostatic 

Residual Ion Dump) is to deflect such residual ions from the main beam and 

collect them before the injection. Now, as deuterium ions accumulate on the 

ERID plates, they can undergo fusion reactions with the new coming deuterium 

ions [33][34], according to 

𝐻  𝐻 →  𝐻𝑒  𝑛 

𝐻  𝐻 →  𝐻  𝑝 

The first fusion reaction leads to the emission of neutrons. However, compared 

to the DT fusion, the DD fusion leads to less energetic neutrons, of 2.45 MeV. 

The second fusion reaction leads to the formation of tritium, which also builds 

up on the ERID plates and can eventually undergo DT fusions with the coming 

deuterium, resulting in the emission of 14.1 MeV neutrons. Thus, the NBI ERID 

is a source of both DD and DT neutrons. Although of significantly lower intensity 

than the D and DT plasma neutron sources (see below for D plasma), this source 

leads to neutron fields in the regions close to it that are as relevant as the 

radiation fields from these plasmas. 

Photoneutrons from First Wall Beryllium 

Neutrons (or photoneutrons) will also be emitted by the so-called photonuclear 

reactions, which are nuclear reactions induced by highly energetic photons. 

Particularly meaningful is the photonuclear reaction 9Be(γ,n)8Be that takes 

place in the beryllium that forms part of the blanket modules first wall [35]. This 

reaction has an energy threshold of 1.665 MeV and it is mainly induced by: (i) 

the prompt photons that are emitted from the interaction of DT plasma neutrons 
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with the first wall materials, (ii) the photons from the activated water that goes 

through the blanket cooling channels and (iii) the decay photons from the in-

vessel activated material.  

The intensity of this neutron source is relatively low when compared to the 

intensity of the DT plasma (and all its derived sources). However, this neutron 

source has the particularity of being present during both machine operation 

and shutdown [35], being the only neutron source, from all the ones considered 

here, that will be present at shutdown. Furthermore, during the cask transfer 

activities, the blanket modules that are to be replaced will be transferred from 

the tokamak up to the Hot Cell Complex. Therefore, photoneutrons will be 

emitted in regions located far away from the original location of the blanket 

modules. 

D plasmas 

Before the DT plasmas, deuterium (D) plasmas will be studied [36]. They will be 

considered to assess the behaviour of the eventual DT plasmas, while avoiding 

the problematic of having tritium in the facility, which is a radioactive isotope. 

As I have mentioned above, DD fusions can also lead to the emission of 

neutrons, therefore, D plasmas represent another neutron source of relevance 

in ITER. It is true that DD neutrons are less energetic than DT neutrons (2.45 

MeV vs 14.1 MeV), that the neutron emission rate during the D pulses is around 

two orders of magnitude lower than the DT neutron yield [37] and that the total 

D operation is much shorter than the DT operation [36]. Still, D plasmas will 

represent one of the most important neutron sources before the DT phase. 

H and He plasmas 

At the early phases of operation of the machine, before the D and DT plasmas, 

H (and possibly He) plasmas will be studied for different purposes [36]. Although 

with far less intensity than the D and DT plasmas, these plasmas will also lead 

to the emission of neutrons through different mechanisms [38][39]. One the one 

hand, due to the presence of residual amounts of deuterium in hydrogen, DD 

fusion reactions will take place in the H plasmas. In addition, these reactions 

will lead to the formation of tritium, which will also undergo DT fusion reactions 

with the residual deuterium. Of course, the number of DD and DT fusion 

reactions in the H plasmas is negligible when compared to the number of these 

reactions that will take place in the D and DT plasmas. On the other hand, 
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neutrons will also be emitted in both H and He plasmas due to the nuclear 

reactions that take place between the beryllium impurities (originated by the 

erosion of the first wall) and the fast H and 3He ions that are accelerated through 

the different plasma heating mechanisms (i.e. NBI and ICRH) [40][41]. These 

neutron emission mechanisms, together with the runaway electrons (see below), 

will be the most important during the early phases of operation of ITER. 

Runaway electrons 

Runaway electrons are emitted during plasma disruptions and can reach 

energies of the order of tens of MeV [42]. These electrons will interact with the 

first wall materials (beryllium, copper, stainless steel or tungsten). As they do 

so, they will lead to the emission of very high energy bremsstrahlung photons, 

which will be capable of inducing photonuclear reactions, leading to the 

subsequent emission of photoneutrons [43]. 

Again, this neutron source is not relatively intense when compared to others, 

specially the DT plasma. However, it will be one of the most intense sources 

during the early phases of operation, with the H and He plasmas [39][44]. 

 

In conclusion, ITER will be exposed to neutron and photon fields with many 

different origins, intensities and energy spectra. In addition, due to the nature 

of the sources and the many penetrations of the facility, these radiation fields 

will spread throughout many different regions of the facility (many beyond the 

bio-shield) and will be present at different phases of the machine operation (i.e. 

plasma operation, maintenance activities and cask transfer activities). 

Consequently, neutron and photon fields lead to a variety of implications in 

ITER. 

1.3.2 Implications of neutron and photon fields 

The presence of neutron and photon fields in ITER will have a variety of 

implications. Some of the implications are positive and intended, while many 

others are not. The important thing is that, regardless of their positive or 

negative nature, radiation fields will lead to challenges in the design, license, 

operation and decommission of ITER. In this section, I will go through some of 

these implications. The goal is not to cover all of them, but to provide an 
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overview of implications that makes clear that nuclear analysis is an essential 

discipline in ITER. 

I will start with those effects of radiation, particularly neutron radiation, that 

have positive implications. 

As I mentioned before, future reactors will have to produce their own tritium to 

be self-sufficient. That is why one of the goals of ITER is to assess the 

performance of different tritium breeding technologies. As I explained before, 

such breeding technologies will be hosted in the TBM ports. Regardless of the 

specific approach, all breeding technologies will rely on the production of tritium 

through the irradiation of lithium with the DT plasma neutrons. Therefore, in 

this sense, neutrons clearly have a very important and positive role. 

In addition, neutrons will be very useful in providing information regarding 

several essential plasma parameters [45]. Many neutron detectors will be 

located throughout the tokamak and count the number of neutrons that 

interact with them. Since the number of neutrons emitted by the plasma is 

lineally proportional to the number of DT fusion reactions taking place, counting 

the neutrons provides direct information about the fusion power or the tritium 

burn-up, among other parameters. Knowing the fusion power is essential to 

evaluate if the Q gain factor meets the ITER goals (i.e. Q ≥ 10). 

Finally, it is worth remarking again that, although ITER will not produce 

electricity, the energy carried by the DT plasma neutrons will be used in future 

fusion reactors to produce steam and, ultimately, electricity. 

However, both neutrons and photons will have as well to the following negative 

implications, which will lead to problems that have to be tackled. 

As they spread throughout the facility, neutrons and photons will modify the 

internal structure of the materials with which they interact, damaging them 

[46]. The main radiation damage mechanisms are ionization, atom displacement 

and impurity production (e.g. production of He or tritium gases); the latter two 

mechanisms being mainly due to neutron interaction. Radiation damage may 

significantly degrade the materials properties (physical and mechanical 

properties, thermal and electrical conductivity, etc), severely impacting the 

materials performance/purpose. In other words, radiation damage can lead to 

the deterioration and, ultimately, malfunction of ITER systems, structures and 

components. 
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For example, radiation damage affects diagnostics systems and components, 

such as mirrors, windows, bolometers or optic fibers [47], which are essential 

to control and analyze the plasma, in some cases for safety purposes. 

Electronics in general are also very sensitive to radiation [48]. Indeed, even when 

the electronics are exposed to relatively low levels of radiation, like those 

expected in remote regions of the Tokamak Complex, radiation can still lead to 

malfunction, false responses, failure, coloring or simply deterioration of the 

electronics. Again, some of the electronics are considered to be critical, as they 

are directly involved with safety aspects of the facility. 

Therefore, radiation damage challenges both the successful and safe operation 

of ITER. Many efforts are put to mitigate its consequences, which rely on: (i) 

R&D activities to select and test materials that can withstand harsh radiation 

environments [47], (ii) planning periodical maintenance or replacement of 

components, (iii) relocation of the components in regions with lower levels of 

radiation and (iv) design of radiation shields. 

Apart from the material damage that neutrons and photons will cause, they will 

also heat up the different ITER systems, structures and components. This is 

known as nuclear heat. In order to maintain the structural integrity of ITER 

SSCs, it is necessary to evacuate such nuclear heat. Thus, apart from designing 

the SSCs so that they efficiently evacuate the heat, in many cases cooling 

systems have to be designed and integrated.  

Specially concerning is the nuclear heat in the superconducting magnets, and 

particularly in the Toroidal Field Coils [49]. Indeed, these components have to 

be cooled down to temperatures as low as -269 ºC to correctly operate. The 

cryogenic system, which will circulate liquid helium through the magnets, has 

to be dimensioned to evacuate the nuclear heat generated in them. On the other 

hand, the blankets and vacuum vessel have to be designed to shield the magnets 

as much as possible from the radiation to minimize the nuclear heating in the 

magnets. 

Another one of the most important negative implications of neutron and photon 

radiation is that it is a biological hazard. In order to guarantee a safe working 

environment in all areas where personnel will be present, ITER must achieve a 

design that is compliant with strict limits on the biological doses to be received 

by workers. Furthermore, it is mandatory to implement an ALARA program (As 

Low As Reasonably Achievable) to further reduce the exposure of workers below 
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those limits [50]. These are milestones in support of ITER licensing and 

commissioning and will be of high relevance for the future fusion reactors. 

Workers will be exposed to radiation fields of different intensities during plasma 

operation, maintenance activities and cask transfer activities. During operation, 

the DT plasma and the activated water are specially concerning [51]. Indeed, 

until recently, the resulting radiation fields violated the radiological zoning of 

the Tokamak Complex and the radiation limits outside of it [52][53]. 

However, the highest and most concerning exposition takes place during the 

hands-on maintenance activities, after machine shutdown (i.e. no plasma). This 

is because, during these activities, workers get very close to regions of the 

machine that have been highly activated by neutron irradiation during machine 

operation. Thus, they get exposed to relatively intense decay photon fields. Not 

to mention that, in many cases, the maintenance areas are badly lighted, 

crowded with many systems, hence very difficult to access, and that operators 

have to wear special suits (e.g. bubble-suits) to avoid contamination (tritium, 

beryllium, activated dust), which reduce their mobility. 

Reducing the intensity of the decay photon fields in these maintenance areas is 

very challenging. What is worst, it is even challenging to just fulfill the limits in 

these areas. The port interspaces are an example of these regions. They are 

subjected to a dose rate limit of 100 µSv/h at 106 seconds (~12 days) after 

machine shutdown for planned hands-on maintenance activities [50]. However, 

currently many of them do not fulfill it [54]. 

Many efforts are put into limiting the exposition of workers to radiation during 

the different phases of operation. During plasma operation these efforts rely on 

designing and implementing shields, limiting access to certain rooms, relocating 

the position of penetrations through which radiation may escape, etc. During 

maintenance and cask transfer activities, apart from the previous measures, the 

efforts also rely on: considering low-activation materials, eliminating systems to 

avoid their maintenance, using temporary shields, planning and rehearsing the 

maintenance activities, etc. In some cases, like the NB Cell area, the radiation 

fields during maintenance are so intense and the area is so crowded with 

systems that the maintenance operations are fully carried out by remote-

handling. This approach, however, is very sophisticated and expensive. 
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Finally, the last negative implication that I want to include here is the generation 

of radioactive waste as a consequence of the intense neutron irradiation. This 

radwaste will have to be adequately managed and stored to guarantee the safety 

of the workers and the public. For this, adequate planning and strategies have 

to be conceived [55]. 

Taking advantage of or mitigating, respectively, the positive and negative 

implications that I have just indicated is a very challenging design task in ITER. 

This is because ITER is a machine of unparalleled complexity, with very tight 

design margins. This means that adding any extra complexity, even if it is just 

a little, is already quite challenging. However, the complexity added in ITER due 

to the presence of radiation is quite meaningful. Indeed, radiation fields and 

sources, as well as their implications, extend all over the facility, beyond the 

bio-shield, and are present during all phases of operation (plasma operation, 

maintenance activities and cask transfer activities). We also have to keep in 

mind that the closest facility to ITER is JET, and JET is far simpler and has a 

neutron budget 1.5·106 times lower. Therefore, although many radiation 

problems are common to other facilities, ITER radiation problems are quite 

unique in many ways. Not to forget that some radiation sources, like the 

activated water, are more problematic in ITER than in conventional fission 

reactors [26][29]. 

1.4 ITER nuclear analysis 

To face the design challenges derived from the presence of radiation in ITER it 

is necessary to rely on the engineering discipline of nuclear analysis [56]. 

Nuclear analysis allows to characterize the radiation fields, as well as the 

processes they lead to. Thanks to this discipline it is possible to: estimate the 

amount of tritium produced by a certain TBM concept (see Figure 1-20), support 

the calibration of neutron detectors with the required accuracy, calculate the 

nuclear heating in the superconducting magnets, evaluate the radiation damage 

in the diagnostics components, foresee the amount of dose received by workers 

while maintaining a port interspace, etc. Thus, nuclear analysis provides very 

valuable information that is key to guarantee the successful and safe operation 

of ITER. In the context of this thesis, ITER nuclear analysis is the field of 

knowledge within which the thematic of this thesis falls. 
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Figure 1‐20. Example of tritium production (mg∙cm‐3∙d‐1) map in a TBM concept. 

1.4.1 Activation and radiation transport calculations 

ITER nuclear analysis is essentially based on the performance of activation and 

radiation transport (or neutronics) calculations with the goal of computing 

diverse nuclear responses (flux, nuclear heat, dpa, gas production, specific 

activity, damage, doses, etc). There are many codes that have been developed 

for these purposes, primarily for the fission industry, but also for fusion 

facilities. 

With regards to the activation, ACAB [57] (which was developed by my codirector 

Javier Sanz) and FISPACT-II [58] are two of the reference fusion inventory codes 

to be used in ITER [59]. With respect to the radiation transport, Denovo [60], 

Attila [61], Serpent [62] and MCNP [63] are examples of codes used in ITER. The 

first two radiation transport codes mentioned use deterministic methods to 

solve the Boltzmann transport equation while the last two rely on Monte Carlo 

methods. MCNP is the ITER reference code for radiation transport simulations 

[59]. 

Both activation and radiation transport codes have to be provided with nuclear 

data to be able to simulate the physical process of the interaction of radiation 

with matter. Dedicated libraries have been developed for this purpose, being 
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EAF2007 [64] and FENDL-3.1d [65] two of the ITER reference nuclear data 

libraries for activation and radiation transport simulations, respectively [59]. 

I will now present MCNP and the nature of Monte Carlo codes in a bit more 

detail due to their relevance in the context of this thesis. 

Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) 

MCNP code has been extensively validated and used for many years to assist 

the nuclear design of many fission and fusion facilities worldwide. It is in 

continuous development at Los Alamos National Laboratory since before 1977. 

MCNP allows to simulate the kind of radiation transport problems required in 

ITER, which: involve neutral particles (i.e. neutrons and photons), are time-

independent and require complex 3D geometry and source models. 

Furthermore, being a Monte Carlo code, it allows to perform such simulations 

with a higher degree of accuracy than deterministic codes. Indeed, it allows for 

a point-wise resolution in both space and energy. 

MCNP, and all Monte Carlo codes, rely on the simulation of individual particles 

to record some aspects (tallies) of their average behaviour. The average behavior 

of particles in the physical system is then inferred (using the central limit 

theorem) from the average behavior of the simulated particles [66]. Provided that 

the computational models (sources, geometry, nuclear data, etc) are 100% 

accurate, the quality of the inference (that is, the quality of the result of interest) 

only depends on the number of histories simulated. In other words, the larger 

the number of particles simulated, the lower the statistical uncertainty. 

However, the statistical error is inversely proportional to the square root of the 

number of histories. That is, many histories have to be simulated to achieve a 

significant reduction of the error. Therefore, Monte Carlo calculations can be 

very computationally demanding. This is the main drawback of MCNP and all 

Monte Carlo codes. 

1.4.2 Complexity of ITER nuclear analysis 

Activation and radiation transport calculations have been carried out in the 

fission industry for many years. Thus, many codes and methodologies have been 

developed and used for that end. However, the performance of this kind of 

computational simulations in fusion facilities is relatively recent. Therefore, 

although specific codes and methods have been developed to address the 
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particular needs of these facilities, still many of the codes originally developed 

for fission, like MCNP, are applied in fusion facilities. This has caused the 

appearance of many new challenges in the field, hence making nuclear analysis 

of fusion facilities, and particularly of ITER, significantly complex. 

In essence, the complexity of ITER nuclear analyses derives from the need of 

producing, and running simulations with, very detailed 3D neutronics models 

of intricate geometries and radiation sources.  

The reasons for such need of detailed models are the following. 

The first reason is that ITER nuclear analyses are subjected to very high quality 

and accuracy requirements. That is, the uncertainties in the nuclear responses 

need to be minimal. This is because ITER is a very complex machine, with very 

tight design margins, and nuclear analyses are the basis of many decisions that 

affect technical, economical and safety aspects.  

We have to keep in mind that, as I mentioned before, there are many cases in 

which the nuclear responses of concern are very close or above the imposed 

requirements. This is the case of the doses in the port interspaces. Having 

reliable information to decide which are the optimal measures (e.g. shields) to 

fulfil the requirements is crucial to minimize the impact on the ITER design. Not 

to mention that ITER has to demonstrate to the French Nuclear Safety Authority 

(Autorité de Sûreté Nucléaire, ASN) that it will fulfil all safety requirements. This 

demonstration has to be justified on the basis of sound and reliable nuclear 

analyses. 

The second reason is that ITER geometries and sources are full features that 

highly impact the nuclear responses. Geometries are full of gaps and 

penetrations (i.e. streaming paths) and have a highly heterogeneous 

configuration of materials with different absorbing/moderating properties. On 

the other hand, ITER radiation sources have very intricate geometrical 

configurations and (intensity/angular/energy) emission distributions, like I 

showed in the case of the activated water. Therefore, ITER geometries and 

radiation sources need to be modelled in very high detail to be able to capture 

all these features. Otherwise, unquantified uncertainties due to modelling 

approximations are introduced in the final responses. 

Producing models of ITER geometries and radiation sources is very costly. It 

requires a lot of human time as well as the development of dedicated 
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computational methodologies and tools [67]. Furthermore, once produced, these 

models are very heavy computationally speaking, what makes them very 

difficult to handle. In some cases they are so heavy that it is impossible to run 

simulations with them. 

On the other hand, even when they are light enough to be used, running 

radiation transport calculations with such models is as well a very complex and 

computationally demanding task. This is because, given the nature of ITER 

geometries, ITER radiation transport problems combine intense shielding with 

a rich profusion of streaming paths. Thus, these problems require the 

simulation of many histories to adequately penetrate the shields and sample the 

streaming paths. Furthermore, as happens in many ITER problems, it is 

normally necessary to achieve low statistical uncertainties in a broad region of 

the problem phase-space (e.g. neutron flux with energy resolution in a large 

area). This requires the simulation of even more histories. As a result, ITER 

radiation transport problems are very computationally demanding in terms of 

computational time. 

In order to be able to solve this kind of problems in a feasible amount of 

computational time, it is necessary to rely on the parallelization of calculations 

in High Performance Computing (HPC) facilities and on the use of variance 

reduction (VR) techniques. The latter are techniques that are aimed at favouring 

the simulation of those particles that contribute more to the response of 

interest, while disregarding the simulation of those particles that are not as 

contributing. In this way, lower statistical uncertainties are obtained with the 

simulation of less histories. However, VR techniques are not infallible and are 

problem dependent, what requires user experience. Furthermore, some of the 

techniques, like those based on weight windows, may lead to the exacerbated 

production of tracks (i.e. long history problem), which may significantly 

detriment the efficiency of the calculations, or even make them impractical. 

Thus, although sophisticated VR algorithms have been developed, special care 

must be taken when using them. 

To face the continuous demand of the ITER project of nuclear analyses of such 

complexity, the ITER nuclear analysis division has developed, over the years, a 

strategy [68][69]. One of the main pillars of such strategy is allowing many 

international institutions to efficiently participate, in a coordinated manner, in 

the ITER global neutronics effort. In other words, this strategy has gathered an 
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ITER neutronics community. This community has managed to make continuous 

joint efforts to face the complexity of ITER nuclear analyses over the years. 

Computational methodologies, codes and models (geometry models, nuclear 

data libraries, radiation source models, etc) have been improved to be able to 

perform faster and/or more accurate nuclear analyses [67]. In this way, the 

challenges posed by ITER nuclear analyses have been progressively tackled and, 

as a result, this field has been taken to the next level in terms of realism and 

accuracy. However, still, there are and there will be many more challenges to be 

faced. 

1.5 Motivation and objectives of this thesis 

There are several aspects involved in an ITER nuclear analysis, the most 

relevant being: codes, methodologies and computational models (geometry 

models, nuclear data libraries, radiation source models, etc). As I have just said 

in the previous section, each of these aspects is in constant evolution and 

improvement with the goal of making ITER nuclear analyses faster and/or more 

accurate. That is why the Instructions for Nuclear Analysis [59] has been 

updated several times over the last years. These instructions are the ITER 

official document that indicates the specific codes, methodologies and 

computational models to be considered for ITER nuclear analyses. 

In this thesis, I have focused my interest on one of the aspects of ITER nuclear 

analysis: the geometry models of the ITER Tokamak, the so-called ITER 

Tokamak reference neutronics models. These reference models are the result of 

many joint efforts from the neutronics community and they have efficiently 

allowed to address many of the project’s neutronics needs over the years. Thus, 

they have played an essential role in the ITER neutronics strategy. Their 

evolution goes from the very first and simple 3D models (BRAND model [70][71], 

2000), to the current detailed 3D C-model [72] and NBI [73] MCNP models, 

which are made of thousands of bodies and material definitions. 

In that process, reference models have reached an unprecedented level of detail. 

Indeed, current reference models represent the high degree of material 

heterogeneity of the machine as well as the majority of gaps and penetrations 

with a high degree of realism. This level of detail is necessary to minimize as 

much as possible the uncertainties introduced in the nuclear responses due to 

modelling approximations. 
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The approach followed in ITER when producing reference models has always 

been, except few exceptions [74], to represent a portion of the machine instead 

of the complete tokamak. In other words, the majority of reference models have 

always been partial models. Specifically, partial models represent explicitly a 

toroidal section of the machine and the rest is implicitly represented by means 

of either periodic or reflective boundary conditions. The current C-model and 

NBI models are partial. They represent 40º and 80º toroidal sectors of the 

machine, respectively. 

The reasons for producing partial models instead of full models are basically 

three. 

First of all, given that the size of a partial model is smaller than the size of a full 

model, a lower number of histories is needed to flood the geometry with 

particles. This means that if we want to reach the same statistical uncertainties 

in a nuclear response with a 40º and 360º model, the partial model would 

require 9 times less histories. This is an important advantage since, as we have 

seen, ITER radiation transport problems are very demanding computationally. 

To understand the second reason why reference models are partial we have to 

understand, first, that as models are more detailed, they become heavier 

computationally speaking. That is, they demand more RAM memory and more, 

loading-, plotting- and simulation-time. Consequently, models become very 

difficult to manage, review and update. Not to mention that calculations take 

even more time with them. Thus, partial models are comparatively easier to 

handle than full models. This allows to reduce the time spent performing a 

nuclear analysis. 

Having said this, the truth is that current reference models are so detailed that 

they have pushed to the limit the capacities of currently available codes and 

computational resources. This does not only mean that current partial models 

are already very difficult to handle, but that producing a full model with the 

same degree of detail is simply unfeasible. In fact, certain nuclear analyses are 

already unfeasible with current reference partial models. 

Finally, the third reason is that partial models require less modelling efforts to 

be produced than a full model. 

Now, the interesting question here is: Does using partial models to represent 

the ITER Tokamak come at any cost? With partial models, the full machine is 
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represented by means of reflective or periodic boundary conditions. Thus, the 

assumption is made that the machine has a toroidal symmetry. However, as can 

be inferred from section 1.2.2, it is clear that this is not the case. Indeed, ITER 

ports are very different from each other, hence, not symmetrical at all. This 

means that with partial models we are not capturing the machine asymmetry 

beyond the area explicitly represented. However, it is not possible to predict 

whether the asymmetry of the machine can have an impact or not on the nuclear 

responses. Thus, partial models introduce unquantified uncertainties in the 

nuclear responses estimated.  

Given the high constraints on the quality of ITER nuclear analyses, the 

uncertainties introduced by partial models may be intolerable. Yet, although 

specific approaches have been implemented to reduce these uncertainties, not 

much research has been done to fully understand their potential repercussions. 

There are surely many reasons for that to be the case. Probably, however, one 

of the most plausible reasons is that, given the already high complexity of partial 

models, there has not been much more (computational) room for improvement. 

However, recent computational advances developed at different institutions, 

including the TECF3IR research group at UNED, changed the paradigm 

regarding the limits of the geometry modelling. Motivated by these advances, me 

and my directors wanted to analyze, understand and solve, if possible, the 

abovementioned implication, as well as others, derived from the partial nature 

of ITER reference models. Specifically, in this thesis I have pursued three main 

objectives: 

 Objective #1: Review the geometry modelling methodologies of the ITER 

Tokamak and identify limitations of partial models. 

 Objective #2: Taking advantage of recent computational advances, 

propose and develop a solution to mitigate the limitations identified. 

 Objective #3: Analyze and test the solution proposed in order to evaluate 

its effectivity in overcoming the limitations identified. 

I would like to proudly advance here that the outcome of this thesis has been 

very successful. Indeed, it has opened the door to a new way of modelling the 

ITER tokamak, with an unprecedented degree of realism. Not only that, thanks 

to the work presented here it is now possible to perform ITER nuclear analyses 

that were not feasible before. In fact, such has been the success that part of the 
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content of this thesis was published in January 2021 in the prestigious Nature 

Energy journal:  

 R. Juarez, G. Pedroche, M.J. Loughlin et al, “A full and heterogeneous 

model of the ITER tokamak for comprehensive nuclear analyses”, Nature 

Energy 6, 150–157 (2021). 

1.6 Structure of this thesis 

The remaining part of this thesis comprises five more chapters. 

Chapter 2, titled “State of the art”, is dedicated to the Objective #1 of this thesis. 

I review the geometry modelling methodology in ITER, with special focus on the 

geometry models of the ITER Tokamak, the so-called reference models. I also 

identify limitations of the current partial models, focusing on specific ITER-

relevant applications. Finally, I also go through the recent computational 

advances that motivated this thesis and provided us with a pathway to overcome 

the limitations identified. In short, this chapter contextualizes this thesis and 

further motivates its purpose. 

Chapter 3, titled “E-lite”, is dedicated to the Objective #2 of this thesis. It 

describes the proposal of this thesis to solve the limitations identified, namely, 

the development of a 360º model, called E-lite. In this chapter I go through the 

main features of E-lite and the methodology to produce it. I also demonstrate 

that the model is a feasible and usable solution for ITER nuclear analyses. 

Chapter 4, titled “Calculations and evaluation”, is dedicated to Objective #3 of 

this thesis. Therein, I evaluate the effectiveness of the solution proposed in 

overcoming the limitations identified. I apply E-lite in three different 

applications identified in Chapter 2 and I compare its performance with respect 

to other approaches relying on partial models. The goal of this chapter is to 

demonstrate that E-lite is not only feasible and usable, but also useful, and in 

some cases completely necessary, to tackle the challenges associated to specific 

ITER nuclear analyses. 

Chapter 5, titled “Impact of this thesis”, reviews the impact of this thesis. On 

the one hand, and most importantly, I focus on the impact of E-lite on the ITER 

project. Specifically, I indicate specific nuclear analysis of relevance for the ITER 

project in which E-lite has been (or is going to be) applied. These applications 

show that E-lite’s repercussion extends beyond the context of this thesis and 
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that, indeed, the model represents a research product well-received by the ITER 

neutronics community. On the other hand, I take the chance to briefly indicate 

other contributions in the context of ITER nuclear analysis to which this thesis 

has led. These contributions are not directly related to E-lite, but they have 

indirectly contributed to the objectives of this thesis. In addition, some of these 

contributions have also been considerably important for the ITER project. 

Particularly, I put special emphasis on those works in which I have participated 

and that were highly recognized and/or published in journal articles. 

Chapter 6 is the last one and is dedicated to the “Conclusions and future work”. 
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CHAPTER 2  

STATE OF THE ART 

 

In this chapter, I am going to finish contextualizing and motivating the purpose 

of this thesis. Specifically, in the coming sections I am going to: 

 Section 2.1. I will review the general features of the neutronics modelling 

of ITER geometries, with special focus on the geometries of the ITER 

Tokamak. This section will be useful to understand why ITER Tokamak 

reference models exist and why they have been partial so far. 

 Section 2.2. I will describe the main features of the ITER Tokamak 

reference models that are used in current ITER nuclear analyses. In 

addition, I will briefly describe how they have evolved over the years until 

reaching an unprecedented level of realism. 

 Section 2.3. I will explain which are the limitations of the current ITER 

Tokamak reference models that have been identified in this thesis. 

Furthermore, I will identify ITER relevant applications which may be 

severely affected by these limitations. 

 Section 2.4. I will go through the recent computational advances that 

motivated this thesis and provided us with a pathway to overcome the 

limitations identified. 

2.1 On the neutronics modelling of ITER geometries 

In this section I am going to review the current status and general features of 

the neutronics modelling of ITER geometries. Particularly, I am going to cover 

in a bit more depth the reasons why ITER models have to be so detailed (section 

2.1.1). Then, I will describe the general methodology followed currently in ITER 
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to produce such detailed models (section 2.1.2). Finally, I will explain the 

problematics of producing such detailed models (section 2.1.3).  

This section will be useful to understand why ITER Tokamak reference models 

exist and why they have been partial so far. 

2.1.1 The importance of producing detailed geometry models 

Producing a neutronics model of a geometry requires specifying: its shape, the 

materials from which is made of and the mass of the different materials. All 

these aspects impact the number and type of interactions between the radiation 

and the matter. That is, these aspects determine how radiation is going to 

propagate through the medium and the effect of radiation on it.  

This means that any deviation from the reality in the shape, materials or masses 

of the model leads to deviations in the nuclear responses that are computed 

with the model. Of course, the degree of deviation in the responses depends on 

many factors: the nature (shape, material, mass) and amount of deviation from 

the reality and the features of the problem under study (i.e. neutron/photon 

source, nuclear response of interest, etc).  

For example, the content of Co impurities in a stainless-steel shield is irrelevant 

regarding its neutron shielding performance. However, the Co content is crucial 

if we are interested in knowing the doses received by a worker due to the 

activation and decay of that same shield. 

However, it is very difficult to predict the impact on nuclear responses of the 

deviations introduced in the geometry models. And when geometries are as 

complex as those of ITER, these predictions are simply impossible. As a result, 

deviations in the geometry models introduce uncertainties in the nuclear 

responses, which cannot be quantified. 

ITER geometries are full of gaps and features that lead to streaming paths. They 

are also characterized for presenting intricate material arrangements, which 

combine materials with different moderating/absorbing properties (i.e. 

components made of steel that contain cooling water channels). As I will show 

below, these are aspects that highly affect the nuclear responses. That is, if they 

are not accurately represented in a neutronics model, they can lead to 

significant deviations in the nuclear responses, which cannot be predicted. 

Therefore, to minimize the uncertainties due to geometry modelling 
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approximations, which is a requirement in ITER nuclear analyses, neutronics 

models have to be as faithful to the reality as possible. 

Particularly, in this subsection I want to give evidence of the impact that 

streaming paths (i.e. gaps, penetrations), as well as the accurate representation 

of the material heterogeneity, can have on ITER nuclear responses. There is a 

significant amount of literature on this topic [75]–[82]. We will have a look now 

at the main conclusions of some of these studies. These will serve as examples 

to better understand the importance of producing very realistic and detailed 

models in ITER. All this discussion applies to ITER geometries in general, but it 

is especially oriented towards the geometries of the ITER Tokamak. 

In [75], they highlight the importance of streaming paths regarding the 

shutdown dose rates (SDDR) in the port interspaces of diagnostics ports. 

Particularly, they identify four main contributors to this quantity: streaming 

through the port plug gaps and systems, streaming through the gaps between 

the port plugs and the vacuum vessel port extension, cross-talk from 

neighbouring ports and streaming through areas of reduced shielding in the 

blankets and vacuum vessel. Three of these contributors involve the streaming 

through gaps or low shielding regions. In addition, they also report the 

differences between considering only one labyrinth (i.e. dog-leg) or two in the 

space between the port plugs and the blankets and vacuum vessel port 

extension [76] (see Figure 2-1). Considering just one labyrinth led to around 400 

µSv/h at the front of the interspace of the analyzed port; considering a double-

labyrinth led to 140 µSv/h. Finally, in that same study, already 65 µSv/h on 

the interspace (that is, 65% of the SDDR requirement on the interspaces at 106 

s of cooling time) are attributed to the streaming effects through areas of low 

shielding in the blankets. 

On the other hand, the study conducted in [77] analyzes the impact of the size 

of the vertical and horizontal gaps between the blanket modules. These gaps are 

necessary for the assembly of the blankets and other technical constraints, but 

they lead to a radiation streaming towards the inboard legs of the toroidal field 

coils, which are located behind the vacuum vessel. Consequently, a significant 

amount of nuclear heat is deposited on the toroidal field coils, which must be 

known and limited to guarantee its adequate removal and the maintenance of 

the magnets’s superconductivity. Varying the size of the horizontal and vertical 

gaps between the blankets from 2cm to 1cm led to a decrease of 30% on the 
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total integral nuclear heat deposited on the inboard legs and of 40% on the peak 

values. 

 

Figure 2‐1. Schematic view of the double‐labyrinth in the space between the port plugs and the blanket 
and vacuum vessel port extension [75][76]. 

The two previous studies mainly underline the importance of gaps and 

penetrations in ITER. Since they are obvious streaming paths, it is clear that 

changes in their sizes and/or configuration can lead to important variations in 

the nuclear responses. The following two studies highlight the importance of 

explicitly representing the heterogeneous material configurations of ITER. To do 

so, they assess the impact of the modelling approximation known as material 

homogenization. 

Specifically, material homogenization is used in many occasions to simplify the 

level of detail of geometries. When using this modelling approximation, the 

bodies of different materials are combined to form a homogeneous volume, 

normally with a simple geometrical shape, made of a material mixture. The total 

mass within the homogeneous volume is preserved. To do so, the density and 

chemical composition of the material mixture is derived as a combination of the 

densities and chemical compositions of the independent materials, which are 

weighed by their corresponding volume fractions within the total homogeneous 

volume. In Figure 2-2, I show an example of homogenization of a blanket 

module. In that example, all the different bodies of a blanket module are 

simplified and reduced to two simple geometrical bodies made of two material 

mixtures. 
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Figure 2‐2. Example of homogenization. Detailed (left) and homogenized (right) models of a blanket 
module. 

In [78], they analyze the effect of material homogenization of a blanket module 

(i.e. BM#04) on the nuclear heating deposited on the blanket components and 

the portion of the vacuum vessel behind it. The nuclear heating on the blanket 

components was reported to be 11-70% higher, depending on the component, 

when a homogenized blanket model was considered instead of an heterogeneous 

one. On the other hand, the average nuclear heating deposited on the vacuum 

vessel right behind the central region of the BM#04 was reported to be 76% 

lower when a homogenized blanket was considered. Furthermore, the peak 

nuclear heat values that were observed on the vacuum vessel when the detailed 

blanket model was considered were not observed when the homogenized blanket 

was considered. At those peak locations the nuclear heat is, therefore, 

underestimated by 86% when the homogenized blanket model is considered. 

Of great interest is as well the shielding analysis reported in [79], which makes 

an exhaustive investigation on the effect of homogenizing steel and water when 

considering different simple configurations of water-steel layers and pipes (see 

Figure 2-3). The analysis concludes that, in all the cases studied, heterogeneous 

configurations show poorer shielding performance than the equivalent 

homogeneous ones. It is also observed that the ratio between the shielding 

performances (i.e. attenuation at the back of the steel-water shield) of the 

homogeneous and heterogeneous cases decreases and tends to an asymptotic 

value as the size of the layers/pipes decreases (and the number of layers/pipes 
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increases). The critical size of the layers/pipes below which the asymptotic 

behaviour of the ratio is observed coincides more or less with the average mean 

free path of the neutrons through the medium. 

 

Figure 2‐3. Cross‐sections showing the orientations of the pipes/layers studied in [79]: parallel (left), 
normal (centre) and at 45° to the flux (right, pipes only). 

The asymptotic value of the ratio, however, depends on the orientation of the 

pipes/layers with the respect to the incident flux. When the pipes/layers are 

normal with respect to the incident flux, the asymptotic value of the ratio is 

approximately 1, that is, the heterogeneous shield has almost the same 

shielding performance as the homogeneous one. On the other hand, when the 

pipes/layers are parallel to the incident flux, the asymptotic value is 

approximately 4, that is, the heterogeneous shield has a shielding performance 

4 times lower than the homogeneous one. This is attributed to the streaming 

effects through the water channels, which are less absorbent than the steel. 

Of course, the impact of material homogenization depends on how different 

(from a neutronics point of view) the homogenized materials are, the size of the 

homogenized region and its location in the problem under study, etc. 

Nonetheless, since it is not possible to accurately predict the impact of 

homogenization on the nuclear responses of interest, this modelling 

approximation always introduces uncertainties in the results, which cannot be 

quantified. 

Hopefully, it is now a bit clearer why ITER geometries are modelled in as much 

detail as possible, that is, considering all gaps and penetrations and preserving 

the material heterogeneity. 

In the next subsection I will explain how ITER geometries are modelled. 
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2.1.2 Current methodology to model ITER geometries 

In this subsection I will explain the current methodology that is followed in ITER 

nuclear analyses to model an ITER geometry (e.g. a blanket, a port plug, a 

divertor cassette, etc) with as much detail as possible. This methodology has 

been consolidated in ITER for the last two decades. It allows to produce very 

realistic neutronics models by working directly with the CAD models of the 

components. 

Before describing the methodology, I will indicate how geometries are modelled 

in MCNP format and then present the agents that make the current modelling 

methodology viable, i.e. CAD-to-MCNP tools, CAD programs and HPC facilities. 

MCNP geometries 

In MCNP, the geometries are traditionally modelled using the Constructive Solid 

Geometry (CSG) technique. In this approach, the bodies of the geometry, called 

cells, are defined as combinations of regions bounded by first- and second-

degree surfaces and fourth-degree elliptical tori. Specifically, cells are defined 

by unions, intersections and complements of the regions bounded by the 

surfaces. Then, the corresponding materials (or void) and densities are assigned 

to the cells. 

In addition, since the release of MCNP6, it is also possible to define geometries 

by means of unstructured meshes (UM), generated with programs like Abaqus 

[83]. However, although investigated [84], the production of geometries following 

this approach is not yet consolidated in ITER. 

The geometry definition, together with the rest of parameters of the radiation 

transport problem, are provided in an input text file that is later read by the 

code. 

CAD-to-MCNP tools 

In the last two decades, CAD-to-MCNP conversion tools such as SuperMC 

[85][86] (former MCAM [87]) or McCad [88] have been developed. These tools 

opened the door to a new paradigm of 3D geometry modelling in ITER. They 

allow to automatically convert CAD models of ITER systems, structures and 

components (SSCs) into MCNP input files, in CSG format. 
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These CAD models embody the latest approved and available geometrical 

description of the SSCs design. Thus, the level of realism and fidelity that can 

be achieved in the machine representation thanks to these tools is outstanding 

(see Figure 2-4). 

 

Figure 2‐4. Vertical cross‐sections of the original CAD (top) and MCNP (bottom) models of EP#11. 

Before this kind of tools existed, ITER geometries, including the first reference 

models of the tokamak [70][71], were modelled by hand directly in MCNP format. 

This was a very hard task, which required lots of human efforts and time. By 

reading [69], one can infer that producing a model of around 2800 cells was 

considered as a singular feat at that time. Nowadays, however, 3D models are 

routinely made of tens of thousands of cells and surfaces and hundreds of 

materials. Reaching that same level of complexity by hand modelling would 

require an unfeasible amount of time and human resources.  

Consequently, these tools, specially SuperMC [85][86], have been of great utility 

for the ITER neutronics community and they are currently used to model almost 

all the ITER geometries of relevance [72][89]. 
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CAD programs 

CAD programs such as Spaceclaim [90] are essential to manipulate the CAD 

models before their conversion into MCNP. They essentially allow to perform the 

preprocessing activities that I will describe below. 

HPC facilities 

The increased accessibility to High Performance Computing (HPC) 

infrastructures has also been crucial to be able to produce very detailed 

neutronics models. Indeed, detailed models are very computationally 

demanding. Thus, HPC infrastructures, such as Marenostrum [91] or Marconi 

[92], have allowed to run huge parallel Monte Carlo simulations with such 

computationally demanding models and in dramatically shorter times than desk 

or smaller-scale clusters. 

The methodology 

Despite the many computational advances of recent years, producing a 

neutronics model of an ITER geometry is not a trivial task. There are several 

activities that have to be carried out prior to and after conversion of a CAD 

model into MCNP format. These activities, as I will indicate in the next 

subsection, still require many human resources. 

Specifically, the methodology to produce a neutronics models of an SSC 

comprises the following steps: 

Reception and clarification of information 

Firstly, CAD files, material information (i.e. chemical compositions and 

densities) and any other additional indications are sent by IO to the institution 

in charge of producing the neutronics model. 

After reception, IO and the institution clarify all the input data (missing data, 

inconsistencies, etc) and any modifications and decisions are recorded. 

Preparation of 3D CAD models for translation into MCNP 

The CAD models have to undergo a process of preparation-for-translation in 

which: 

 Unnecessary details for nuclear analysis are removed. For example, fillet 

edges, small holes for the screws, etc (see Figure 2-5). Leaving these 

details leads to a significant increase in the complexity of models. 
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However, the impact on the nuclear responses of removing them can be 

advanced to be negligible due to the relatively small deviation from the 

real geometry. Of course, experience and good judgment is required for 

this task. 

 

Figure 2‐5. Example of the kind of unnecessary details for the nuclear analysis that are removed. 

 Complex bodies are split into simpler ones (see Figure 2-6). This 

facilitates the conversion of the bodies into MCNP format and makes the 

transport process more efficient. 

 

Figure 2‐6. Example of a complex body that has to be split prior to its translation to MCNP format. 

 Surfaces that cannot be handled by MCNP are replaced by others. For 

example, SP-lines like those shown in Figure 2-7 have to be replaced by 

other types of surfaces (e.g. planes). 
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Figure 2‐7. Example of a body (mirror) that is mainly made of sp‐lines, which are approximated by 
planes. 

 Interferences/clashes in the geometry are resolved (see Figure 2-8). 

Otherwise, they lead to errors in the geometry definition of the MCNP 

models that can cause the so-called lost particles. That is, particle 

histories whose simulation is interrupted because the particle reaches a 

region of the space that is occupied by two cells at the same time. This 

kind of errors do not allow to correctly sample the complete geometry, 

therefore, they affect the quality of the responses. 

 

Figure 2‐8. Example of the kind of clashes that may be present in the original CAD models. 

 The different CAD bodies are grouped/colored for different purposes. 

Normally, bodies made of the same material are grouped together. This 

facilitates the later tasks of assigning materials to the cells in the MCNP 

input or identifying specific components. 

In this process is where the CAD tools, like SpaceClaim [90], are used. The above 

are general steps for the CAD preparation. Each case may present its own 

particularities. 
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Once this process is finished, visual inspection of all the modifications is 

required for Quality Assurance purposes. In addition, any changes in the 

volume of the bodies must be recorded as well. This information is necessary to 

derive density correction factors which are later applied to the MCNP cells to 

preserve the total mass of the original bodies. 

Conversion into MCNP 

Once the CAD model is prepared, the CAD-to-MCNP tool is then used to convert 

the CAD model into MCNP format. At this stage, comments are generally 

assigned to the groups of CAD components using the CAD-to-MCNP tool. In this 

way, the different components can be easily identified in the MCNP input. 

The conversion is normally performed using the “automatic void generation” 

option of the CAD-to-MCNP tools. This option creates void cells (i.e. cells with 

no material) that cover all the regions of the model domain that do not have CAD 

bodies. In other words, these cells fill in all the empty space up to the graveyard 

(i.e. the region of the models where the particle tracks are intentionally killed). 

Defining all regions of the model univocally is necessary to perform the transport 

with MCNP. Otherwise, undefined regions lead to lost particles.  

Verification 

Once the MCNP input of the geometry of interest is generated, several 

inspections are carried out to guarantee that it correctly represents the original 

SSC. This includes: 

 Making 2D MCNP plots of the geometry and comparing them with the 

same 2D cross-sections of the prepared CAD model (see Figure 2-4). 

 Running calculations in void mode to detect geometry errors that lead to 

lost particles. As I explained above, these errors may be the result of 

interferences/clashes that were not identified in the CAD-preparation 

phase or that arise due to the conversion process. In addition, the 

conversion process can also lead to the appearance of small undefined 

regions of the geometry that are not covered by any cell. The 

interferences/clashes are solved by subtracting one cell from another. 

On the other hand, specific cells have to be produced to fill in the regions 

that were not covered by any cell. 

 Performing volume checks to verify the conversion process. Particularly, 

the volumes of the cells of the MCNP input are measured (stochastically) 
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and compared with the volumes of the CAD bodies as measured by the 

CAD-to-MCNP tool (see Figure 2-9). This kind of checks allows to identify 

conversion errors that lead to significant deviations in the shape of the 

original bodies. 

 

Figure 2‐9. MCNP/CAD cell volume deviation (%) per cell as a function of the CAD volume (cm3). 

Material and density allocation 

Once the MCNP input is ready, materials and densities are allocated to the cells 

by means of verified automated scripts. If needed, any necessary density 

correction factors are applied to reflect the correct volume/mass of the 

components. The assignation of the materials and density correction factors is 

done on the basis of the comments that the cells have. 

On the other hand, the chemical compositions of the materials are defined in 

MCNP format. 

Again, 2D MCNP plots are performed to verify that the material allocation was 

carried out correctly. In addition, independent verifications of the material 

chemical compositions are carried by an independent analyst. 

Integration 

If necessary, the MCNP model of the SSC of concern is integrated in a bigger 

MCNP model. This normally happens with the SSCs that belong to the tokamak. 

Specifically, the MCNP models are integrated in already existing MCNP models 

of the tokamak, the so-called reference models, subject of section 2.2. 
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This general methodology applies to all ITER geometries, including the 

geometries of the tokamak’s SSCs.  Of course, there are variations of it whenever 

is required. More information on the ITER geometry modelling methodology can 

be found in the PhD. thesis of my colleague Antonio Jesús López-Revelles [23]. 

2.1.3 The problematics of modelling ITER geometries 

The previous modelling methodology has been consolidated in ITER nuclear 

analyses for the last two decades. Despite this fact, the production of ITER 

neutronics models is still one of the main reasons why ITER nuclear analyses 

are so complex. This is because modelling ITER geometries is a very demanding 

task in terms of human resources. Furthermore, ITER neutronics models are 

very computationally demanding. We will now have a look at both of these 

aspects and their implications. 

High demand of human resources 

Carrying out all the steps of the above methodology to produce an ITER 

neutronics model requires a lot of human time. The following are some of the 

most demanding steps. 

I will start with input data clarification. In many cases, this process is not 

straightforward and requires several interactions between IO and the institution 

in charge of the modelling. Sometimes, this is because the design of the 

components modelled is not mature enough. Therefore, assumptions and 

decisions have to be reached when the material information, the mass or even 

the shape of the components is not clear. In other cases, the shape of the model 

is clear, but it is not reflected in the CAD models provided. Consequently, 

modifications on the input CAD models have to be implemented to reflect the 

actual design. 

The preparation of the CAD models for conversion into MCNP format is also a 

very demanding step. This is because geometries comprise many bodies which 

are full of details to be removed, splines to be replaced, interferences to be 

resolved, etc. Bodies like the one shown in Figure 2-7, which are full of splines, 

are specially demanding. Indeed, the spline faces have to be normally 

approximated by planes using the SpaceClaim program. In some cases, the 

prepared CAD models resemble the result of an sculptural process. 
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It is true that the Spaceclaim program has tools that allow to do many of these 

tasks simultaneously (i.e. remove every instance of a particular detail at the 

same time). It even allows the user to program geometry processing scripts to 

automate some of the tasks [93]. However, still, the preparation of CAD models 

is a very repetitive and tedious activity. In fact, it is normally one of the most 

time-consuming steps of all the modelling process. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning here that the verification and debugging activities 

are as well a very time-consuming part of the modelling process. Specially 

demanding is the task of fixing lost particles. This task requires carrying out an 

iterative process until no (or a relatively low amount of) lost particles are 

observed. The process consists of: running void-mode simulations, registering 

lost particles, making 2D plots at the locations where the particles are lost, 

inspecting the geometry to identify the geometry error and fixing the geometry 

errors in the MCNP input. 

On top of all this, we have to take into account the changing nature of the ITER 

project. With this I mean that some aspects of the original data may change 

during the modelling process, what requires further interaction with IO or, even 

worse, repeating some of the modelling steps. 

It is not surprising then that producing neutronics models of ITER geometries 

can represent, approximately, 70% of the total time required to perform an ITER 

nuclear analysis. Sometimes even more. For example, the nuclear analysis for 

of EP#11 reported in [94] took more than 4 months. Producing the model for 

that analysis and reporting its preparation took around 3 months of a full-time 

dedicated nuclear analyst at TECF3IR-UNED. When the models are larger (i.e. 

a full tokamak reference model), several analysts from several institutions are 

required to produce sub-models of it in an amount of time that can fit in with 

the tight calendars of ITER. 

Important efforts are being made by the ITER neutronics community to optimize 

the modelling process, making it less tedious and time-consuming. For example, 

the tool DAG-MCNP [95] has been developed, which allows to perform radiation 

transport calculations directly on the CAD models. That is, without the need to 

convert the CAD models into MCNP format and, therefore, reducing the time 

needed in their preparation. The UM capabilities incorporated in MCNP6 are 

also the subject of investigation [84], as they could also simplify the preparation 
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of the neutronics models. In addition, the community is making use of the 

scripting possibilities offered by SpaceClaim to automate modelling tasks.  

The results of these efforts are already being used when modelling ITER 

geometries [93][96]. Still, however, more time and research are needed to reach 

the point in which the production of ITER models becomes straightforward, 

automatic and simple. 

All this discussion is very enriching to understand why the reference models of 

the ITER Tokamak exist on the first place and why they have plaid such an 

important role in ITER neutronics. Indeed, as we will see in the next section, 

they are particularly useful with regards to the economization of geometry 

modelling efforts. 

High demand of computational resources 

To be able to produce realistic models, these need to represent the many bodies 

and materials that form part of the ITER geometries. Thus, they have to be made 

of many cells, surfaces and materials. However, as models become more detailed 

and are made of more cells, surfaces and materials, they become as well more 

computationally demanding. That is, they consume more RAM memory and 

demand more loading, simulation and plotting time. As I have just mentioned 

before, having access to HPC facilities has allowed to produce and run 

simulations with very computationally demanding models. However, current 

ITER models, specially the ITER Tokamak reference models, are so detailed that 

they have pushed to the limit the computational capacities of MCNP and of the 

current HPC facilities. Certainly, they are made of more than one hundred 

thousand cells and surfaces and hundreds of materials. 

This has several implications. To see them, let us consider an extreme case: the 

MCNP model of the TBM port #16, from [19], integrated in the tokamak reference 

model C-model. In Table 2-1, I provide the values of the RAM memory 

consumption and the loading and plotting times of the model, which are 

extracted from [97]. 
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Table 2‐1. Computational loads of the EP#16 MCNP model integrated in C‐model. Taken from [97]. 

Quantity Value 

RAM memory 10.2 GB/cpu 
Loading time 304 min 
Plotting time Impractical 

On the one hand, the RAM memory consumption of this model is 10.2 GB. When 

the MPI libraries are used to run a simulation in parallel, which is the standard 

approach in ITER nuclear analyses, this means that the 10.2 GB are allocated 

to each of the processes (i.e. cpu) of a node. However, this large RAM memory 

demand per process normally exceeds the total memory available on the 

computational node. Consequently, less processes per node must be allocated 

to reduce the total RAM memory request of the simulation. This is a relevant 

source of inefficiency and implies wasting computational resources. Node loads 

(i.e. processes allocated divided by the total node processors available) as low as 

25% have been observed for instance in ITER applications on Marconi HPC. This 

corresponds to a waste of 75% of the computational resources (normally 

measured in node·hours) used for the simulation. 

On the other hand, plotting this model with lines is completely impractical as 

the time taken to plot it is virtually infinite. This aspect has consequences in 

the debugging process of the MCNP models. Indeed, as I mentioned before, 

plotting the geometries is a useful method to inspect geometrical errors that can 

lead to lost particles. In addition, plotting is useful to check whether the 

integration of a particular model into a bigger one was done correctly. 

Consequently, the debugging and check processes have to rely on indirect 

approaches, what makes them even more tedious and time-consuming for the 

analyst. 

Finally, the high loading time makes the model even more complicated to 

handle. Analysts have to wait many hours for the geometry to load every time a 

debugging/check process has to be carried out. Or before launching every 

simulation. 

It is true that not all ITER models are as computationally demanding as the 

model from [19]. This model is almost impractical to use with MCNP and the 

current HPC computational capacities. But generally, and specially the tokamak 
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reference models, ITER models lead to considerable wastes of computational 

resources and are very difficult to handle. 

This is a very important aspect in the context of this thesis. As I mentioned in 

the Introduction, it explains one of the reasons why the ITER Tokamak reference 

models are and have (almost always) been partial so far. 

2.2 ITER Tokamak reference models 

It is now the moment of talking about the central focus of this thesis: the ITER 

Tokamak reference neutronics models. As their name indicates, these are the 

models that represent the systems, structures and components of the ITER 

Tokamak. That includes the blankets, vacuum vessel, magnets, cryostat, etc. 

These models are developed, updated and distributed within the ITER 

neutronics community, which is coordinated by the IO central team. They are 

meant to be used as the standard models to perform nuclear analyses in the 

tokamak. 

The ITER Tokamak reference models have played a very important role in the 

ITER neutronics strategy [68]. This is because they have allowed to efficiently 

face the continuous demand of nuclear analysis of the project. Indeed, all of 

them have been employed to compute a broad range of nuclear responses 

(neutron flux, nuclear heating, helium production, dpa, shutdown dose rates 

during maintenance, etc) for many SSCs (blankets, vacuum vessel, magnets, 

port systems, etc) and at different design stages (conceptual, preliminary and 

final design review, scoping shielding studies, etc). The following are just a few 

examples of nuclear analyses in which they have been used [98]–[103]. 

The key to the success of the ITER Tokamak reference models is that they 

provide a common framework that allows to carry out nuclear analyses in a 

consistent manner and with a significant safe of geometry modelling resources. 

Since these models represent the main systems, structures and components of 

the ITER machine, analysts do not need to re-do from scratch a complete ITER 

machine model every time they do an analysis. As I explained in the previous 

section, this would cost an incredible amount of human resources. Instead, 

analysts simply have to adapt (if needed) specific SSCs of the reference models 

that are of interest for their application. The rest of SSCs of the machine, which 

will be important to take into account the effect of the environment in the 

radiation fields, can be left intact. 
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As a result, many experts, coordinated by the IO central team, can efficiently 

participate in the neutronics global effort, hence increasing the overall 

productivity. At the same time, the use of reference models facilitates the control 

and standardization of the analyses, which guarantees their quality. This is 

something crucial to be able to compare studies with different design proposals 

or to demonstrate to the French authorities that ITER will operate safely. 

Finally, another important advantage of the reference models is that they are 

based on a modular concept. This allows to share and parallelize the efforts of 

developing and updating the models of components between the members of the 

neutronics community. In turn, it allows reaching a much higher level of detail 

in the modelling of the different components. 

I will now describe the main features of the ITER Tokamak reference models 

(section 2.2.1). Then I will briefly go through the different reference models that 

have been produced over the years (section 2.2.2). Finally, we will see the effect 

on some nuclear responses of updating and detailing the reference models 

(section 2.2.3). 

2.2.1 General description of the reference models 

The approach followed in ITER when producing reference models has always 

been, except few exceptions [74], to represent a portion of the machine instead 

of the complete tokamak. In other words, the majority of reference models have 

always been partial models. Specifically, partial models explicitly represent a 

toroidal section of the machine (see Figure 2-10) and they rely on the use of 

either periodic or reflective boundary conditions to implicitly represent the rest 

of the tokamak (see Figure 2-11 to Figure 2-13). This approach assumes that a 

fraction of the tokamak is representative of the rest. That is, that the tokamak 

has a toroidal symmetry. 
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Figure 2‐10. Horizontal cross‐section of the ITER Tokamak reference model C‐model. The model 
represents 40° of the machine. 

 

 

Figure 2‐11. Schematic representation of a horizontal cross‐section of a partial model that has reflective 
boundary conditions (BC). The model features one complete port at the centre and two halves on the 
laterals. The illustration represents how a radiation particle (in red) is reflected at the boundary. 
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Figure 2‐12. This picture is based on that of Figure 2‐11. It illustrates the machine (although here I only 
included the neighbourhood) that is actually being represented when reflective boundary conditions (BC) 
are considered. Note how the additional ports and the dashed trajectory are mirrored with respect to the 

BCs. 

 

 

Figure 2‐13. This picture is similar to that of Figure 2‐12. However, here I illustrate the machine that is 
actually being represented when periodic (instead of reflective) boundary conditions (BC) are considered. 

The first reference models represented a 20º [70][71] toroidal section of the 

machine. However, for more than a decade, the majority of reference models 

represent a 40º toroidal section, although two 80º models have also been made. 

The current reference models, C-model [72] and the NBI model [73], represent 

40º and 80º toroidal sectors of the machine, respectively. 
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As I mentioned in the Introduction, the reasons for producing partial models 

instead of full models are basically three. 

First of all, because partial models require less Monte Carlo histories to flood 

the geometry of the model. Thus, for a given nuclear response, they require less 

histories to reach sufficiently low statistical uncertainties. That is, the 

simulations with partial models take less computational time. 

The second reason is that partial models are less computationally demanding 

in terms of RAM memory and loading and plotting times. Therefore, as we saw 

in the previous section, they are easier to manage, review and update. That is, 

partial models are comparatively easier to handle than full models, what 

reduces the time spent performing a nuclear analysis. However, in the case of 

the current reference models, these are so detailed that they have pushed to the 

limit the computational capacities of MCNP and the current HPC 

infrastructures. Thus, producing a full model with the same degree of detail is 

simply unfeasible computationally speaking. 

The third reason is simply that producing a full model requires larger modelling 

efforts than producing a partial model. 

Reference models represent the tokamak up to the bio-shield. The 40º reference 

models represent, on the middle, one set of complete upper, equatorial and 

lower ports that are vertically aligned (i.e. even port configuration) and, close to 

the boundaries, two sets of half ports in upper, central and lower positions (see 

Figure 2-14). On the other hand, the 80º models represent the complete NBI 

region at the equatorial level (see Figure 2-15). These models also include sets 

of complete upper and lower ports above and beneath the NBI region, 

respectively, and two sets of half ports close to the boundaries.  

In addition, reference models also represent all the main SSCs of the machine, 

that is, blankets, divertor, vacuum vessel, thermal shields, magnet systems, 

cryostat and bio-shield. Apart from the geometrical description, reference 

models also include the material cards for the material definitions of all the 

represented components. Furthermore, the models are prepared to be used with 

a definition of the plasma neutron radiation source, which over the years has 

been provided either as an external Fortran subroutine [68] or as an SDEF card 

[104][105]. 
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Figure 2‐14. Horizontal cross‐sections of C‐model (40°) at B1, L1 and L2 levels. The lower (LP), equatorial 
(EP) and upper (UP) ports are indicated. The bio‐shield is coloured in orange‐brown. 

 

Figure 2‐15. Horizontal cross‐sections of an NBI model (80°) at B1, L1 and L2 levels. The lower (LP), 
equatorial (EP) and upper (UP) ports are indicated. The bio‐shield is coloured in pink‐purple. 

Since almost the beginning, reference models have been based on a modular 

concept, as follows. On a first level, they are made of the so-called envelope cells, 

which fill the entire space of the toroidal section with a reduced number of 

relatively simple geometrical bodies. The envelope cells conform what is known 

as the block structure. Then, on the following level(s), the envelope cells of the 

block structure are filled in with the cells representing the different tokamak 

systems, structures and components (SSCs) in detail; these are the so-called 

universes. This modularity can be achieved thanks to MCNP universes (i.e. 

“FILL” and “U” cards). 

Modularity is quite useful as it facilitates the manipulation, adaptation and 

update the reference partial models. This is because only single standalone 
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models (i.e. universes) have to be updated/adapted, which can later be directly 

replaced in the model assembly.  

Modularity is particularly beneficial for the radiation shielding analysis of port 

systems [54][72] as the port models included by default in the reference models 

can be easily replaced with the ports of concern for the specific analysis. 

Furthermore, if a specific SSC is repeated several instances on different 

locations and with different orientations, as it is the case of the divertor 

cassettes, there is no need to replicate and re-orientate the SSC that same 

number of times; the same standalone model can be integrated and re-oriented 

in several envelope cells straightforwardly. This last aspect is also beneficial 

from the point of view of computational performance, since avoiding the 

replication of cells and surfaces reduces the computational load of the reference 

models.  

Finally, as I said at the beginning of the section, the last main advantage of 

modularity is that it allows many institutions to collaborate at the same time in 

the production of the tokamak SSCs neutronics models (i.e. universes) to be 

integrated in the reference partial models. As we saw in the previous section, 

modelling tasks require a great investment in manpower. Particularly, 

producing a complete reference model represents a gargantuan modelling effort. 

Thus, this collaboration is essential. 

2.2.2 Evolution of the reference models 

In the last two decades, successive reference models have been produced and 

updated. 

The first reference model of relevance was the BRAND model [70][71]. It was 

produced by hand in 2000 and it represented a 20º regular sector of the 

tokamak. In Figure 2-16 I show vertical and horizontal cross-sections of this 

model.  It was made of  more than 2800 cells, what was considered as a feat at 

that time [69]. Then, from 2006 to 2008 it was updated [106] by means of MCAM 

[87], predecessor of SuperMC [85][86], and it was toroidally extended up to 40º. 
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Figure 2‐16. Vertical and horizontal cross‐sections of the BRAND model (2000) of the ITER Tokamak. 

Afterwards, from 2008 up to 2016, the next generation of reference models 

formed part of the so-called “-lite” series: A-lite [68][100], B-lite [107] and C-lite 

[108]. These models, and their respective intermediate versions, were regularly 

updated and improved by a collaborative effort. In the process, not only the 

latest available configuration of the machine design at the time was considered, 

but the SSCs were progressively modelled with a higher degree of detail. The 

level of simplification of the universes was reduced and progressively 

homogenized regions were substituted with heterogenous specifications and 

material definitions. In turn, the tokamak models have been growing in 

complexity over the years. This is something that can be observed in Figure 2-17 

and Table 2-2, where the number of cells, surfaces and materials used for each 

of them, and other models that I will present below, are shown. In addition, in 

Table 2-3, I show horizontal cross-sections of the inboard region of some of the 

models to which I have, or I will refer, in this section. In these cross-sections, 

the increase in detail in the representation of the toroidal field coils, vacuum 

vessel and blankets can be appreciated. 
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Figure 2‐17. Evolution of the number of cells (blue), surfaces (orange) and materials (grey) of the ITER 
Tokamak reference models over the years. Note there are two vertical axes. 

 

Table 2‐2. Evolution of the number of cells, surfaces and materials of the ITER Tokamak reference models 
over the years. 

Model Year of 
release 

No. of 
cells 

No. of 
surfaces 

No. of 
materials 

Brand 2000 2936 1586 20 
Updated 
Brand  

2006 8760 6275 53 

A-lite 4.1 2009 4679 3632 47 
B-lite v1 2011 10084 12319 50 
B-lite v2 2011 13287 17029 56 
B-lite v3 2012 21216 27920 76 
C-lite v1 2013 20259 29988 103 
C-lite v2 2015 26045 34107 125 
C-model 
(R181031)  

2018 114285 146802 393 

NBI model 2019 179832 200372 422 
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Table 2‐3. Horizontal cross‐sections of the inboard region of several reference models of the ITER Tokamak. 
The pictures show the Toroidal Field Coils (TFC), Vacuum Vessel (VV) and Blanket Shield Modules (BSM). 
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In Figure 2-18, cross-section of the B-lite v2 model are shown. Note, A-lite, B-

lite and C-lite models represent a 40º toroidal sector of the ITER Tokamak. In 

Figure 2-19, I show a horizontal cross-section view of the only 80º -lite model 

[109] that was produced to represent the NBI region. It was based on A-lite. 

Since 2016, the 40º ITER Tokamak reference model is C-model [72][110]. This 

model, and its successive versions, have reached an unprecedented level of 

realism. This is mainly due to an increased detailed modelling of in-vessel and 

vessel components, such as the blanket modules, in-vessel coils, divertor 

cassettes or the vacuum vessel. Particularly, the vacuum vessel model is fully 

heterogeneous, i.e. no material mixtures were applied at all. Even the cooling 

water is modelled explicitly. Furthermore, the latest Diagnostics Generic 

Equatorial [111] and Upper Port [112] models, together with the Final Design 

Review (FDR) neutronics model of the Torus Cryopump [113], were integrated 

in C-model.  
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Figure 2‐18. Vertical and horizontal cross‐sections of the B‐lite v2 model (2011) of the ITER Tokamak. 

 

Figure 2‐19. Horizontal cross‐section of the tokamak model representing the NBI region. The model is 
based on A‐lite. 

In addition to the updated neutronics models of specific SSCs, the latest Project 

Change Requests (PCR) to the baseline, that affected the neutronics 

performance, were also included. For instance, materials compositions and 
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impurities levels were updated according to PCR-722 [114] and the gap 

configuration at the interface between the ports and the vacuum vessel and 

blankets was changed in line with PCR-439 [115] and PCR-644 [116].  

It is important to note that C-model achievements are so valuable not only due 

to the increased detail and representativity, but because, for the first time, a 

proper quality assurance procedure was followed in the modelling process itself 

[72]. Guidelines were followed in order to ensure the reliability of the neutronics 

models in terms of geometry and mass accuracy or reduced material mixing. 

Furthermore, the methodology followed in the production of many of the models 

was standardized, documented and validated and the models themselves were 

documented and independently verified. 

The human efforts employed in the first release of C-model are estimated to be 

roughly 5 person·year [72]. This is a significant amount of human resources 

that required the collaboration of a total of 11 institutions. Indeed, compared to 

previous “-lite” models, C-model is significantly much more complex, as can be 

seen in Figure 2-17, Table 2-2 and Table 2-3. In Figure 2-20, vertical and 

horizontal cross-sections of C-model are shown. 

The last reference model developed was released in 2019. It is an 80º reference 

model produced by CCFE and the ITER Organization to represent the NBI region 

[73]. Note, a new model for this region had not been done/updated since the 

first 80º A-lite-based model. This new model inherits many of the features of C-

model block structure and many of its universes. Additionally, new SSCs were 

modelled, such as the neutral beams duct liners and vacuum vessel port 

extensions and connecting duct, or re-modelled, such as the thermal shield, 

cryostat or the Toroidal Field Coils (TFC). Thus, this model is even more complex 

than C-model, as shown in Figure 2-17 and Table 2-2. Horizontal cross-sections 

of this model can be found in Figure 2-15. 

As stated in the previous section, C-model and the NBI model are so complex 

and computationally demanding that they have pushed to the limit the 

capacities of MCNP and the current HPC facilities. 
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Figure 2‐20. Vertical and horizontal cross‐sections of C‐model R181031 (2018) of the ITER Tokamak. 

2.2.3 Impact on nuclear responses 

Particularly interesting is to see the impact on the nuclear responses of the 

updates in the design of the SSCs and the higher levels of detail that are 

reflected in the successive reference models [102][117]–[119].  

For example, in [117], a comparison is shown of the nuclear heat values in the 

vacuum vessel components as computed with B-lite and C-lite. The total heat 

in all the vacuum vessel components is reported to be 16.69 MW in C-lite, a 

35% higher than in B-lite (12.35 MW). Specifically, the nuclear heat in the 

triangular support and the equatorial outboard part of the vacuum vessel are, 

respectively, 2.4 and 2.3 times higher in C-lite than in B-lite. The reasons for 

these changes were attributed to updates on the masses of blanket modules 

located in the vicinity of the vacuum vessel components. Similarly, in [118] the 

same nuclear heat results in the vacuum vessel components are reported for C-

model. In that case, results in the total heating only differed by 8.3% between 

C-model (18.08 MW) and C-lite (16.69 MW) and the differences observed for 

specific components were within 20-30%. Again, these changes were attributed 

to the use of more detailed models and changes in the design of the nearby in-

vessel components. 
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Another example is the study [119], where they report shutdown dose rate 

(SDDR) results at 106 seconds of cooling time in the upper port interspace, 

considering both C-lite and C-model. In the study, a dedicated and detailed 

environment of the upper port plug was integrated in C-model. Nonetheless, it 

was observed that the SDDR values in the interspace maintenance corridors did 

not change significantly. Indeed, the SDDR in C-model (274 µSv/h) was only 8% 

higher than in C-lite (254 µSv/h). A priori, a higher increase in the SDDR was 

expected as the changes in the upper port environment considered in C-model 

led, in principle, to a higher radiation streaming. However, further analysis of 

all the differences between C-lite and C-model indicated that the similarity in 

the results could be attributed to additional compensatory modifications 

included in C-model. For example, the presence of shielding blocks in the C-

model lower port, which led to a reduction in the SDDR in the above ports [120], 

could compensate the mentioned streaming. 

Certainly, the above examples give an idea of how difficult is to predict the 

impact that the changes introduced in the successive reference models (i.e. 

updates in the design, increase detail of models, etc) may have. There is an 

intricate dependency between the changes introduced, the nuclear response of 

interest and the components/area under study. Some changes only have a local 

effect, while others affect globally and so on and so forth. This is the reason why 

the reference models are continuously updated to represent the latest tokamak 

design and the different SSCs in as much detail as possible. In this way, the 

uncertainties in the nuclear responses associated to the geometry modelling can 

be reduced as much as possible. This strategy has culminated in the current C-

model and NBI model, which have allowed reaching an unprecedented degree of 

detail and realism. 

2.3 Limitations of partial models 

It is clear that the ITER Tokamak reference models have achieved an 

unprecedented level of realism and that they have played a very relevant role in 

the ITER neutronics strategy. However, their partial nature leads to limitations 

that, given the high accuracy requirements of ITER nuclear analyses, may have 

intolerable implications. In this section, I am going to identify the limitations of 

partial models, together with ITER-relevant applications that may be severely 

affected by them. 
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The first limitation comes from assuming that a fraction of the machine 

faithfully represents the complete machine by means of periodic or reflective 

boundary conditions. In other words, the assumption that the machine has a 

toroidal symmetry. However, as can be inferred from section 1.2.2, it is clear 

that this is not the case. Indeed, ITER ports are very different from each other, 

hence, not symmetrical at all. This means that partial models, regardless of how 

detailed and realistic they become, always deviate from the reality as they are 

uncapable of capturing the machine asymmetry beyond the area explicitly 

represented by them. 

However, when performing an analysis, it is not possible to predict whether the 

asymmetry of the machine can have an impact or not on the nuclear responses. 

Thus, partial models introduce uncertainties in the nuclear responses 

estimated. Even worst, these uncertainties cannot be quantified and have 

remained unquantified to date. 

In summary, one of the main limitations of partial models is that they introduce 

unquantified uncertainties in the estimation of nuclear responses (more or less 

severe depending on the nuclear response) due to the fact that they represent 

as symmetric a machine that is actually asymmetric. 

The second limitation of partial models is that they are not prepared to be 

directly used in applications which, by definition, require a broader (or complete) 

toroidal representation of the machine geometry and/or the radiation sources. 

For example, reference models cannot be used to tally responses due to a point-

wise source (e.g. calibration source) that is located outside the toroidal extension 

covered by the model. To do so, the reflective/periodic boundary conditions 

would have to be removed. However, this would mean that the rest of the 

machine is no longer taken into account in the calculation.  

As simple as they may seem, these two limitations have important consequences 

for ITER applications. I am now going to identify three relevant applications of 

ITER affected by them. 

2.3.1 Shutdown dose rates in port interspaces 

The Project Requirements [50] dictate that the shutdown dose rates (SDDR) in 

the port interspaces have to be below 100 μSv/h at 106 s of cooling time (about 

12 days) after machine shutdown for planned hands-on maintenance activities. 

As I have already mentioned, fulfilling such requirement is very challenging and 
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concerning for the ITER project. Indeed, many of the port interspaces do not 

fulfil the required limits currently [54]. This is because ITER port interspaces 

get highly activated by the plasma neutrons, and the resulting decay photon 

fields are very intense. On the other hand, the margin to reduce the intensity of 

such fields is very tight. For example, the implementation of shields is subjected 

to many technical (weight, accessibility, flammability, manufacturability, 

toxicity, etc) and economical constraints. 

To fulfil the SDDR requirements in the ITER port interspaces, it is essential to 

accurately characterize the decay photon fields resulting from the neutron 

activation. In this way, it is possible to evaluate which are the optimal measures 

(e.g. shields, reduction of impurities) that can fulfill the SDDR requirement while 

minimizing the impact on the ITER design. In fact, such is the importance of 

this kind of analyses that, in recent years, an intense research activity has taken 

place to develop more reliable, robust and faster computational methods and 

tools for ITER SDDR analysis [97][121]–[128]. 

However, the first limitation of partial models can have an important impact on 

the accuracy of the SDDR estimations in the port interspaces. Specifically, this 

limitation affects the estimation of the radiation cross-talk, which is a 

phenomenon that has been intensely investigated in recent years [75][120][129]. 

It basically consists in the propagation of radiation from one poloidal/toroidal 

location to another. In the case of the shutdown doses, an example of cross-talk 

is the activation of material at one port interspace due to neutrons exiting the 

plasma chamber through a neighboring lateral or vertical port (see Figure 2-21). 

The propagation of decay photons from one port to another is also considered 

as another form of cross-talk. 

Radiation cross-talk is one of the main drivers of the SDDR levels in the port 

interspaces [75]. In fact, in some cases, it may be the most relevant driver, more 

than the streaming through the ports themselves [130]. Furthermore, cross-talk 

may lead to SDDR values that are already very close to or above the 

requirements [130]–[132]. 
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Figure 2‐21. Examples of radiation cross‐talk. On the left‐hand side, the vertical cross‐talk towards the 
equatorial port is represented. On the right‐hand side, the lateral cross‐talk towards the central port is 

represented. 

Due to the symmetry assumption of partial models, the radiation cross-talk, 

specially the lateral one, remains partially or completely unassessed at most of 

the port interspaces. Certainly, partial models do not take into account the 

variability in the features (i.e. streaming paths) of each port, which are 

determinant regarding the cross-talk they induce in their neighbor ports. This 

aspect introduces considerable uncertainties in the estimations of the SDDR in 

the port interspaces. Considering that many port interspaces present shutdown 

dose levels beyond or very close to the requirement [54], and that many design 

efforts have to be performed to meet such requirement, these uncertainties are 

particularly problematic. 

Certainly, attempts have been made to improve the SDDR cross-talk treatment 

with partial models, such as the flipping of partial models to model the short-

range cross-talk in odd-numbered ports [133][134] (see Figure 2-22). These 

attempts, however, only improve the representation of the cross-talk coming 

from the B1 level towards other poloidal positions. Still, they are not sufficient 

to fully represent all the cross-talk, specially the cross-talk from other toroidal 

positions, i.e. lateral cross-talk. 
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Figure 2‐22. Illustration showing the flipping of partial models to relocate the IVVS port as the central 
port. Taken from [134]. 

2.3.2 Radiation mapping in the Tokamak Complex 

As we have already seen, during plasma operation, the Tokamak Complex will 

be subjected to intense radiation fields due to the plasma and the activated 

water sources. Thus, the characterization of the radiation conditions in the 

Tokamak Complex, and beyond it, is of high importance. Specifically, for two 

main reasons. On the one hand, to validate the design of the Tokamak Complex 

with respect to the compliance of the radiological zoning and safety limits, which 

guarantee that dose limits are respected for workers and the public. On the 

other hand, to determine the correct disposition of electronic equipment, which 

can be seriously damaged by radiation, and to define equipment qualification 

programmes (if needed). 

Both aspects are fundamental for ITER design and operation. In fact, in recent 

years the ITER project has devoted many efforts to develop, optimize and qualify 

a series of shields, the so-called PIM-466 [135], to guarantee that the radiation 

levels in the Tokamak Complex do not violate the stipulated requirements [53]. 

However, the reliability of the radiation maps due to the plasma source is 

affected by both limitations of partial models. This is quite problematic; not only 

because the radiation maps are a very important input for the ITER design, but 

because they undergo a severe process of scrutiny by ASN, who needs to be 

convinced that these maps are a reliable proof to claim the safe operation of 

ITER [68][136].  

To indicate the reason why the reliability of the radiation maps is affected by 

the limitations of partial models I have to, first, briefly explain how radiation 

maps have been computed until now. 
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To compute the ITER radiation maps, dedicated MCNP models of the Tokamak 

Complex have to be used, like the one from [89], which was used in the radiation 

maps from 2016 [137]. This model represents the civil structures of the B11, 

B14 and B74 buildings. As shown in Figure 2-23 and Figure 2-24, this MCNP 

model, as well as all existing MCNP models of the Tokamak Complex, are defined 

from the bio-shield onwards. However, as we have just seen in section 2.2, the 

ITER Tokamak reference models are defined up to the bio-shield. Therefore, this 

means that both current tokamak and Tokamak Complex reference models are 

bounded by the bio-shield (see Figure 2-25). 

 

Figure 2‐23. Vertical cross‐section of the Tokamak Complex MCNP model [89]. Taken from [137]. 

 

 

Figure 2‐24. Horizontal cross‐section of the Tokamak Complex MCNP model [89]. Taken from [137].  
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Figure 2‐25. Vertical cross‐section of tokamak (black) and Tokamak Complex (red) models where it can 
be seen that the bio‐shield is the boundary of both models. 

Among other things, this situation affects the computation of radiation maps 

due to the plasma source. Indeed, the tokamak models contain the plasma, 

whereas the Tokamak Complex models represent the region of interest for the 

radiation maps. Consequently, the radiation transmission through the bio-

shield has to be coupled somehow between both models. 

This coupling has been achieved in previous ITER radiation maps by modelling 

an intermediate plasma source right in front of the bio-shield [138][139]. To do 

so, it is necessary to first characterize the plasma radiation impinging on the 

bio-shield by running simulations with the tokamak models. Then, this 

information is used to model the intermediate source, which can eventually be 

used to run simulations in the Tokamak Complex models. In Figure 2-26, I show 

an schematic representation of this process for one single port (e.g. TCP port) 

[15]. 
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Figure 2‐26. Schematic representation of how the radiation transmission is coupled between the 
tokamak and Tokamak Complex models by means of an intermediate source. Taken from [15]. 

It is in the modelling of this intermediate plasma source where the partial nature 

of the reference models has consequences. Indeed, the intermediate plasma 

source needs to cover the 360º of the bio-shield, while the partial models only 

cover 40º or 80º. Thus, to produce a 360º intermediate source, it is necessary 

to somehow combine together different sources, which are independently 

modelled by means of partial models. 

This was done in a very sophisticated way in the Radiation Maps from 2016 

[51][137], where the SRC-UNED [139][140] approach was developed and 

followed. As can be seen in Figure 2-27, a mosaic source was built by combining 

together individual tesserae. 
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Figure 2‐27. Mosaic source approach to produce an intermediate plasma source for radiation mapping in 
the Tokamak Complex [137][139][140]. 

However, regardless of the approach, building a 360º source with partial models 

has the following drawbacks. 

First, as we have seen in the previous section, partial models do not accurately 

capture the lateral radiation cross-talk between the ports. Consequently, the 

resulting intermediate source features, unavoidably, non-physical 

discontinuities between ports. This can be clearly seen in the mosaic from 

Figure 2-27.  

Particularly, in [137], the majority of tesserae of the mosaic source were 

computed in the so-called local approach to save computational resources. That 

is, pretty much all the cross-talk from the neighbor ports was neglected. That is 

why, in this case, the discontinuities are so obvious. On the other hand, note 

the L1 and L2 levels corresponding to the NB sector are not represented, 

however, this is not due to a technical limitation of the approach [139][140], but 

rather due to a decision regarding the scope of that study [137]. 

It could be argued that the impact of the in-bio-shield cross-talk on the radiation 

levels beyond the bio-shield is not significant. Certainly, the cross-talk radiation 

has suffered more interactions and has a lower energy and a greater angle of 
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incidence in the bio-shield than the radiation that travels through direct 

streaming paths. In other words, the cross-talk radiation is not as penetrating 

as the radiation streaming and it may not impact far away regions. 

However, it is not possible to predict the impact of the in-bio-shield cross-talk 

on the radiation levels beyond the bio-shield. Therefore, the use of partial 

models to model intermediate radiation sources, leads to unquantified 

uncertainties in the radiation fields beyond the bio-shield. Not to mention the 

fact that the kind of non-physical discontinuities observed in Figure 2-27, with 

or without impact, do not give confidence on the robustness of the modelling of 

the intermediate radiation source. This last aspect is not trivial as, ultimately, 

the French authorities need to be convinced of the quality of the nuclear 

analysis [68][136]. 

The second drawback of using partial models in the modelling of an intermediate 

radiation source is the need to perform many independent calculations. In [137], 

34 simulations were needed to model the source. This leads to a significant 

consumption of computational resources. Furthermore, the independent review 

of the intermediate source modelling is challenging as it requires the review of 

all the simulations and the traceability of all the partial models (one for each 

simulation). Ultimately, this situation also affects the reliability of the 

calculations. 

2.3.3 Calibration of neutron detectors 

The neutron detectors in fusion reactors provide measurements of the neutron 

emission, which indicates the fusion power, the tritium burnup and other 

plasma parameters [45]. Therefore, the detectors are central to the monitoring 

of the performance and safety of such devices. For ITER, the neutron emission 

rate is essential to guarantee the occupational radiation safety and to maintain 

a proper tritium accountancy. This rate is also one of the most important 

measured parameters because it will confirm the gain factor, Q ≥ 10. 

Consequently, the absolute calibration of these detectors is of major relevance 

for ITER. Since the plasma power and the tritium burnup are considered by the 

French authorities as safety measurements, the neutron emission must be 

determined with a 10% accuracy [141], what requires a very accurate calibration 

process. 
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Multiple detectors will be deployed in ITER at different toroidal and poloidal 

locations, both in-vessel and ex-vessel, to measure the neutron emission in 

different diagnostics systems [141] (see Figure 2-28). Only the most sensitive 

detectors will be calibrated in experimental campaigns. The rest will be 

calibrated during ITER D and DT phases, using plasma reference shots and 

previously calibrated systems as a reference for cross-calibration. 

The design of the calibration of such a comprehensive set of detectors with the 

required accuracy, and the calibration itself, are challenges that still require 

years of work. Fortunately, substantial experience in neutron detector 

calibration in fusion devices exists, for example, from the campaigns on JET 

[142]–[145], TFTR (Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor) [146], MAST (Mega Ampere 

Spherical Tokamak) [147], JT-60 (Japan Torus-60) [148] and LHD (Large Helical 

Device) [149]. 

As the machines and the calibration of neutron detectors have grown in 

complexity, neutronics simulations that support the experimental calibration 

campaigns play a crucial role [150]. Among other things, the simulations are 

used to predict and correct the distortion in the detector measurements due to 

aspects of the machine geometrical configuration that are different during the 

calibration and during the D/DT experiments (e.g. the presence of the remote-

handling device that holds the calibration source); to take into account the 

differences in the properties of the calibration and the plasma neutron sources 

(i.e. spatial distributions of the neutron emission intensity, direction and energy 

spectrum); or to support the direct calibration of specific detectors (i.e. neutron 

activation system), which, at the same time, will be useful to cross-calibrate 

other detectors that are too far from the calibration source in the experimental 

campaigns. Thus, the quality and accuracy of the neutronics calculations 

directly affect the accuracy of the calibration of the neutron detectors. 

A key aspect that determines the quality of the neutronics calculations are the 

geometrical models used. Geometry models have to be validated against 

experimental data prior to their use in support of the calibration process. This 

validation is normally done by comparing the measurements in the neutron 

detectors that are obtained experimentally during the calibration campaign with 

those obtained with the neutronics simulations, which should represent the 

exact calibration configuration.  
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Figure 2‐28. Locations where one of the most relevant types of neutron detectors, the neutron flux 
monitors (NFM), will be placed. Taken from [141]. 

Nonetheless, note that even if the models are validated for a specific application 

(e.g. specific calibration configuration), that does not mean that they are 

validated for all experimental configurations or for the conditions during the 

plasma campaigns. Consequently, uncertainties in the final calibration due to 

the neutronics modelling of the tokamaks always exist. The geometry models 

used in the simulations that supported the last JET calibration campaigns 

[142]–[145] were considered validated for the calibration configurations, 

however, the uncertainty in the final calibration due to the geometry models 

remained unevaluated, although probably with limited impact [145]. 

Such limited impact should not be expected in the case of the calibration at 

ITER, given the targeted accuracy (10%) and the increased complexity of the 

tokamak. Models used in the neutronics calculations to calibrate the ITER 

neutron detectors should be as detailed as possible to minimize the modelling 

uncertainties.  

However, regardless of how detailed they are, using partial models to support 

the calibration of the ITER neutron detectors may represent a significant risk 
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regarding the accuracy of the calibration. This is because the calibration 

experiments require knowing the specific contribution to a particular detector 

of neutron sources that are located beyond the 40º/80º toroidal region covered 

by current partial models. Specifically, to be able to recreate such experiments 

with partial models, it would not be possible to use their boundary conditions. 

This means that partial models would not be able to represent the influence of 

the rest of the machine beyond their geometrical definition. Consequently, 

partial models would lead to unquantifiable uncertainties in the estimated 

results that could severely affect the accuracy of the calibration. 

 

The cases exposed in 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 are just few examples of very 

relevant applications that are affected by the partial nature of the ITER Tokamak 

reference models. However, there are more, like the estimation of the nuclear 

heating in the poloidal field superconducting magnets or the estimation of 

radiation fields in the tokamak due to the runaway electrons. In general, the 

partial nature of reference models affects the prediction of any non-local 

quantities and/or local quantities influenced by a long-range environment. In 

addition, calculations involving asymmetric sources (i.e. runaway electrons) are 

also affected. 

As we have seen, there have been attempts, some of them quite sophisticated, 

to reduce the impact of the limitations of partial models for specific situations. 

Some of these solutions, like the mosaic approach for the intermediate plasma 

source, are complex approaches that are prone to errors and difficult and 

tedious to review independently. In addition, they cover, one by one, dedicated 

solutions for specific problems, that is, they are not general. But the main 

difficulty for all of them is that, despite their attempts to reduce the 

uncertainties (due to the symmetry assumption, the methodological approach 

used, etc) at a high price, the uncertainties themselves remain unquantified. 

Furthermore, the profusion of ad hoc prepared models and approaches that 

present unquantified uncertainties is undesirable from a safety perspective, as 

such a profusion increases the chances for errors and the effort spent in 

independent reviews. 

Considering the relevance of the quantities affected by the limitations of partial 

models, the current level of sophistication of ITER nuclear analysis that is 

required to demonstrate ITER safety and the approach of ITER nuclear 
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operation, scheduled in 2035, the limitations of partial models represent a 

growing risk. It is therefore not only desirable, but mandatory to overcome them 

in a general and robust way.  

We have seen in the previous sections, however, that the current reference 

models have already pushed the existing computational capabilities to the limit. 

Therefore, one would think that there is not much (computational) room left to 

solve the limitations associated to the partiality of reference models. 

Fortunately, in the next section we will see how recent computational 

developments have opened a way to find a solution. 

2.4 Recent computational developments 

Models like C-model, the NBI model, or combinations of these with port models 

like the TBM model [19], have pushed the computational capacities of MCNP 

and the current HPC facilities to the limit. These models do not only lead to a 

waste of computational resources (sometimes prohibitively) due to their high 

RAM memory load, but they are very difficult to manage, adapt and debug due 

to their loading and plotting times. As a result, performing ITER nuclear analysis 

with them becomes an even more challenging task. 

This situation motivated my co-director, Rafael Juárez, and my colleagues, 

Javier Alguacil and Patrick Sauvan, at TECF3IR research group of UNED, to 

look into the MCNP code to inspect if there were ways to optimize its 

computational performance. In parallel, Oak Ridge National Laboratory was 

carrying out its own insights. The outcome of these examinations was very 

fruitful. Indeed, in [151] the main mechanisms driving the RAM memory 

consumption of the MCNP models were identified by Javier Alguacil and Patrick 

Sauvan. Furthermore, improvements on the original MCNP5 code were 

implemented to significantly reduce the memory consumption and loading time 

of the MCNP models.  

In [151], they considered several fusion-related models with an increasing level 

of complexity to evaluate the effectivity of the improvements. They evaluated 

three parameters: the simulation initializing time, the memory used to store the 

geometry and the total memory used. These quantities were evaluated running 

the models considered with the modified and unmodified versions of MCNP5. 

The reductions observed on each quantity are presented in Table 2-4. 
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Table 2‐4. Reductions in the initializing time and memory used by relevant fusion‐related MCNP models 
when running with unmodified and modified versions of MCNP5 [151]. 

MCNP Input Initializing time Memory used by 
the geometry 

Total memory 
used 

FNG-Dose* 3.22% 89.0% 0.3% 
JET* 55.54% 98.5% 5.1% 
C-lite* 30.75% 94.7% 11.3% 
C-lite DSM* 27.31% 96.3% 37.0% 
C-lite EP12* 61.14% 98.9% 69.4% 
C-lite EP11* 53.33% 97.9% 59.4% 
C-Model* 17.12% 96.6% 71.9% 

*: Dedicated references for these models can be found in [151]. 

Significant reductions were achieved in the memory taken by the geometry. 

Furthermore, when the geometry was the main driver of the RAM memory 

consumption (in comparison with the nuclear data and other aspects), 

significant reductions were also observed in the total memory. With respect to 

the loading-time, different degrees of reduction were observed, but overall they 

were as well remarkable. 

Since [151], Patrick Sauvan has continued investigating the MCNP code and has 

further improved the subroutines related with the memory consumption and 

with the loading, plotting and simulation of the models. These further 

improvements have been implemented in the tool D1SUNED [97]. This tool is 

the ITER reference tool for SDDR calculations, but can also be used to compute 

the same standard nuclear responses that are calculated with MCNP. In Table 

2-5, I show the RAM memory consumption and the plotting and loading times 

of the TBM model, integrated in C-model, that was mentioned in section 2.1.3. 

The figures were calculated considering both the original MCNP5 and 

D1SUNED. 

Table 2‐5. Computational loads of the EP#16 MCNP model integrated in C‐model when considering 
MCNP5 and D1SUNED. 

Quantity Value 
(MCNP5) 

Value 
(D1SUNED) 

Reduction 

RAM memory 10.2 GB/cpu 2.2 GB/cpu 79% 
Loading time 304 min 6.5 min 98% 
Plotting time Impractical 50 min Feasible 

As can be seen, the reductions that are achieved with D1SUNED are 

outstanding and they have had very relevant implications for the ITER 
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neutronics. This is because they have opened the door to the possibility of 

producing neutronics models with a considerably higher degree of complexity 

than current ones. This is something that was unimaginable a few years ago. 

Indeed, since the access to HPC facilities and the development of CAD-to-MCNP 

tools, these developments clearly represent the next milestone in the geometry 

modelling of ITER geometries. In the context of this thesis, these developments 

have been crucial to respond to the problems posed in the previous section. 

Without them, the solution proposed, namely the E-lite 360º model, would not 

have been possible. 
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CHAPTER 3  

E-LITE 

 

This chapter is devoted to describing the solution proposed and developed in 

this thesis, namely the E-lite 360º model, to face the limitations of partial 

models indicated in section 2.3. I will briefly introduce E-lite in section 3.1. 

Then, in section 3.2, I will describe the model and the methodology followed to 

produce it. Finally, in section 3.3, I will provide a summary of the main aspects 

of the computational performance of E-lite, which proof its usability for ITER 

nuclear analysis. 

3.1 E-lite: a 360º model of the ITER Tokamak 

As we have seen, the main limitations of the ITER Tokamak reference models 

that I have identified in this thesis are inherent to their partial nature. It is 

obvious then to think that a full 360º model would be able to overcome them. 

Certainly, a 360º model would not have to rely on any boundary conditions. 

Therefore, it would be capable of representing all asymmetric features of the 

machine, specially the asymmetric ports distribution. In this way, it would leave 

behind the uncertainties derived from the symmetry assumption that is made 

with partial models. Furthermore, such a model could be directly used in any 

application requiring a full 360º definition of the geometry or the radiation 

sources. 

As obvious as it sounds, the solution proposed in this thesis to solve the 

limitations of partial models was producing a 360º model of the ITER Tokamak. 

The key here is how to produce such a model. 
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Being aware of the high computational demands of the latest reference models, 

C-model and NBI model, a plausible approach to develop a 360º model could be 

by producing a simple 360º model, like that from [74]. That is, a model that 

represented the full tokamak, but that had a lower degree of detail and a higher 

level of homogenization than the current reference models. 

It could be argued that such a 360º model could be sufficient to tackle the 

limitations of partial models identified in the previous chapter, or at least 

sufficient to help quantify their impact. However, as we have seen, it is very 

difficult, or impossible, to quantify the uncertainties in the nuclear responses 

introduced by any approximation in the geometry modelling. Therefore, it could 

be that the uncertainties and problems that are reduced by having a 360º model 

do not compensate the level of uncertainties introduced by its simplistic 

representation. This, in any case, cannot be checked. 

In view of the strict quality demands of current ITER nuclear analysis, a 360º 

model that is as detailed and heterogeneous as possible is desirable. At least, 

as detailed as the current C-model and NBI model. The problem with this option 

is that it is unfeasible to conceive with the original MCNP capabilities and the 

current HPC infrastructures. However, the recent computational developments 

that I have just described in section 2.4 and that are included in D1SUNED, 

suggest that such an option is not impossible anymore. 

And that is what my directors and myself have demonstrated in this thesis. We 

have made use of the potential of the recent computational advances to produce 

a 360º model of unprecedented complexity: the E-lite 360º model. 

The E-lite model is based on the latest versions of C-model and the NBI model, 

consequently, it is the most complex model of the ITER Tokamak ever built and 

the first 360º model with such a degree of detail and heterogeneity. Thus, it is 

the most realistic representation of the ITER Tokamak ever conceived.  

In Figure 3-1 - Figure 3-3, I show horizontal cross-sections of the model at B1, 

L1 and L2 levels, respectively. In Figure 3-4, I show a vertical cross-section. As 

can be seen, it represents the full tokamak up to the bio-shield and, thus, it 

does not need to make use of any kind of boundary conditions. Representations 

of all the main SSCs of the tokamak, especially of the different access ports, are 

included in the model. 
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Figure 3‐1. Horizontal cross‐section of the E‐lite model at B1 level. 

 

Figure 3‐2. Horizontal cross‐section of the E‐lite model at L1 level. 
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Figure 3‐3. Horizontal cross‐section of the E‐lite model at L2 level. 

 

Figure 3‐4. Vertical cross‐section of the E‐lite model. 
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3.2 Methodology 

To produce E-lite, I took advantage of the great efforts and work already made 

by the ITER neutronics community. Indeed, E-lite was mainly built by recycling 

and re-assembling the best available representations of the tokamak existing to 

date, C-model (40º) and the NBI model (80º). 

The general methodology followed to build E-lite comprised the following steps: 

1. Production of a 360° universe block structure. This was done by 

repeating seven times the universe block structure of C-model and 

including the block structure of the latest NBI model (section 3.2.1). 

2. Modification of the block structure. This was done for different purposes: 

to include asymmetries of the machine and/or improve its 

representation, to prepare the model for specific applications, etc, 

(section 3.2.2). 

3. Population of the definitive block structure with MCNP models of the 

SSCs of the tokamak (blankets, vacuum vessel, thermal shield, neutral 

beam injectors, etc) that were taken either from C-model or the NBI 

model. Regarding the port plugs, which represent one of the main sources 

of asymmetry of the tokamak from a neutronics point of view, all the 

available MCNP models were included by following a strategy of 

‘representative ports’ (section 3.2.3). 

4. Assignation of the material cards (section 3.2.4). 

5. Lost particles debugging (section 3.2.5). 

6. Adaptation of the plasma source definition (section 3.2.6). 

7. Definition of standard tallies to compute certain responses of interest 

(section 3.2.7). 

These operations are now described in more detail in the following subsections. 

3.2.1 Assembly of the block structure 

The block structure is the group of envelope cells inside which, the detailed 

MCNP models of the SSCs are integrated by means of MCNP universes. The E-

lite 360º block structure is the result of joining seven replicated instances of the 

C-model block structure (7 · 40 = 280º) and one instance of the NBI 80º model 

block structure. The cells and surfaces of the final block structure were 
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renumbered with the numjuggler2 tool [152] to avoid having several cells or 

surfaces with the same identification number, as this situation leads to a fatal 

error in MCNP. 

The individual block structures were positioned according to the ITER standard 

coordinate system, known as the Tokamak Global Coordinate System (TGCS). 

To do so, each one of the replicated C-model block structures was rotated by 

applying transformations (TR cards) to its surfaces. The block structure of the 

NBI model, on the other hand, was already correctly oriented. In Table 3-1, I 

summarize the rotation angles around the Z-axis of the TGCS (positive sense is 

the anti-clockwise sense) that were applied to each block structure with respect 

to their original position. These rotations were applied as well to the 

corresponding transformations of the FILL cards, which are the cell parameters 

that indicate which is the universe to be integrated within the envelope cell. In 

this way, the universes are as well rotated and located in the correct position. 

Table 3‐1. Rotation angles around the Z‐axis (positive sense is the anti‐clockwise sense) of the TGCS 
applied to each of one of the original block structures with respect to their original position. 

Sector* Block Structure Rotation angle (º) 
1 C-model 30 

2 & 3 NBI - 
4 C-model 150 
5 C-model -170 
6 C-model -130 
7 C-model -90 
8 C-model -50 
9 C-model -10 

In Figure 3-5 to Figure 3-7, horizontal cross-sections of the E-lite block 

structure are shown at B1, L1 and L2 level. 

 

 
2 Numjuggler is a software package used to automatically renumber the cell, surface 
and universe identification numbers in an MCNP input file while preserving the syntax 
and definitions. 
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Figure 3‐5. Horizontal cross‐section of the E‐lite Block Structure (B1 level). 

 

Figure 3‐6. Horizontal cross‐section of the E‐lite block structure (L1 level). 
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Figure 3‐7. Horizontal cross‐section of the E‐lite block structure (L2 level). 

3.2.2 Further modifications of the block structure 

Once assembled, the E-lite 360º block structure was further modified. The main 

modifications were aimed at improving the representation of the actual tokamak 

baseline configuration (e.g. including asymmetric features of the machine) and 

facilitating, or simply making possible, the computation of specific nuclear 

responses. Other modifications were also made regarding the subsequent 

integration of universes and to correct errors in the original NBI model. 

All the modifications are fully reported in [153]. I now briefly describe the most 

relevant ones. 

B2 concrete crown 

At B2 level there is a concrete structure, the so-called concrete crown, aimed at 

supporting the weight loads of the machine. While the NBI model did include 

the B2 level concrete crown, C-model did not. As shown in Figure 3-8, this is a 

voluminous structure. It is located below the vacuum vessel and had to be 

included to take into account its shielding effect at B2 level and to be consistent 

with the NBI sector. Therefore, a model of the crown, extracted from the latest 
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available CMM of the Tokamak Complex civil structures, was converted into 

MCNP and introduced in the E-lite block structure, as shown in Figure 3-9. 

 

Figure 3‐8. B2 level Crown. Note, the portion of the crown beneath the NBI region is not shown. 

 

Figure 3‐9. B2 level concrete Crown. On the left, C‐model without crown. On the right, E‐lite with the B2 
level crown integrated. 

B1 port configuration 

The C-model block structure has the following configuration of ports/apertures 

at the B1 level, in order of increasing angle: divertor pipes (Y- position), an even 

central port (that is, a torus cryopump or a remote-handling port) and an in-
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vessel viewing system port tilted towards the central port (Y+ position). This 

configuration (referred to as Configuration #1) is shown in Figure 3-10. 

 

Figure 3‐10. Horizontal cross‐section of the B1 level configuration of C‐model block structure 
(Configuration #1). 

In line with the description of the B1 level layout provided in section 1.2.2, two 

further B1 configurations have been produced in order to represent: 

a) IVVS ports at B1 ports #3, #5, #9, #11, #15 and #17 alternately tilted to 

the previous or next port. 

b) Divertor pipes next to each IVVS port and in the ports #1, #7 and #13, 

which in reality have no vacuum vessel penetrations. Specifically, port 

#1 is closed and ports #7 and #13 feature a Cryostat Cryopump. 

These two configurations, configurations #2 and #3, are shown in Figure 3-11, 

where individual sectors extracted from the E-lite block structure are displayed. 

As can be seen, configuration #2 has no IVVS envelopes and instead it has got 

two divertor pipes envelopes on the (Y-) and (Y+) locations, the latter being a 

mirrored version of the former. On the other hand, configuration #3 features 

one IVVS envelope and one divertor pipe envelope, just like the original C-model 

block structure. However, in this configuration, these envelopes are mirrored, 

(Y+) ⇆ (Y-), with respect to the central plane. 
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Figure 3‐11. B1 level configurations #2 and #3 of the E‐lite block structure. 

In addition to the modifications of the IVVS and divertor pipes envelope cells, 

the cells hosting the VV triangular support and the VV PS4 penetrations were 

as well modified to adequately represent the penetrations of the IVVS and the 

divertor pipes through the VV. In Figure 3-12, I show cross-section of one of the 

sectors of the E-lite block structure (Configuration #3) showing how the VV 

triangular support envelope was split in three. 

 

Figure 3‐12. B1 level configuration #3 of E‐lite block structure. It can be seen how the envelope cell of the 
triangular support was split. In addition, dedicated envelope cells were inserted for the VV PS4 

penetrations. 

In Table 3-2, I indicate which B1 level configuration was considered per 

tokamak sector. 
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Table 3‐2. B1 level configurations considered in the E‐lite block structure per sector.  

Sector B1 level 
configuration 

1 1 
2 2* 
3 3* 
4 1 
5 2 
6 3 
7 1 
8 2 
9 3 

“*”: these configurations were already present in the NBI model for these sectors. 

Splitting of L1 and L2 port envelopes 

On Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-14 I show vertical cross-sections of the C-model 

envelope cells that host the L1 and L2 access ports universes, respectively. 

These envelopes were split to be able to correctly integrate MCNP port models 

that were produced for previous reference models (that is, C-lite) and, therefore, 

were thought to be integrated in several envelope cells, not just one. Basically, 

the port plug region was separated from the interspace region. In case of the L1 

level, the interspace region was further split. In Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-14, I 

show examples of how the L1 and L2 port envelopes were split, respectively. 

 

Figure 3‐13. L1 port envelope cell after splitting to separate the port plug from the interspace. 
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Figure 3‐14. L2 port envelope cell after splitting to separate the port plug from the interspace. 

Closure of equatorial port #7 

Due to the Neutral Beams inclination, the L1 port #7 does not feature an 

aperture in the vacuum vessel. To close port #7, the L1 port envelope cells beside 

the NBI sector were modified and split into several envelope cells in which the 

bio-shield, cryostat, vacuum vessel and the blankets could be integrated. This 

is shown in Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16, where horizontal and vertical cross-

sections are shown, respectively. 

 

Figure 3‐15. Horizontal cross‐section of the E‐lite L1 port envelope next to the NBI before (left) and after 
(right) the modifications implemented to “close” port #7. 
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Figure 3‐16. Vertical cross‐section of the E‐lite L1 port envelope next to the NBI before (left) and after 
(right) the modifications implemented to “close” port #7. 

 

Bio-shield plugs in the NBI sectors 

The NBI model did not include a representation of the B1, L1 and L2 bio-shield 

plugs. Thus, dedicated envelope cells were introduced in the E-lite block 

structure to be able to integrate the corresponding universes. In Figure 3-17, I 

show an example of the result of this operation for the L2 bio-shield plugs. 

 

Figure 3‐17. NBI block structure after inserting the L2 bio‐shield plug envelopes. 

Correction of allocation of universes in the NBI sectors 

The original NBI model had some errors regarding the allocation of the universes 

of certain SSCs, such as the Torus Cryopumps ports, the toroidal field coils 

casings or the poloidal field coils struts. The universes were either allocated in 
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wrong envelope cells or directly missing. In Figure 3-18, an example is shown 

of a missing blanket. To solve these problems, appropriate “FILL” cards were 

assigned to the envelope cells hosting these universes. 

 

Figure 3‐18. Missing blanket in row #13. The blanket universe was not allocated to any envelope cell in 
the NBI model. 

Correction of envelopes of the NBI sectors 

Some of the envelopes of the NBI model block structure were wrongly defined. 

Consequently, the universes of the SSCs hosted inside of them were mis-

represented. Furthermore, in some cases, universes could not be allocated 

because dedicated envelope cells did not exist. As an example, in Figure 3-19 I 

show a horizontal cross-section of the NBI block structure and universes at L2 

level where two errors can be seen. On the one hand, the envelope of the port 

duct is wrongly defined as it is smaller than the port duct itself, consequently, 

the front cover of the port duct is missing. On the other hand, the envelope is 

not prepared to host the blanket manifolds that run along the upper port plugs, 

so these are not included. On the right-hand side of the figure, the corrected 

versions of the envelopes and universes are shown. 
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Figure 3‐19. Horizontal cross‐section of the NBI block structure and universes at L2 level. Two errors on 
the envelope cells, and their fixes, are shown. The red boxes indicate a wrong definition of the port duct 
envelope. The yellow boxes indicate a wrong definition of the envelopes hosting the lateral manifolds 

running along the sides of the upper port plug. 

Blanket cut-outs 

Some of the blanket modules of the tokamak feature cut-outs to host 

diagnostics systems or to allow radiofrequency to leave the antennas at L2 level 

and reach the plasma. These constitute relevant radiation streaming paths as 

relevant portions of the blankets, which have a shielding function, are removed. 

In Figure 3-20, I show one of the cut-outs that was integrated beneath the L2 

ECH antennas (ports #12, #13, #15 and #16). 
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Figure 3‐20. Vertical cross‐section of the E‐lite block structure (left) and full model (right) where I show 
the cut‐out that was integrated below the ECH‐UL ports. 

Surfaces to couple the radiation transmission outside the bio-shield 

One of the main applications for which E-lite was conceived is the coupling of 

the radiation transmission from the tokamak to the out-bio-shield regions of the 

Tokamak Complex (i.e. building an intermediate source). To this end, the block 

structure was split by several surfaces (i.e. planes and cylinders), which are 

meant to record information on the radiation impinging on the inner face of the 

bio-shield. This information can later be used to model a radiation source to 

predict the radiation levels beyond the bio-shield. 

In Figure 3-21, I show the surfaces by which the block structure was split. 

 

Figure 3‐21. Horizontal planes and cylindrical surfaces by which the E‐lite block structure was split. 
Horizontal planes at heights 1705 cm (red) and ‐791 cm (blue) were considered. Cylindrical surfaces with 

radius 1470 cm (yellow) and 1345 cm (green) were considered. 
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Splitting of the toroidal field coils to tally nuclear heating 

Another useful application of the E-lite model is the computation of the nuclear 

heat in the magnet systems, especially in the poloidal and toroidal field coils. 

With respect to the toroidal field coils (TFC), it is relevant for design engineers 

to have an idea of where, within the magnets, the nuclear heat is being 

deposited. This information is essential to design the cooling system that will 

maintain the magnets at the required temperature. For this reason, the envelope 

cells of the TFC Winding Package (WP) and the TFC Casing were split into several 

layers and regions, respectively [154]. 

In Figure 3-22, I show a CAD model of the envelope cell of one of the TFC WP 

(there are 18 in total). The envelope cell is divided in 11 radial layers. On the 

other hand, on Figure 3-23 I show a CAD model of the one of the envelope cells 

of the TFC Casing. The envelope cell is divided in three regions, FRONT, BACK, 

SIDE. The division of the envelope cells in such way allows to define specific 

tallies to estimate the nuclear heating in a specific layer or region. 

 

Figure 3‐22. CAD model of a TFC WP divided into 11 radial layers. 
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Figure 3‐23. CAD model of the TFC Casings divided into 3 layers (FRONT, SIDE, BACK). 

3.2.3 Allocation of universes 

All the universes of the tokamak SSCs present in C-model and the NBI model 

were integrated in E-lite. The integration of these universes was done trying to 

preserve, to the extent possible, all the original cell, surface, material and 

universe identification numbers. However, in some cases, some renumbering 

was necessary (using numjuggler tool). With respect to the universes that are 

common to both C-model and the NBI model, it was decided to integrate in E-lite 

those universes that are present in the NBI model. This is because these 

universes contain modifications to reduce the lost particle rate (that is, geometry 

errors) that their homologous C-model versions do not contain. 

Regarding the ITER ports, which represent one of the main sources of 

asymmetry of the machine from a neutronics point of view, the latest available 

and approved MCNP models were integrated into the E-lite model. However, 

since many ITER ports still do not have a dedicated representation in MCNP, a 

strategy of representative ports was followed [139][137]. 

This strategy was followed in 2016 in the construction of the mosaic source 

[139] to compute ITER Radiation Maps inside the Tokamak Complex due to the 

plasma radiation (excepting the NBI region) [137]. Its philosophy is to use all 
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available MCNP models to provide, to the extent possible, the most realistic yet 

conservative representation of the full machine. Specifically, available MCNP 

models are used to represent either the actual port or other ports that perform 

similar functions. For example, the MCNP model of EP#11, which is a 

diagnostics port, is used to represent EP#09, which is another diagnostic port 

for which there is no MCNP model currently available. Note that the 

representative ports are selected seeking a higher neutron flux streaming than 

that of the represented port as designed today, to be conservative. In this way, 

all the ports are represented either realistically or conservatively.  

In some cases, the ports incorporated were modified with different purposes 

prior to their insertion in E-lite. Particularly, the Generic RH-LP MCNP model 

was modified to incorporate the optical path of the Divertor Thompson 

Scattering (DTS) system, which represents a large aperture in the radial 

direction. This system is only located in the RH-LP #8, but its optical path was 

integrated in all the RH-LPs (#2, #8 and #14) in line with the strategy of 

representative ports. Otherwise, the RH-LPs would have featured a fully 

shielded rack, which would have been optimistic. On the other hand, the 

Diagnostics Generic Upper Port Plugs incorporated in the upper ports #4-#7 

were also modified. Specifically, the mass of B4C of their Drawer Shield Modules 

was lowered from 624 kg to 356 kg to better represent the actual B4C content. 

This modification was made according to ITER specifications. More information 

can be found in [153]. 

In Table 3-3, Table 3-4 and Table 3-5, information on the ports integrated in 

E-lite is summarized for B1, L1, and L2 levels, respectively. Those ports that are 

included by default in C-model or the NBI model are highlighted in grey. 

The strategy of representative ports is rather accurate in terms of shielding for 

the torus cryopump and in-vessel viewing system ports at the B1 level, the test 

blanket module and ion cyclotron heating ports at the L1 level, and the electron 

cyclotron heating upper launcher ports at the L2 level, as radiation transmission 

through each one of these types of port is relatively similar in all its occurrences. 

However, the situation for diagnostics port plugs is different at the three levels 

of B1, L1 and L2. Each port will accommodate different systems with diverse 

aperture shapes and dimensions. Consequently, these are the ports most 

affected by the proposed approach and bring substantial levels of conservatism. 

Nonetheless, as new MCNP models of ports become available in the future, these 
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will be integrated in the same manner in future versions of E-lite and, therefore, 

this strategy will be gradually abandoned. 

Table 3‐3. B1 level ITER ports considered in E‐lite. Those ports that are included by default in C‐model or 
the NBI model are highlighted in grey. 

B1 level ITER ports 

# 
Actual ITER 

port 
Representation in 

E-lite 
Reference of MCNP 

report 
01 Closed Port Divertor Pipes [110] 

02 RH-LP #02 Generic RH-LP + DTS 
[155] 
[156] 

03 IVVS #03 IVVS #3 [110] 
04 TCP #04 TCP #4 [113] 
05 IVVS #05 IVVS #3 [110] 
06 TCP #06 TCP #4 [113] 
07 CCP #07 Divertor Pipes [110] 

08 RH-LP #08 Generic RH-LP + DTS [155] 
[156] 

09 IVVS #09 IVVS #3 [110] 
10 TCP #10 TCP #4 [113] 
11 IVVS #11 IVVS #3 [110] 
12 TCP #12 TCP #4 [113] 
13 CCP #13 Divertor Pipes [110] 

14 RH-LP #14 Generic RH-LP + DTS 
[155] 
[156] 

15 IVVS #15 IVVS #3 [110] 
16 TCP #16 TCP #4 [113] 
17 IVVS #17 IVVS #3 [110] 
18 TCP #18 TCP #4 [113] 

Table 3‐4. L1 level ITER ports considered in E‐lite. Those ports that are included by default in C‐model or 
the NBI model are highlighted in grey. 

L1 level ITER ports 

# Actual ITER port 
Representation in 

E-lite 
Reference of 
MCNP model 

01 Diagnostics EP#01 Diagnostics EP#01 [157] 
02 Diagnostics EP#02 Diagnostics EP#11 [17] 
03 Diagnostics EP#03 Diagnostics EP#11 [17] 
04 NBI NBI [73] 
05 NBI NBI [73] 
06 NBI NBI [73] 
07 NBI NBI [73] 
08 Diagnostics EP#08 Diagnostics EP#08 [158] 
09 Diagnostics EP#09 Diagnostics EP#11 [17] 
10 Diagnostics EP#10 Diagnostics EP#10 [159] 
11 Diagnostics EP#11 Diagnostics EP#11 [17] 
12 Diagnostics EP#12 Diagnostics EP#12 [160] 
13 ICH #13 ICH #15 [161] 
14 ECH #14 ECH #14 [162] 
15 ICH #15 ICH #15 [161] 
16 TBM #16 TBM #16 [163] 
17 Diagnostics EP#17 Diagnostics EP#11 [17] 
18 TBM #18 TBM #16 [163] 
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Table 3‐5. L2 level ITER ports considered in E‐lite. Those ports that are included by default in C‐model or 
the NBI model are highlighted in grey. 

L2 level ITER ports 

# Actual ITER port 
Representation in 

E-lite 
Reference of 
MCNP model 

01 Diagnostics UP#01 Diagnostics UP#01 [164] 
02 Diagnostics UP#02 Diagnostics UP#18 [165] 
03 Diagnostics UP#03 Diagnostics UP#03 [166] 

04 Dummy UP#04 Diagnostics Generic 
Equatorial Port Plug 

[110] 

05 Dummy UP#05 
Diagnostics Generic 
Equatorial Port Plug 

[110] 

06 Dummy UP#06 
Diagnostics Generic 
Equatorial Port Plug 

[110] 

07 Dummy UP#07 
Diagnostics Generic 
Equatorial Port Plug 

[110] 

08 Diagnostics UP#08 Diagnostics UP#18 [165] 
09 Diagnostics UP#09 Diagnostics UP#18 [165] 
10 Diagnostics UP#10 Diagnostics UP#18 [165] 
11 Diagnostics UP#11 Diagnostics UP#18 [165] 
12 ECH-UL #12 ECH-UL #12 [167] 
13 ECH-UL #13 ECH-UL #12 [167] 
14 Diagnostics UP#14 Diagnostics UP#18 [165] 
15 ECH-UL #15 ECH-UL #12 [167] 
16 ECH-UL #16 ECH-UL #12 [167] 
17 Diagnostics UP#17 Diagnostics UP#17 [168] 
18 Diagnostics UP#18 Diagnostics UP#18 [165] 

The general procedure to integrate the MCNP models of the ITER ports in E-lite 

consisted of the following steps: 

 Isolation of the port MCNP model: When necessary, the ports (cell, 

surfaces, and materials) were isolated from the original MCNP model in 

which they were integrated. Due to the nature of the isolation process, 

unfortunately, some comment lines (i.e. not affecting the model geometry) 

included in the original input file to provide information were lost (e.g. 

comments indicating the materials used). 

 Removal/Insertion/Modification of cell cards: Certain cell cards were 

removed (e.g. specific cards used in D1SUNED calculations) from the 

original MCNP model. Universe (U) cards were inserted and/or 

renumbered. The importance (IMP) cards of the outer cells of the models 

were switched from IMP=0 to IMP=1 to avoid any undesired particle 

killing. 

 Renumbering of cell, surface and material identification numbers: The 

models (cells, surfaces and materials) were renumbered using 
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numjuggler tool to avoid overlapping of cell, surface or material 

identification numbers. Firstly, the models were renumbered 

incrementally. Then, the cells, surfaces and materials identification 

numbers were incremented by specific integer values. 

 Lost particles debugging: When necessary, lost particles due to the 

overlapping of regions or the presence of coincident surfaces between the 

envelope and the universe were corrected. 

 Adjustment of neutron cross-section libraries: The neutron cross-section 

libraries were adjusted as per section 3.2.4. 

3.2.4 Materials 

The chemical compositions of the material cards of the original universes (C-

model, NBI model and ITER ports) have been preserved, except in very particular 

cases (see section 7.2.4 of [153]). 

With respect to the neutron cross-section libraries: 

 For the universes of the C-model and the NBI model, the libraries 

originally present have been preserved. These are FENDL-3.1d [65] and 

ENDF/B-VII.1 [169] or TENDL-2015 [170]. 

 For the MCNP models of the ITER ports, libraries have been changed to 

FENDL-3.1d [65] to the extent possible. This was done by using the script 

“FENDL.-exe” [171]. In those cases where an isotope/element is not 

included in this library, ENDF/B-VII.1 [169] or TENDL-2015 [170] 

libraries were used instead (in this order of preference). 

3.2.5 Lost particles debugging 

The E-lite model was debugged in an iterative process by fixing geometry errors 

that lead to lost particles. Many of the lost particles were inherited from the 

native models, and some others resulted from the integration process. The kind 

of errors fixed were: overlapping of cells, coincident surfaces between the 

universe and the envelope and absence of universe outer cells extending beyond 

the confinement boundaries of the envelope. The great majority of the fixes 

implemented consisted in either one of the following: subtracting one cell from 

another, slightly changing the definition of surfaces or applying slight 

translations to the FILL cards.  
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Each time, the lost particle rate (LPR) was checked by running the model in void 

mode with D1SUNED v3.1.4 [97] with an inward-directed biased cosine source 

on a spherical surface (Radius = 20 m) centered at the origin of coordinates. A 

final LPR of 1.3·10-6, after running 108 histories, was achieved. 

3.2.6 Plasma source definition 

C-model and the NBI model include a definition of the standard ITER DT 

neutron source (Inductive operation II with 500MW of fusion power) in the form 

of an SDEF card [104][105]. This SDEF card was originally prepared to be run 

in any partial model, regardless of the toroidal section covered. Thus, just few 

parameters of the “CEL” distribution needed to be adapted to run in the 

complete 360º. 

3.2.7 Standard Tallies 

Various sets of standard tallies were defined for the E-lite model to compute 

several quantities in the ITER Tokamak during plasma operation activities [154]. 

The tallies were defined based on the standard tallies originally included in C-

model. The groups of tallies defined were the following: 

 Mesh tallies (FMESH) covering the entire geometry to compute: 

o Neutron flux in 5 energy (MeV) groups ([Emin, 10-6], [10-6, 0.1], [0.1, 

1], [1, 10], [10, 20]) + Total. 

o Photon flux in 4 energy (MeV) groups ([Emin, 0.01], [0.01, 1], [1, 5], 
[5, 100]) + Total. 

o DPA in SS316L(N)-IG after 4700h of full 500 MW operation. 
o Tritium, He3 and He4 (ppm) in B4C after 4700h of full 500 MW 

operation. 
o Absorbed Dose (Gy) in silicon and polyethylene after 4700h of full 

500 MW operation due to neutrons and photons. 
o Nuclear Heating (W/cm3) in SS31L(N)-IG, water and polyethylene 

due to neutrons and photons. 

 Tallies to compute the neutron surface current density (F1) and the 
neutron flux (F2) on the plasma boundary. 

 Tallies to compute the integral nuclear heating (F6:N,P) in the: 
o Blanket & Divertor. 
o Vacuum Vessel, Port Extensions, and Port Ducts. 
o Thermal Shields. 
o Cryostat. 
o Port plugs. 

o PF coils. 
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o TF coils. 

o Correction coils. 

o Central Solenoid. 

o Duct Liners and Connecting Duct Liners (Only in sectors 2&3) 

 Tallies to compute the neutron/photon flux (F4:N and F4:P) and integral 

nuclear heating (F6:N and F6:P) in all the TFC WP, TFC Casing and TFC 

Ground insulation. These tallies have radial (see end of section 3.2.2) and 

poloidal distributions. 

3.3 Computational performance 

E-lite is the most complex model of the ITER Tokamak ever conceived. This can 

be clearly seen in the significant increase in the number of cells, surfaces and 

materials of E-lite with respect to previous models (see Figure 3-24 and Table 

3-6). To be honest, it was not clear from the beginning whether producing E-lite 

was going to be a success or not. To our knowledge, this was the first time that 

an attempt to produce such a complex model was made. Therefore, even with 

the confidence in the potential of D1SUNED capabilities, my directors and I did 

not know a priori what the outcome of this venture was going to be. Fortunately, 

in this section I demonstrate that E-lite is completely feasible and usable for 

ITER neutronics analyses. 

 

Figure 3‐24. Evolution of the number of cells (blue), surfaces (orange) and materials (grey) of the ITER 
Tokamak reference models over the years. The number of cells, surfaces and materials of E‐lite are also 

shown. Note there are two vertical axes. 
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Table 3‐6. Evolution of the number of cells, surfaces and materials of the ITER Tokamak reference models 
over the years. The number of cells, surfaces and materials of E‐lite are also shown. 

Model 
Year of 
release 

No. of 
cells 

No. of 
surfaces 

No. of 
materials 

Brand 2000 2936 1586 20 
Updated 
Brand  

2006 8760 6275 53 

A-lite 4.1 2009 4679 3632 47 
B-lite v1 2011 10084 12319 50 
B-lite v2 2011 13287 17029 56 
B-lite v3 2012 21216 27920 76 
C-lite v1 2013 20259 29988 103 
C-lite v2 2015 26045 34107 125 
C-model  2018 114285 146802 393 
NBI 
model 2019 179832 200372 422 

E-lite 2020 328521 461038 770 

To demonstrate that the model is usable for ITER nuclear analyses it is 

necessary to characterize its computational performance. This is done in Table 

3-7. 

Table 3‐7. Computational performance of the E‐lite model. 

Quantity Value 

RAM (master) 20.2 GB 
RAM (slave) 2.4 GB 
Loading time 41.8 min 
Lost-particle rate 1.3 × 10-6 

Running time 1.8·105 cpu·h 

The computational features presented here were evaluated with D1SUNED 

v.3.1.4 [97]. These were obtained with an Intel i7 4790 K processor and DDR3-

1600 RAM (random-access memory) running in parallel with an Intel MPI 

(message-passing interface). Intel Fortran 2018 was used with default 

compilation options. RAM consumption was computed as the maximum 

resident set size of each process during the lifetime of an MPI parallelized 

simulation. Loading time was computed as the duration of a simulation of one 

history (number of particle histories, NPS = 1). Finally, the running time refers 

to a neutron-only run up to NPS = 1011 with the plasma neutron source and 

using a weight windows variance reduction produced with a global variance 

reduction (GVR) approach [172] with a softening power of 0.5. This simulation 

was the one performed for the application explained in 4.2. 
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All the values for computational performance are manageable in the currently 

available HPC infrastructures, thus, the E-lite model is perfectly usable for ITER 

nuclear analyses. 

However, it is important to remark again that all this is possible thanks to the 

computational improvements incorporated in D1SUNED. Without them, E-lite 

would not have been feasible. 
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CHAPTER 4  

CALCULATIONS AND EVALUATION 

 

In this chapter I evaluate the effectiveness of E-lite in overcoming the limitations 

of current ITER Tokamak reference models. Specifically, I have used E-lite in 

the three ITER-relevant applications already identified in Chapter 2: the 

estimation of shutdown dose rates in port interspaces (section 4.1), the radiation 

mapping in the Tokamak Complex (section 4.2) and the calibration of neutron 

detectors (section 4.3). In all the cases, I have compared the performance of 

E-lite with the performance of either current partial models or methodological 

approaches relying on partial models. 

This chapter demonstrates that E-lite is not only feasible and usable, but also 

highly useful and beneficial, and in some cases completely necessary, to tackle 

the challenges associated to specific ITER nuclear analyses. 

4.1 Shutdown dose rates in port interspaces 

4.1.1 Introduction 

As I mentioned in section 2.3.1, partial models fail to accurately capture the 

radiation cross-talk. Among other things, this introduces uncertainties in the 

estimation of the SDDR in the port interspaces, which is subjected to the 

requirement of being lower than 100 μSv/h at 106 s of cooling time (about 12 

days) after machine shutdown for planned hands-on maintenance activities. 

In this section, I demonstrate how E-lite represents a significant improvement 

in terms of the cross-talk treatment with respect to partial models. To do so, I 

performed a nuclear analysis in which I used both C-model (40º) and E-lite 
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(360º) to compute and compare the SDDR in the port interspace of the Electron 

Cyclotron Heating (ECH) Launcher #12. 

This and all the Upper Launcher (UL) ports (#12, #13, #15 and #16) have been 

intensely studied at TECF3IR-UNED in recent years. In fact, some of my 

colleagues, specially Antonio Jesús López-Revelles, performed the SDDR 

analysis for the Final Design Review (FDR) of the Upper Launchers [167]. 

The analysis of these ports is very illustrative to show the impact of the radiation 

cross-talk on the SDDR. Although the study was focused on UL#12, similar 

conclusions to the ones reached here can be expected for the rest of ULs. 

4.1.2 Methodology 

To represent the UL#12, I considered the MCNP model from [167], which 

corresponded to the baseline configuration of the UL#12 at the time of the study. 

A picture of the UL#12 was shown in Figure 1-16 and it is shown again in Figure 

4-1. 

 

Figure 4‐1. Views of ECH‐Upper Launcher #12. 

Since all the ULs are similar to each other, I considered the same UL MCNP 

model for the rest of them. The MCNP model of the UL was integrated in both 

C-model and E-lite (see Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3). To recreate the environment 

of UL#12, I considered the same MCNP models of the neighbour ports in both 

C-model and E-lite. 
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Figure 4‐2. Vertical cross‐section of C‐model where we can see the ECH‐UL #12 integrated at the top 
part. 

 

Figure 4‐3. Horizontal cross‐section of E‐lite with the four ULs indicated at the bottom. 

The calculations were run with D1SUNED v3.1.4 [97], which is the ITER 

reference code for SDDR calculations [59]. The code is a modification of MCNP 

[63], in which the Direct 1-Step (D1S) [126] methodology to compute SDDR was 

implemented. 
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In D1SUNED, the parent isotopes, pathways and daughter radioisotopes to be 

considered in a calculation have to be indicated in an external file, i.e. the 

reactions file. In Table 4-1, I indicate the pathways considered for this 

calculation. The time correction factors are provided in Table 4-2. The latter are 

normalized according to the source term value considered, 1.773E+20 n/s, 

which represents the neutron production rate at 500 MW of operation. 

Table 4‐1. Parent isotopes, pathways and radioisotopes considered in the simulation. 

Isotope Pathway Reaction File 
22Na 23Na (n, 2n) 22Na 11023.99c 16 11022 
37Ar 40Ca (n, α) 37Ar 20040.99c 107 18037 

47Ca 
46Ca (n, γ) 47Ca 20046.99c 102 20047 
48Ca (n, 2n) 47Ca 20048.99c 16 20047 

46Sc 

45Sc (n, γ) 46Sc 
21045.99c 102 21046 45Sc (n, γ) 46mSc (IT →) 46Sc 

46Ti (n, p) 46Sc 
22046.99c 103 21046 46Ti (n, p) 46mSc (IT →) 46Sc 

47Ti (n, np) 46Sc 
22047.99c 28 21046 47Ti (n, np) 46mSc (IT →) 46Sc 

47Ti (n, d) 46Sc 
22047.99c 104 21046 47Ti (n, d) 46mSc (IT →) 46Sc 

47Sc 

47Ti (n, p) 47Sc 22047.99c 103 21047 
48Ti (n, np) 47Sc 22048.99c 28 21047 
48Ti (n, d) 47Sc 22048.99c 104 21047 

51Cr 

50Cr (n, γ) 51Cr 24050.99c 102 24051 
52Cr (n, 2n) 51Cr 24052.99c 16 24051 
54Fe (n, α) 51Cr 26054.99c 107 24051 

54Mn 

55Mn (n, 2n) 54Mn 25055.99c 16 25054 
54Fe (n, p) 54Mn 26054.99c 103 25054 
56Fe (n, t) 54Mn 26056.99c 105 25054 
58Ni (n, pα) 54Mn 28058.99c 112 25054 

55Fe 
54Fe (n, γ) 55Fe 26054.99c 102 26055 
56Fe (n, 2n) 55Fe 26056.99c 16 26055 

59Fe 

58Fe (n, γ) 59Fe 26058.99c 102 26059 
59Co (n, p) 59Fe 27059.99c 103 26059 
62Ni (n, α) 59Fe 28062.99c 107 26059 

57Co 
58Ni (n, np) 57Co 28058.99c 28 27057 
58Ni (n, d) 57Co 28058.99c 104 27057 

58Co 

59Co (n, 2n) 58Co 
27059.99c 16 27058 59Co (n, 2n) 58mCo (IT →) 58Co 

58Ni (n, p) 58Co 
28058.99c 103 27058 58Ni (n, p) 58mCo (IT →) 58Co 

60Co 

59Co (n, γ) 60Co 
27059.99c 102 27060 59Co (n, γ) 60mCo (IT →) 60Co 

60Ni (n, p) 60Co 
28060.99c 103 27060 60Ni (n, p) 60mCo (IT →) 60Co 

61Ni (n, np) 60Co 
28061.99c 28 27060 61Ni (n, np) 60mCo (IT →) 60Co 

61Ni (n, d) 60Co 
28061.99c 104 27060 61Ni (n, d) 60mCo (IT →) 60Co 

63Cu (n, α) 60Co 
29063.99c 107 27060 63Cu (n, α) 60mCo (IT →) 60Co 
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65Zn 
64Zn (n, γ) 65Zn 30064.99c 102 30065 
66Zn (n, 2n) 65Zn 30066.99c 16 30065 

84Rb 

85Rb (n, 2n) 84Rb 
37085.99c 16 37084 85Rb (n, 2n) 84mRb (IT →) 84Rb 

84Sr (n, p) 84Rb 
38084.99c 103 37084 84Sr (n, p) 84mRb (IT →) 84Rb 

86Rb 

85Rb (n, γ) 86Rb 
37085.99c 102 37086 85Rb (n, γ) 86mRb (IT →) 86Rb 

87Rb (n, 2n) 86Rb 
37087.99c 16 37086 87Rb (n, 2n) 86mRb (IT →) 86Rb 

86Sr (n, p) 86Rb 
38086.99c 103 37086 86Sr (n, p) 86mRb (IT →) 86Rb 

85Sr 

84Sr (n, γ) 85Sr 
38084.99c 102 38085 84Sr (n, γ) 85mSr (IT →) 85Sr 

86Sr (n, 2n) 85Sr 
38086.99c 16 38085 86Sr (n, 2n) 85mSr (IT →) 85Sr 

88Y 89Y (n, 2n) 88Y 39089.99c 16 39088 

92mNb 
93Nb (n, 2n) 92mNb 41093.99c 316 41092 
92Mo (n, p) 92mNb 42092.99c 403 41092 

124Sb 

123Sb (n, γ) 124Sb 

51123.99c 102 51124 
123Sb (n, γ) 124mSb (IT →) 124Sb 
123Sb (n, γ) 124nSb (IT →) 124mSb (IT 
→) 124Sb 

134Cs 
133Cs (n, γ) 134Cs 

55133.99c 102 55134 133Cs (n, γ) 134mCs (IT →) 134Cs 

152Eu 
151Eu (n, γ) 152Eu 63151.99c 102 63152 
153Eu (n, 2n) 152Eu 63153.99c 16 63152 

154Eu 
153Eu (n, γ) 154Eu 

63153.99c 102 63154 153Eu (n, γ) 154mEu (IT →) 154Eu 
160Tb 159Tb (n, γ) 160Tb 65159.99c 102 65160 
181Hf 184W (n, α) 181Hf 74184.99c 107 72181 

182Ta 

181Ta (n, γ) 182Ta 

73181.99c 102 73182 
181Ta (n, γ) 182mTa (IT →) 182Ta  
181Ta (n, γ) 182nTa (IT →) 182mTa (IT 
→) 182Ta 

182W (n, p) 182Ta 

74182.99c 103 73182 
182W (n, p) 182mTa (IT →) 182Ta  
182W (n, p) 182nTa (IT →) 182mTa (IT 
→) 182Ta 

183W (n, np) 182Ta 

74183.99c 28 73182 
183W (n, np) 182mTa (IT →) 182Ta  
183W (n, np) 182nTa (IT →) 182mTa (IT 
→) 182Ta 

183W (n, d) 182Ta 

74183.99c 104 73182 
183W (n, d) 182mTa (IT →) 182Ta  
183W (n, d) 182nTa (IT →) 182mTa (IT 
→) 182Ta 

181W 
180W (n, γ) 181W 74180.99c 102 74181 
182W (n, 2n) 181W 74182.99c 16 74181 

187W 186W (n, γ) 187W 74186.99c 102 74187 
233Pa 232Th (n, γ) 233Th (β- →) 233Pa 90232.99c 102 91233 
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Table 4‐2. Time correction factors considered in the calculations. 

Radioisotope Time correction 
factor 

Radioisotope Time correction 
factor 

Na22 4.737·10-2 Rb86 8.403·10-2 
Ar37 8.355·10-2 Sr85 8.286·10-2 
Ca47 8.701·10-2 Y88 8.001·10-2 
Sc46 8.184·10-2 Nb92m 8.485·10-2 
Sc47 8.834·10-2 Sb124 8.303·10-2 
Cr51 8.370·10-2 Cs134 5.028·10-2 
Mn54 6.296·10-2 Eu152 2.066·10-2 
Fe55 4.672·10-2 Eu154 2.816·10-2 
Fe59 8.340·10-2 Tb160 8.253·10-2 
Co57 6.541·10-2 Hf181 8.344·10-2 
Co58 8.260·10-2 Ta182 7.926·10-2 
Co60 3.675·10-2 W181 7.865·10-2 
Zn65 6.735·10-2 W187 9.882·10-2 
Rb84 8.358·10-2 Pa233 8.372·10-2 

The irradiation scenario considered was the full ITER SA-2 [173], shown in Table 

4-3. The SDDR was computed at 106 seconds of cooling time after the complete 

scenario. 

Table 4‐3. SA‐2 Irradiation scenario [173]. 

Duration Fusion power (MW) Repetition 
2 yr 2.68 

Once 
10 yr 20.6 

0.667 yr 0 
1.325 yr 41.5 
3920 s 0 

17 times 
400 s 500 
3920 s 0 

3 times 
400 s 700 

The official D1SUNED cross-section data were considered [30] for the parent 

isotopes tabulated in Table 4-1. These data were made by combining 

FENDL3.1d [65] library for neutron transport, and EAF2007 [64] library for 

activation. For the rest of isotopes, the original data included in C-model and E-

lite were considered. MCPLIB84 cross-sections library [174] was considered for 

the decay photon transport. 

The C-model and E-lite calculations were run to an NPS of 1·109 and 6·109, 

respectively. The Global Variance Reduction (GVR) [172] technique was used to 

be able to speed up the calculations. A softening power of 0.5 was considered. 

The SDDR was computed in the tallies shown in Figure 4-4. These tallies 

represent workers (dimensions 60 x 44 x 190 cm3) standing at the front of the 
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UL interspace, on the right and left maintenance corridors, respectively. These 

are the tallies where the highest SDDRs are expected. The ICRP-74 fluence-to-

dose conversion factors recommended by ITER were considered [175].  

 

Figure 4‐4. View of the ECH‐UL #12. The two SDDR tallies representing workers in the most exposed 
positions of the lateral corridors are shown in red. 

Finally, to be able to quantify the cross-talk from the neighbour ports towards 

the port interspace of UL#12, in the E-lite calculation I applied the CF (Cell 

Flagging) MCNP card to all the envelope cells hosting the port plugs of the 

tokamak. The CF cards allow to discern the contribution to a specific tally of: (i) 

the decay photons that are produced by neutrons that first travelled through a 

specific (flagged) cell and (ii) decay photons that travelled through a specific 

(flagged) cell. 

4.1.3 Results and discussion 

In Table 4-4, I show the results of the SDDR in the port interspace of UL#12 for 

both tallies and for both C-model and E-lite.  

Table 4‐4. SDDR (µSv/h), and relative error, in the port interspace of UL#12 for both tallies (i.e. left and 
right corridors) and for both C‐model and E‐lite. 

 
Left corridor Right corridor 

SDDR 
(µSv/h) 

Relative 
error 

SDDR 
(µSv/h) 

Relative 
error 

C-model 654 0.007 672 0.006 

E-lite 485 0.03 518 0.03 
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In both cases, it is clear that the SDDR limit of 100 μSv/h at 106 seconds of 

cooling time is not met by far. Shielding measures were developed in a 

collaboration between TECF3IR-UNED and IO to reduce the SDDR levels below 

the limit, however, these measures exceed the scope of this section. 

Regardless of this fact, the most striking aspect of these results is that C-model 

SDDR values are 169 μSv/h (34.8%) and 154 μSv/h (29.7%) higher for the left 

and right corridor tallies, respectively, than those of E-lite. Note these 

differences already represent SDDR values that are larger than the 100 μSv/h 

limit that has to be fulfilled, what makes them specially concerning. 

To understand the reason for these differences we have to, first, analyze the 

values from Table 4-5 - Table 4-7, where I tabulate the contribution (i.e. cross-

talk) from the different Lower, Equatorial and Upper ports, respectively, to the 

SDDR in the port interspace of the UL#12. These values were calculated with E-

lite. 

Table 4‐5. SDDR (µSv/h), and relative error, in the port interspace of UL#12 for both tallies (i.e. left and 
right corridors) due to each of the different lower ports at B1 level. 

 Left corridor Right corridor 

 
SDDR 
(µSv/h) 

Relative 
error 

SDDR 
(µSv/h) 

Relative 
error 

LP#01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
LP#02 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
LP#03 0.0 0.7 0.0 1.0 
LP#04 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.8 
LP#05 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
LP#06 0.0 0.7 0.0 1.0 
LP#07 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
LP#08 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.6 
LP#09 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.5 
LP#10 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 
LP#11 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.3 
LP#12 1.2 0.3 2.1 0.3 
LP#13 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.4 
LP#14 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.3 
LP#15 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.6 
LP#16 0.0 0.7 0.1 0.8 
LP#17 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.7 
LP#18 0.0 0.8 0.0 1.0 
Total 2.2  3.6  
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Table 4‐6. SDDR (µSv/h), and relative error, in the port interspace of UL#12 for both tallies (i.e. left and 
right corridors) due to each of the different equatorial ports at L1 level. 

 Left corridor Right corridor 

 
SDDR 
(µSv/h) 

Relative 
error 

SDDR 
(µSv/h) 

Relative 
error 

EP#01 0.0 0.5 0.1 0.6 
EP#02 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.7 
EP#03 0.1 0.8 0.1 1.0 
NB 2.2 0.2 1.9 0.2 
EP#08 1.1 0.4 0.7 0.3 
EP#09 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 
EP#10 2.4 0.2 1.2 0.2 
EP#11 3.5 0.1 2.3 0.2 
EP#12 8.1 0.1 8.2 0.1 
EP#13 1.5 0.3 1.7 0.3 
EP#14 1.6 0.4 1.9 0.2 
EP#15 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.3 
EP#16 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.3 
EP#17 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 
EP#18 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.3 
Total 22.6  20.2  

Table 4‐7. SDDR (µSv/h), and relative error, in the port interspace of UL#12 for both tallies (i.e. left and 
right corridors) due to each of the different upper ports at L2 level. The Upper Launchers (ULs) are 

highlighted in grey. 

 Left corridor Right corridor 

 SDDR 
(µSv/h) 

Relative 
error 

SDDR 
(µSv/h) 

Relative 
error 

UP#01 1.7 0.2 1.2 0.2 
UP#02 1.3 0.2 1.7 0.2 
UP#03 1.7 0.2 1.9 0.2 
UP#04 1.9 0.3 1.5 0.2 
UP#05 1.5 0.2 1.6 0.2 
UP#06 2.3 0.2 3.3 0.2 
UP#07 2.8 0.2 3.0 0.2 
UP#08 4.4 0.2 4.7 0.2 
UP#09 4.3 0.1 4.8 0.1 
UP#10 6.3 0.1 6.6 0.1 
UP#11 24.5 0.1 17.7 0.1 
UP#12 - - - - 
UP#13 78.9 0.1 100.9 0.0 
UP#14 7.2 0.1 7.4 0.1 
UP#15 27.7 0.1 32.5 0.1 
UP#16 23.4 0.1 21.9 0.1 
UP#17 3.4 0.2 4.7 0.2 
UP#18 3.2 0.3 2.2 0.2 
Total 196.5  217.6  
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From these Tables, it can be seen that the total cross-talk from all ports (B1, L1 

and L2) is equal to 221.3 μSv/h and 241.4 μSv/h for the left and right corridor 

tallies, respectively. These values are already 2.2 and 2.4 times higher, 

respectively, than the required 100 μSv/h limit and they represent 45.6% and 

46.6% of the total SDDR in each of the corridor tallies, respectively. Certainly, 

the cross-talk from neighbour ports is a key driver of the SDDR in the port 

interspace of UL#12. Thus, it is clear that significant changes in the cross-talk 

representation could lead to significant changes in the total SDDR values. 

Looking into more detail, we can see that the most relevant cross-talk is that 

coming from the L2 level ports. Indeed, the cross-talk from the L2 level 

neighbour ports represents 88.8% and 90.1% of the total cross-talk in each 

tally, respectively. But, particularly, the most remarkable contribution by far is 

that from the neighbour Upper Launchers (ULs #13, #15 & #16). They represent 

58.7% and 64.3% of the total cross-talk, respectively, in each tally. 

Particularly, the contribution from UL#13 is 3.2 and 5.7 higher, respectively, 

than the contribution of the UP#11, which is the other direct neighbour port of 

UL#12. Furthermore, the contributions from the UL#15 and #UL#16, which are 

separated from UL#12 by two and three ports, respectively, are of the same order 

or even up to 1.8 times higher than the contribution of UP#11. These 

observations indicate that the ULs have a significant impact on the SDDR levels 

of neighbour port interspaces and that this impact has a long range of influence. 

The latter observation is quite remarkable and, until the existence of E-lite, it 

could not be confirmed with current partial models.  

The large impact of the ULs is due to the fact that they feature a significant 

opening at the front of each port plug. In addition, the blanket modules from 

row #11 that are below the ULs feature as well a cut-out. This opening and the 

cut-out exist to allow the injection of the electron-cyclotron microwave into the 

plasma. However, as shown in Figure 4-5, they represent a significant streaming 

path for the neutrons to travel towards the upper region of the UL and activate 

components (e.g. port duct) that lead to high SDDRs in its port interspace. In 

addition, since the region above the upper ports is relatively empty, neutrons 

can easily spread towards other neighbour ports an activate their port 

interspaces (see Figure 4-6). Note the scales of Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 are 

different; one is logarithmic while the other is linear. Relative error maps of these 

neutron flux maps are provided in Appendix I. 
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Figure 4‐5. Vertical cross‐section of a neutron flux (n∙s‐1∙cm‐2) map in E‐lite. The UL#12 is on the upper 
right region. 

 

Figure 4‐6. Horizontal cross‐section of a neutron flux (n∙s‐1∙cm‐2) map in E‐lite. The four ULs are located at 
the bottom (south) region (see Figure 4‐3). 

Once these features of the ULs are clear, to finish understanding the reason for 

the differences between C-model’s and E-lite’s results, we have to make the 

following realization. C-model features one UL (i.e. UL#12) at the center of the 

L2 level and half UL on the right-hand side (i.e. UL#13). That is, it explicitly 
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represents 1.5 ULs. However, due to the use of reflective boundary conditions, 

C-model is implicitly representing a machine with a total of (9x1.5) 13.5 ULs. 

This a considerably higher number of ULs compared with the 4 that are present 

in the actual machine and represented in E-lite. 

Therefore, considering the large impact and long range of influence of the ULs, 

the cross-talk towards the UL#12 is significantly overestimated with C-model, 

what explains the difference between the results obtained with it and those 

obtained with E-lite. 

4.1.4 Conclusion 

This example manifests how E-lite represents a considerable improvement with 

regards to the treatment of the cross-talk. In this particular case, it brings to 

light the fact that not only the cross-talk from the directly adjacent ports may 

be relevant for the SDDR. Indeed, ports relatively far away from the one of 

interest can impact the SDDR in its port interspace.  

In this case, compared to C-model, E-lite led to a considerable reduction of the 

SDDR levels in the port interspace, of around 160 μSv/h, which is already 1.6 

times more than the SDDR value imposed by the requirement. However, this 

will not always be the case. For instance, the cross-talk from the NBI towards 

the upper, equatorial and lower ports #2 and #8 (or further ports) cannot be 

captured currently with C-model or the NBI model. In that case, the use of E-

lite would lead to a significant increase in the SDDR levels of these port 

interspaces compared to using current partial models. Of course, there would 

be many other cases in which the amount of reduction or increase in the SDDR 

due to the use of E-lite may not be so dramatic. 

In any case, the important point here is that the uncertainties in the SDDR 

derived from the symmetry assumption can now be avoided. This is an 

achievement of major relevance. On the one hand, it allows to better select 

optimal measures (e.g. shields) to fulfil the SDDR requirement in the port 

interspaces, while minimizing the impact on the ITER design. On the other 

hand, it makes the demonstration of the safe operation of ITER more robust.  

Furthermore, partial models will still be recurrently used for SDDR applications, 

as they have important benefits with respect to full models. However, now they 

will be able to benefit from E-lite to assess their uncertainties, derived from the 

symmetry assumption. In other words, E-lite can be used to validate them. E-
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lite makes such an strategy viable because it provides a reference for 

comparison. 

4.2 Radiation mapping in the Tokamak Complex 

4.2.1 Introduction 

As I mentioned in section 2.3.2, it is necessary to model an intermediate source 

right in front of the bio-shield to simulate the radiation fields due to the plasma 

source in the Tokamak Complex. However, modelling such sources with partial 

models has relevant limitations.  

On the one hand, given that the cross-talk is not accurately captured by partial 

models, the source models feature unavoidable non-physical discontinuities. 

The impact of such discontinuities on the radiation levels beyond the bio-shield 

cannot be predicted. In other words, the source models introduce uncertainties 

in the nuclear responses of interest. On the other hand, the intermediate source 

models require many individual simulations. This leads to a considerably high 

consumption of computational resources and makes the review of the source 

models very tedious and time-consuming. These limitations affect the quality of 

nuclear responses which are very relevant for radiological protection and safety 

matters and the correct disposition of electronics equipment. 

In this section, I illustrate how E-lite effectively overcomes such limitations 

when modelling an intermediate source for the radiation mapping in the 

Tokamak Complex. To do so, I am going to compare the radiation conditions 

(i.e. neutron flux) right in front of the bio-shield when considering E-lite and the 

intermediate plasma source from [137], which was modelled with partial models 

of the tokamak. 

4.2.2 Methodology 

Two different radiation transport calculations were performed. One with E-lite 

and the other one with the plasma source model from [137]. In both cases the 

neutron flux was computed right in front of the bio-shield. D1SUNED v.3.1.4. 

[97] was used to run the calculations. Apart from being the ITER reference code 

for SDDR analysis, this tool can also be used to compute the same standard 

nuclear responses that are calculated with MCNP. For that, the PRMPT card has 

to be considered. 
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With respect to the E-lite calculation, the simulation was run up to an NPS of 

1011 histories. The Global Variance Reduction (GVR) [172] technique was used 

to be able to obtain sufficiently low relative errors with a reasonable amount of 

computational resources. A softening power of 0.5 was considered.  

For computational reasons, the simulation was split into nine statistically 

independent runs each with lower NPS and different seeds (that is, HIST card 

values) (See Table 4-8). The results were merged with MCNP merger software. 

On the other hand, the plasma source model from [137] was run in void mode 

and up to 109 histories (NPS=109). There was no need to use any Variance 

Reduction technique. 

Table 4‐8. NPS and HIST card values of the 9 statistically independent simulations run to reach NPS 1011. 

Case # NPS HIST 

1 3.0·1010 1 
2 1.0·109 40000000001 
3 1.5·1010 60000000001 
4 1.5·1010 80000000001 
5 1.0·1010 100000000001 
6 5.0·109 120000000001 
7 1.0·109 180000000001 
8 1.5·1010 200000000001 
9 1.5·1010 220000000001 

 

4.2.3 Results and discussion 

In Figure 4-7, I provide neutron flux maps for both E-lite and the mosaic source 

from [137]. The maps show the neutron flux right in front of the bio-shield. 

The relative errors of the neutron flux maps shown in Figure 4-7 are provided 

in the Annex I. The resulting errors are in general well below 10%, as 

recommended by the MCNP manual [66]. 
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Figure 4‐7. Neutron flux impinging on the inner face of the bio‐shield. a) Neutron flux at a radius of 1350 
cm for B2 level and a radius of 1470 cm for the rest, obtained as a mosaic with SRC‐UNED as indicated in 

[137] b) Neutron flux at the same locations as in a), but obtained with E‐lite. Taken from [176]. 

By inspecting Figure 4-7, many differences between both maps can be spotted. 

I will discuss now the origin of such differences. 

Firstly, there is a difference due to the fact that the L1 and L2 levels 

corresponding to the NB sector are not represented in the mosaic source. 

However, this is not due to a technical limitation of the mosaic source approach 

[140], but rather due to a decision regarding the scope of the study in which it 

was used [51]. 

Secondly, there are differences due to the use of more up-to-date 

representations of ports. This leads to situations like that of the RH-LPs (#2, #8 

and #14) at B1 level. In this case, the MCNP model of the RH-LPs was updated 

in E-lite and now these ports lead to a higher radiation transmission than the 

version that was included in [137] (for reasons out of the scope of this thesis). 

In addition, many MCNP models of the representative ports (see strategy of 

representative ports in 3.2.3) used in [137] have been substituted by the models 

of the actual ports. For example, in [137] there were EP#11 ports at the L1 ports 

#01, #03, #08, #09, #10, #12 and #17, apart from port #11 itself. In E-lite, the 
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equatorial ports #01, #08, #10 and #12 have been replaced with MCNP models 

of the actual ports. 

Thirdly, there are other differences that are due to the fact that the mosaic from 

[137] was modelled in local approach. That is, it was modelled neglecting pretty 

much all the cross-talk between ports. This is one of the main reasons why the 

background radiation in Figure 4-7-a is generally lower compared to Figure 

4-7-b. Another reason for this could be the fact that the map produced with 

E-lite includes the contribution of the neutron backscattering in the bio-shield, 

while the map from [137] does not (i.e. the source was run in void mode). 

However, the impact of this last aspect is expected to be minor. 

Up to this point, the differences spotted are not due to the use of a 360º model. 

For the shake of the comparison, I could have tried to minimize these differences 

by modelling a mosaic source in global approach, including the L1 and L2 levels 

of the NB sector and with the exact same ports as E-lite. However, I have not 

done so for two reasons.  

On the one hand, because it would have implied wasting too many 

computational hours on modelling a mosaic source that would not have served 

any purpose other than just being compared with E-lite. Note the mosaic source 

from [137] was used in the release of radiation maps from 2016. The other 

reason I have not done so is because, for the purpose of this comparison, the 

mosaic source from [137] is completely suitable. 

Indeed, the most relevant difference that I want to highlight here is the 

disappearance of the non-physical discontinuities that are observed in Figure 

4-7-a. This difference is only due to the use of a continuous 360º model, like E-

lite. Specifically, the discontinuities disappear because E-lite allows to fully 

capture the cross-talk between ports in a realistic manner. This is very 

important in the case of the cross-talk from the NB sector, which is quite 

intense. Note that, even if the NB sector had been included in the mosaic source, 

its influence beyond its 80º geometrical definition could not have been captured 

with current partial models.  

As a result, the map produced with E-lite (Figure 4-7-b) is a smooth and more 

reliable representation of the radiation impinging on the bio-shield. Ultimately, 

this means that modelling an intermediate source for radiation mapping with 

E-lite avoids the uncertainties introduced with mosaic sources. 
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The other great difference between the two approaches, which cannot be 

observed in Figure 4-7, is the fact that, with E-lite, just one single calculation 

is needed to characterize the radiation right in front of the bio-shield. In the 

case of the mosaic source, 34 simulations and models were needed. Thus, with 

E-lite, the traceability and review of the source modelling is considerably 

simplified in terms of human efforts. Not to mention the safe in computational 

resources derived from the increased efficiency of running just one simulation. 

4.2.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, E-lite represents a major improvement regarding the modelling 

of intermediate radiation sources for the computation of radiation maps in the 

ITER Tokamak Complex and beyond it. Relevant unassessed uncertainties that 

follow from the construction of sophisticated intermediate sources with partial 

models can now be avoided. E-lite allows for a more robust and a far more easily 

reviewable approach in support of the ITER safety case towards nuclear 

operations. 

Intermediate sources modelled with partial models will still be of interest to 

conduct local studies, which require fewer computational resources. However, 

these intermediate sources could be now be validated using intermediate 

sources produced with E-lite. The uncertainties due to the toroidal symmetry 

assumption and/or the methodological approach used to produce the 

intermediate source with partial models could be quantified case by case. As I 

mentioned in the previous section, note that E-lite makes such an strategy 

viable because it provides a reference for comparison. 

4.3 Calibration of neutron detectors 

4.3.1 Introduction 

As I mentioned in section 2.3.3, in principle, partial models are not suitable to 

support the calibration of ITER neutron detectors with the required level of 

uncertainty (<10%). This is because in many calibration experiments it is 

necessary to know the exact contribution of neutron sources that are located 

beyond the 40º/80º toroidal region covered by the partial models. In those 

situations, the boundary conditions of partial models have to be removed. 

However, without the boundary conditions, partial models are not able to 

represent the influence of the rest of the machine beyond their explicit 
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geometrical definition. Consequently, if partial models were used to recreate a 

calibration experiment of this kind, they would introduce unquantifiable 

uncertainties in the results. 

In this section, I illustrate how E-lite represents a valuable and necessary step 

towards the accurate calibration of ITER neutron detectors. I do not do so by 

validating E-lite against experimental data. Basically, because the calibration of 

neutron detectors will take place several years from now. Instead, I have 

simulated a calibration experiment using both E-lite (360°) and C-model (40°) 

with the objective of demonstrating the unsuitability of current partial models 

to support the calibration of neutron detectors. 

Specifically, I reproduced a hypothetical neutronics calculation that would be 

needed in the process of calibrating, for DT operation, one of the most exposed 

and important type of detectors in ITER, the Divertor Neutron Flux Monitors 

(DNFMs). These will be located below the divertor dome (see Figure 4-8) and will 

be one of the closest detectors to the calibration source, hence easier to 

calibrate. For convenience, I selected the DNFM detector below the port #14 

divertor central cassette that will measure fission counts in two fission 

chambers containing 238U and 235U, respectively. 

 

Figure 4‐8. Picture of the DNFM modules. Taken from [141].  

4.3.2 Methodology 

For the DT calibration, a deuterium–tritium neutron generator with known 

intensity will be deployed inside the vessel at different radial, poloidal and 

toroidal locations. To simplify the exercise, I modelled the source as a group of 
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point-wise isotropic monoenergetic 14.1 MeV neutron sources using an SDEF 

card. It was assumed that the source device did not distort the resulting neutron 

flux. The sources were located at 3° intervals around a circumference in the 

central plane of the tokamak (see Figure 4-9). Position 0° corresponds to the 

location of the source directly above the detector. The circle was centred in the 

tokamak at a radius of r = 600 cm and a height of Z = 60 cm with respect to the 

Tokamak Global Coordinate System (TGCS). 

 

Figure 4‐9. The circular trajectory along which the calibration source is deployed at 3° intervals inside the 
tokamak is shown in red. The region with direct view of the source by the detector is shaded in blue. 

Taken from [176]. 

Radiation transport calculations were performed with the D1SUNED v3.1.4 code 

[97] to calculate fission counts in the fission chambers of the DNFM#14. The 

independent contribution of each of the point-wise sources was filtered. 

Both C-model and E-lite were considered. Note that to be able to discern the 

independent contribution of each source, no boundary conditions were 

considered in C-model. This is because many of the point-wise sources are 

located beyond the 40º toroidal region represented by this model. In other 

words, when simulating this exercise with C-model, the remaining 320º of the 

machine were not represented at all by any means. 

The same port models for the toroidal segments #13, #14 and #15 were used in 

E-lite and C-model to represent the environment of the divertor port #14. 

To calculate the total counts (fission events) recorded by the DNFM #14 fission 

chambers, the detector was modelled as a single-voxel mesh tally of 10×10×10 
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cm3 centred at (0, −470, −435) cm. Multiplier cards to obtain fission events in 

238U and 235U were applied with MT reaction type number 18.  

In addition, a cylindrical mesh was imposed over the circular distribution of 

sources, and the ‘srcimp’ option of D1SUNED v.3.1.4 was used to filter the 

contribution of each of the point-wise sources. 

Weight windows maps were produced with the Global Variance Reduction (GVR) 

technique [172]. The 360° simulation was run up to NPS =  1010, and the 

simulation with only a 40° sector was run up to NPS = 1011. 

4.3.3 Results and discussion 

The total counts (fission events) per source neutron recorded by the DNFM #14 

238U and 235U fission chambers are tabulated in Table 4-9 for C-model and E-

lite, respectively. In Figure 4-10, I show, for both chambers and both models, 

the relative counts, as a fraction of the total counts, and as a function of the 

angle between the calibration source and the detector. 

Table 4‐9. Fission counts per source neutron in the 238U and 235U fission chambers of DNFM #14 with 
statistical error (in brackets). Taken from [176]. 

Model 238U fission chamber 
(counts/source neutron) 

235U fission chamber 
(counts/source neutron) 

C-model 1.25·10-9 (<0.01) 1.98·10-7 (<0.01) 

E-lite 1.29·10-9 (<0.01) 3.20·10-7 (<0.01) 

The total counts per source neutron and the angular dependence obtained for 

the 238U fission chamber using E-lite are very similar to those obtained using C-

model. The fission events in 238U are dominated by high-energy neutrons, and 

the measurement will largely depend only on the material between the source 

and the detector. This material scatters the neutrons away from the detector. 

Lower-energy neutrons, scattered from other parts of the machine, have lost 

enough energy that they do not induce fission in the 238U fission chamber.  

Three regions are observed that are delimited by the angles ±20° and ±55° (see 

Figure 4-10). The first (central) region corresponds to the shadow of the divertor 

dome above the detector. The second (blue) region corresponds to a relatively 

direct view of the detector from the source, and therefore the signal decays more 
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slowly with angle. The third (outer) region is the shadow of the neighbouring 

divertor cassette and farther components.  

 

 

Figure 4‐10. a) This image was already shown in Figure 4‐9. b) The divertor cassette below which the 
detector is hosted and the adjacent cassettes are shown in yellow. The blue regions are those of a) and 
the corresponding angular positions of the source, from −55° to −20° and from 20° to 55°, are marked 
over the source trajectory. c,d) Fission counts, as a fraction of the total counts, in the DNFM #14 for the 

238U fission chamber (c) and the 235U fission chamber (d) as a function of the angle between the 
calibration source and the detector, obtained with C‐model and E‐lite models. The blue regions and 
corresponding angles are those of b). Error bars correspond to the statistical error of the tally in the 

simulation. Taken from [176]. 

As the central and the two adjacent divertor cassettes are included in both E-

lite and C-model, the predicted responses are similar. This is an example of how 

a partial model, like C-model, yields similar results to those yielded by a 360º 

model for a particular application, which, in principle, required a 360º model by 

definition. This is due to the fact that the nuclear response of interest is local 

and influenced by a short-range environment, within the 40° that C-model 

comprises. 
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Of course, to validate both models for calibration purposes it would be necessary 

to compare the responses obtained here with those obtained experimentally, 

however, beyond the scope of calibration, this example makes clear the following 

point. The results of C-model for this particular application can only be trusted 

because we have the results from E-lite as a reference, which is considered to 

be the best existing representation of the tokamak. Otherwise, even if accurate, 

the fact that 320º of the machine were missing, would have challenged the 

reliability on C-model results. In other words, this exercise is also an example 

of how E-lite could be used to validate C-model for a specific application and to 

quantify an uncertainty in the 40° representation of the ITER tokamak. 

On the other hand, the 235U fission chambers are more sensitive than the 238U 

fission chambers and are sensitive to lower-energy scattered neutrons. The total 

counts per source neutron obtained for the 235U fission chamber using E-lite are 

63% higher than when using C-model. Even the measurement at 0° is a 33% 

higher with E-lite. As the fission events in 235U are much more sensitive to the 

low-energy neutrons, the simulation results depend strongly on proper 

modelling of the detector environment that scatters and moderates the 

neutrons. In the absence of 320° of the machine in C-model, a noticeable part 

of the scattered flux is lost. This is an example of how a 40° representation of 

the ITER tokamak fails to represent a local quantity influenced by a long-range 

environment, beyond 40°. 

Again, it would be necessary to compare the results obtained here with those 

obtained experimentally to validate both models regarding their use for 

calibration purposes. However, by simply comparing with the E-lite results, 

which by definition have to be more accurate, it is clear that C-model could not 

be used to conduct the calibration of the 235U fission chambers respecting a 10% 

accuracy requirement. 

Note that the DNFMs are one of the detectors that present the most symmetric 

environment; indeed, the NBI, which leads to a considerable amount of cross-

talk, is located right on the opposite side of the tokamak. Therefore, for other 

detectors, this exercise, if at all possible, may result in larger differences 

between E-lite and C-model. 
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4.3.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, this exercise demonstrates that E-lite has two main advantages. 

On the one hand, the case of the 235U fission chambers demonstrates that E-lite 

constitutes an essential step towards the accurate calibration of ITER neutron 

detectors. Indeed, it demonstrates that partial models can introduce 

uncertainties beyond the requirement (<10%) of the neutron detectors, what 

makes them unsuitable to support the calibration experiments. On the other 

hand, the case of the 238U fission chambers demonstrates that E-lite is a robust 

reference that can be used to validate the results from partial models. This last 

conclusion was already reached in 4.1.4 and 4.2.4. 
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CHAPTER 5  

IMPACT OF THIS THESIS 

 

In this chapter I review the impact of this thesis. On the one hand, and most 

importantly, I focus on the impact of E-lite (section 5.1). Specifically, I indicate 

nuclear analyses of relevance for the ITER project in which E-lite has been (or 

is going to be) applied. These applications show that E-lite’s repercussion 

extends beyond the context of this thesis and that, indeed, the model represents 

a research product well-received by the ITER neutronics community. On the 

other hand, I take the chance to briefly indicate other contributions in the 

context of ITER nuclear analysis to which this thesis has led (section 5.2). These 

contributions are not directly related to E-lite, but they have indirectly 

contributed to the objectives of this thesis. In addition, some of these 

contributions have also been considerably important for the ITER project. 

Particularly, I put special emphasis on those works in which I have participated 

and that were highly recognized and/or published in journal articles. 

5.1 Impact of E-lite on the ITER project 

The benefits from using E-lite for certain applications have been recognized and 

valued by the whole ITER neutronics community. In fact, together with C-model 

and the NBI model, E-lite has become a reference model of the ITER Tokamak 

for neutronics analysis. Consequently, it has already been (and it is foreseen to 

be) applied in nuclear analysis of great relevance for the project. 

The most remarkable application of E-lite is associated to the latest release of 

ITER official radiation maps in the Tokamak Complex during machine operation 

[177][178]. Particularly, I used E-lite to model the intermediate plasma source 
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that was later considered in the performance of the plasma maps. The 

calculations described in section 4.2 where the ones considered to model such 

plasma source [179].  

This release of radiation maps provides information on the radiation conditions 

not only within the Tokamak Complex, but also outside. Among other things, 

these maps have been key for the ITER project to demonstrate to the French 

regulator that there are no violations of the radiation safety limits outside the 

building. In addition, these maps have been very useful to evaluate a series of 

shields, known as PIM-466 [135], which were developed and approved by IO 

after many design efforts. The shields resulted to be effective in solving violations 

of the radiological zoning previously identified in 2016 [53] and in guaranteeing 

acceptable radiation conditions for electronics. In section 5.2.2, I will also 

indicate other contributions of this thesis to this release of radiation maps. 

E-lite has also been used in the production of several radiation maps after 

machine shutdown.  

An initial version of E-lite was used by TECF3IR-UNED in the SDDR analysis 

for the FDR of the ECH-ULs [167]. The FDR is a very important milestone within 

the design process of ITER SSCs as it is a necessary step towards its fabrication. 

Particularly, the ECH-UL #14 is a First Plasma port, so it has to be built and 

assembled in the machine by 2025. The SDDR analysis performed with E-lite 

served to confirm the effectivity of a shielding concept in fulfilling the 100 µSv/h 

requirement in the ULs port interspaces at 106 seconds after machine shutdown 

for planned hands-on maintenance activities. Such shielding concept was 

developed by colleagues of TECF3IR-UNED research group, specially by Antonio 

Jesús López-Revelles and Rafael Juárez, in collaboration with IO. 

E-lite has also been extensively applied by TECF3IR-UNED in the SDDR 

calculations within the recent ALARA programme that was launched by IO in 

2019 [180][181]. This activity aims at analyzing several locations of the machine 

with the purpose of investigating ALARA measures in an integrated manner 

(SDDR maps, Contamination Maps, Human and Organizational Factor, etc). 

SDDR maps are a vital input for this activity in order to be able to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the different measures (e.g. reduction of the maintenance time 

of a component, implementation of permanent/temporary shields, use of 

specific suits by operators, etc) in terms of the reduction of the final 

Occupational Radiation Exposure (ORE). It is important to remark the Project 
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Requirements [50] state that “the collective annual worker dose, averaged over 

the operational lifetime of ITER, shall be ALARA and in any case shall not exceed 

an annual target of 0.5 person·Sv”. 

Finally, E-lite was recently used by F4E in the performance of the ITER radiation 

maps after machine shutdown outside the vacuum vessel and inside the bio-

shield [182]. The aim of this task was to provide a global picture of the SDDR in 

all the ITER ports within the bio-shield. For this particular analysis, E-lite was 

improved to represent missing components which could potentially contribute 

to the SDDR fields, such as the magnet feeders or the Tokamak Cooling Water 

System [183]. 

In the short term, E-lite is foreseen to be used by F4E to compute the nuclear 

heating in the in-vessel components, vacuum vessel and the superconducting 

coils. For this task, the standard tallies defined in this thesis will be considered 

([154] and section 3.2.7). This task is needed to validate the design of these 

components from the standpoints of thermo-mechanics and thermal 

computational fluid dynamics. In addition, E-lite will also be used by TECF3IR-

UNED to compute the maps during operation and after machine shutdown 

inside the vacuum vessel. These maps will be particularly useful to evaluate 

radiation conditions during the operation of the IVVS and the Divertor Remote 

Handling System. In the mid-term, E-lite will be used again to update the 

radiation maps during machine operation within the Tokamak Complex as part 

of the update of the Preliminary Safety Report (RPrS) [136], which is the 

document that presents all the safety analyses performed for ITER and that was 

sent to ASN in 2010 for its examination. 

Apart from these applications, several others are expected. We can expect the 

use of E-lite in all those applications involving non-local nuclear responses 

and/or local responses affected by a long-range environment. This kind of 

applications include the simulation of the pre-deuterium–tritium asymmetric 

neutron sources, like those produced by runaway electrons, to address their 

relevance for safety and machine protection. In addition, E-lite could be used to 

perform the extensive nuclear analyses that will be needed to support the 

calibration of all the ITER neutron detectors. 

However, having said all this, E-lite is not intended to be used on a general basis 

for every ITER nuclear analysis. There are many cases in which doing so would 

be impractical. This is because E-lite demands approximately 9 times more 
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Monte Carlo histories (i.e. simulation time) than C-model to compute nuclear 

responses with the same statistical error. Furthermore, it is computationally 

heavier and harder to handle. Therefore, the reality is that partial models will 

still be used to perform many of ITER nuclear analyses, even when these 

analyses do not involve the computation of local nuclear responses influenced 

by a short-range environment.  

However, the important point is that the nuclear analyses performed with partial 

models can now benefit from the existence of E-lite. Indeed, another application 

of E-lite is to validate partial and/or simplified models for specific applications 

and to quantify their uncertainties. In other words, E-lite will allow to increase 

the reliability on results obtained with partial and/or simplified models. 

Such has been the value and impact of E-lite that part of the content of this 

thesis was published in January 2021 in the prestigious Nature Energy journal:  

 R. Juarez, G. Pedroche, M.J. Loughlin et al, “A full and heterogeneous 

model of the ITER tokamak for comprehensive nuclear analyses”, Nature 

Energy 6, 150–157 (2021). 

5.2 Other relevant contributions 

Apart from all the work that has already been presented in relation to E-lite, in 

the time frame of this thesis I have also made other contributions in the context 

of ITER nuclear analysis. These contributions are not directly linked to the 

development of E-lite. However, they provided me with very valuable experience, 

training and insights that have as well contributed to the main objectives of this 

thesis. In addition, some of these works constituted a very important 

contribution to the progress of the ITER project and the ITER Nuclear Analysis 

field. In the coming subsections, I want to briefly indicate the most relevant 

contributions, particularly those that were highly recognized and/or resulted in 

scientific publications.  

5.2.1 D1SUNED: V&V and nuclear data package 

As previously mentioned, D1SUNED [97] is the ITER reference code for SDDR 

calculations [59]. It was developed by Patrick Sauvan, from the TECF3IR-UNED 

research group. D1SUNED is an implementation of the Direct 1-Step (D1S) 

methodology [126] in MCNP [63] that offers many analysis capabilities that 

make it very powerful for SDDR analysis [15][19][184]–[186]. In addition, it 
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features important improvements of MCNP’s performance regarding the 

treatment of complex neutronics models [151]. These are the improvements that 

have made E-lite feasible and usable. Furthermore, these improvements are also 

the reason why the code is used in many standard ITER analyses (i.e. to 

compute quantities during machine operation) instead of MCNP. Through a 

contract with TECF3IR-UNED, the ITER project acquired an unlimited number 

of licenses to use and distribute D1SUNED within the ITER neutronics 

community. 

In this thesis I have made the following contributions to the D1SUNED tool. I 

have participated in the verification and validation (V&V) process of the code 

according to the ITER standards [187]. The V&V of D1SUNED was one of the 

requirements imposed by ITER prior to its acquisition. Specifically, I 

participated in the production of the following deliverables [188][189]. Part of 

that work was reflected too in the following publication about D1SUNED: 

 P. Sauvan, R. Juarez, G. Pedroche et al., “D1SUNED system for the 

determination of decay photon related quantities,” Fusion Eng. Des., vol. 

151, p. 111399, Feb. 2020, doi: 10.1016/j.fusengdes.2019.111399. 

D1SUNED, like any other D1S code, relies on special nuclear data libraries in 

which the prompt photon cross-sections are replaced with decay photon cross-

sections. The cross-sections are produced automatically with a set of 

computational scripts that were also developed by Patrick Sauvan. In this 

thesis, I used those scripts to produce the official nuclear data package of 

D1SUNED for ITER planned in-situ maintenance scenarios [190]. To do so, first, 

I had to perform activation calculations with ACAB [57], which was developed 

by my director Javier Sanz, to characterize the inventory of concern for such 

scenarios. In other words, I identified which were the radioisotopes of concern 

(i.e. those contributing to the SDDR field) as well as the pathways leading to 

them. This work was reflected in an ITER deliverable [190] and in the following 

publication: 

 G. Pedroche, P. Sauvan, J. Alguacil, J. Sanz, and R. Juárez, “Nuclear 

data for D1SUNED for the study of ITER planned in-situ maintenance 

dose scenarios,” Fusion Eng. Des., vol. 170, p. 112646, Sep. 2021, doi: 

10.1016/j.fusengdes.2021.112646. 
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5.2.2 ITER 2020 Radiation Maps 

I have already pointed out several times the relevance of ITER radiation maps 

for the ITER project. In addition, in section 5.1, I highlighted the special 

relevance of the last release of radiation maps [177][178]. These maps 

demonstrate that the ITER radiation levels comply with the requirements, 

including the onsite unregulated area at ground level. Furthermore, they also 

indicate that the limit for public exposure falls within the boundary of the INB 

perimeter. 

Apart from using E-lite to model the intermediate source that was used to 

compute the radiation maps due to the plasma, TECF3IR-UNED also carried 

out all the modelling and simulation tasks required for the computation of the 

radiation maps. Specifically, we: 

 Produced a model for the ITER site [191] that included the following sub-

models: 

o Tokamak Complex civil works, comprising the B11, B14 and B74 

[192]. 

o Environment of the Tokamak Complex, including the B11 roof, soil 

and Auxiliary Buildings (Seismic slab B12-19, Assembly Hall B13, 

Hot Cell Complex B21, High Voltage (HV) Building B37) [193]. 

o NB Cell and HV Deck systems structures and components [194]. 

 Produced a model for the activated water source that represented the 

whole TCWS (outside the bio-shield) and other relevant water circuits 

[28]. 

 Produced the model for the intermediate plasma radiation source [179]. 

 Performed the calculations to compute the radiation maps [177][178]. 

This was a gargantuan activity that required the participation of almost all the 

TECF3IR-UNED research group. Particularly, I was the Technical Responsible 

of these tasks and I participated in all of them at different levels. 

In addition to the deliverables above indicated, the work on the modelling of the 

activated water source was also reflected in the following publication: 
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 M. De Pietri, J. Alguacil, A. Kolsek, G. Pedroche et al., “Integral modelling 

of the ITER cooling water systems radiation source for applications 

outside of the Bio-shield,” Fusion Eng. Des., vol. 171, p. 112575, Oct. 

2021, doi: 10.1016/j.fusengdes.2021.112575. 

We are also already working on a publication on the radiation maps themselves 

that reflects all the work done. 

 

Figure 5‐1. Thank you letter to UNED’s rector from the Director General (DG) of the ITER Organization. 
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Finally, I want to high-light that the importance and the quality of the work 

done was such that the Director General (DG) of the ITER Organization, Bernard 

Bigot, wrote a thank you letter (see Figure 5-1) to the rector of UNED, Ricardo 

Mairal, for our work and our timely performance. 

5.2.3 Other nuclear analyses of relevance 

Finally, I also want to mention that I have participated in several other nuclear 

analyses that have been as well very important for the ITER project. These 

include, but are not limited to, the nuclear analyses for the Design Reviews of 

relevant ITER ports [15][19][94][195], the production of ITER radiation maps 

after machine shutdown in the Tokamak Complex [196] or the nuclear analysis 

for the assessment of modifications in the R1 slab of the Tokamak Complex 

[197]. These works have been carried out in collaboration with several other 

members of the TECF3IR-UNED research group, especially with Antonio Jesús 

López-Revelles, Aljaž Kolšek and Rafael Jaurez. 

The work performed in some of the ITER nuclear analyses in which I participated 

has been reflected in the following journal articles: 

 R. Juárez, J. Guirao, A. Kolsek, A. Lopez, G. Pedroche et al., “The use of 

the long modular diagnostics shield module to mitigate shutdown dose 

rates in the ITER diagnostics equatorial ports,” Nucl. Fusion, vol. 58, no. 

5, p. 056015, May 2018, doi: 10.1088/1741-4326/aaadce. 

 R. Juárez, A. Lopez, P. Sauvan, G. Pedroche et al., “Update in the nuclear 

responses of the European TBMs for ITER during operation and 

shutdown,” Fusion Eng. Des., vol. 134, pp. 92–96, Sep. 2018, doi: 

10.1016/j.fusengdes.2018.06.022. 

 A. Kolšek, R. Juarez, A. Lopez, G. Pedroche et al., “Shutdown dose rate 

mitigation in the ITER upper ports,” Fusion Eng. Des., vol. 136, pp. 228–

232, Nov. 2018, doi: 10.1016/j.fusengdes.2018.01.070. 

 G. Pedroche et al., “Nuclear analysis of the ITER torus cryopumps,” Nucl. 

Fusion, vol. 59, no. 10, p. 106045, 2019, doi: 10.1088/1741-

4326/ab38d1. 

 R. Juarez, M. Loughlin, A. Lopez, G. Pedroche et al., “Improved radiation 

shielding analysis considering vector calculus,” Int. J. Energy Res., vol. 

45, no. 8, pp. 11904–11915, 2020, doi: 10.1002/er.5919. 
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis I have successfully accomplished the three objectives posed at the 

beginning of it. 

The first objective was to identify the limitations of the reference neutronics 

models of the ITER Tokamak regarding the accuracy and/or feasibility of ITER 

relevant applications. The limitations are essentially two and arise from their 

partial nature.  

The first limitation is that reference models introduce unquantified 

uncertainties in the estimation of nuclear responses (more or less severe 

depending on the nuclear response) due to the fact that they represent as 

symmetric a machine that is actually asymmetric. Particularly, current 

reference models obviate the asymmetric distribution of ITER ports. 

The second limitation of partial models is that they are not prepared to be 

directly used in applications which, by definition, require a broader (or complete) 

toroidal representation of the machine geometry and/or the radiation sources. 

These limitations can severely affect certain ITER nuclear analyses. Particularly, 

I identified and focused on three of such applications: (i) the estimation of SDDR 
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in the port interspaces, (ii) the radiation mapping in the Tokamak Complex, and 

beyond, and (iii) the calibration of neutron detectors. 

These are just few examples of very relevant applications that are affected by 

the partial nature of the ITER Tokamak reference models. However, there are 

more, like the estimation of the nuclear heating in the poloidal field 

superconducting magnets or the estimation of radiation fields in the tokamak 

due to the runaway electrons. In general, the partial nature of reference models 

affects the prediction of any non-local quantities and/or local quantities 

influenced by a long-range environment. In addition, calculations involving 

asymmetric sources (i.e. runaway electrons) are also affected. 

The above applications are very relevant regarding the successful and safe 

operation of ITER. Considering this, the tight design margins of the machine 

and the approach of ITER nuclear operation, scheduled in 2035, the limitations 

of partial models constitute a growing risk. There have been attempts to reduce 

the impact of the limitations of partial models for specific situations, but none 

of them are satisfactory. They are not general, they cannot mitigate the 

uncertainties derived from the symmetry assumption and they can turn out to 

be very sophisticated. 

That is why the second objective of this thesis was to propose and develop a 

solution to overcome the limitations of partial models in a general and robust 

way. To do so, I produced a detailed 360º neutronics model of the ITER 

Tokamak: the E-lite model. 

E-lite does not rely on any kind of boundary conditions. Thus, it leaves behind 

the symmetry assumption of partial models, together with its associated 

uncertainties. In addition, being a 360º model, it is ready to be used in any 

application, regardless of the toroidal extension of the machine required by it. 

In general terms, E-lite is based on seven replications of the C-model (40º), the 

inclusion of the NBI sector (80°), the allocation of the most up-to-date models of 

port plugs following a strategy of representative ports, and the manipulation of 

the block structure for different purposes (to reflect specific asymmetries of the 

machine and/or improve its representation, to correct errors, to prepare the 

model for specific applications, etc). 

E-lite is the most complex and realistic model of the ITER Tokamak to date. It 

could only be produced thanks to the recent computational advances 
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incorporated in D1SUNED, which dramatically improve the capacity of MCNP 

to handle very large models. The computational performance of E-lite was 

evaluated, showing that the model is completely usable for ITER nuclear 

analysis with the currently available HPC resources. 

Finally, the third objective of this thesis was to analyze and test the effectivity 

of E-lite in overcoming the limitations identified. In other words, the objective 

was to demonstrate that E-lite is not only feasible and usable, but useful for 

ITER nuclear analysis. To accomplish this objective, I used E-lite in the three 

applications previously identified and compared its performance with that of 

partial models or methodological approaches based on partial models. 

In the first application, I showed how E-lite, compared to C-model, can lead to 

a significant reduction in the SDDR levels in the port interspace of UL#12 after 

106 seconds of cooling time. Particularly, the SDDR was 160 μSv/h lower with 

E-lite. This difference is already 1.6 times the 100 μSv/h limit that has to be 

fulfilled. The reason for this difference is due to the better representation of the 

cross-talk that is achieved with E-lite. Of course, it cannot be expected that all 

ports will show the same degree of difference. But the important point is that, 

regardless of their magnitude, E-lite avoids the uncertainties derived from the 

misrepresentation of the cross-talk by partial models.  

In the second application, I showed how E-lite, compared to the approach used 

in previous radiation maps, represents a major improvement regarding the 

modelling of intermediate radiation sources for the radiation mapping in the 

Tokamak Complex, and beyond. Due to the better representation of the cross-

talk, E-lite leads to a smoother characterization of the radiation impinging on 

the bio-shield, without any non-physical discontinuities. As a result, all the 

unquantified uncertainties in the nuclear responses computed beyond the bio-

shield, derived from the misrepresentation of the cross-talk, are again avoided. 

Furthermore, the characterization of the radiation impinging on the bio-shield 

is considerably simplified with E-lite. Just one single calculation with one single 

model is needed, thus, the traceability and review of the source modelling is 

considerably simplified; not to mention the safe in computational resources 

derived from the increased efficiency of running just one simulation.  

In the third application, I showed how E-lite is a valuable and necessary step 

towards the accurate calibration of ITER neutron detectors. In the case of the 

235U fission chambers, the total counts per source neutron obtained with E-lite 
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were 63% higher than those obtained with C-model. Even when the source was 

placed right on top of the detector, the measurement was a 33% higher with E-

lite. This is because, in the absence of 320° of the machine in C-model, a 

noticeable part of the scattered flux was lost. Clearly, C-model cannot be used 

in this case to support the calibration with an uncertainty <10%. In the case of 

the 238U fission chambers, it is true that the results were similar between both 

models. However, the reality is that the results from C-model could only be 

trusted because we had the results from E-lite as a reference. Otherwise, even 

if accurate, the fact that 320º of the machine were missing, would have 

challenged the reliability on C-model results. 

These three applications give evidence of how E-lite increases the quality of ITER 

nuclear analyses. They explain why, together with C-model and the NBI model, 

E-lite has become an ITER reference model of the tokamak. 

In fact, in the course of this thesis, E-lite has been applied to several nuclear 

analyses of relevance for the ITER project. E-lite was used to model the 

intermediate plasma source used in the latest update of the ITER radiation 

maps in the Tokamak Complex, and beyond, during machine operation. This 

task constituted an important milestone for the project as it was required by 

ASN to respond to relevant radiological concerns during machine operation. E-

lite has also been applied to compute the recent SDDR ex-vessel radiation maps 

inside the bio-shield, the SDDR calculations for the ECH-UL Final Design 

Review and many of the SDDR calculations for the ITER ALARA program. 

In the short term, E-lite is foreseen to be used to compute the nuclear heating 

in the in-vessel components, vacuum vessel and the superconducting coils. In 

addition, E-lite will also be used to compute shutdown in-vessel radiation maps. 

In the mid-term, a future version of E-lite will be used again to update the 

radiation maps during machine operation within the Tokamak Complex as part 

of the update of the RPrS. 

In general, the use of E-lite in applications involving non-local nuclear 

responses and/or local responses affected by a long-range environment can be 

expected. For instance, E-lite could be used to perform the extensive nuclear 

analyses that will be needed to support the calibration of all the ITER neutron 

detectors.  
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The above does not mean that E-lite will be used for all ITER nuclear analyses. 

There are many cases in which doing so would be very impractical in 

computational terms. Therefore, partial models will still be used on a regular 

basis. However, if needed, E-lite now makes it possible to validate partial and/or 

simplified models for specific applications and to quantify their uncertainties. 

In conclusion, in this thesis I have produced E-lite, a detailed 360º MCNP model 

of the ITER Tokamak that overcomes the limitations of current partial models. 

It represents a tremendous step forward in terms of the realism in the 

determination of certain relevant radiological quantities and it triggers the 

development of a set of studies that were not feasible within reasonable 

uncertainty margins until now. In addition, it also allows to validate partial 

and/or simplified models of the tokamak for specific applications. Definitely, the 

E-lite model constitutes an important milestone in the field of ITER nuclear 

analysis. And its contribution to successfully tackle the challenges posed by 

radiation will not only be beneficial for ITER, but also for the future DEMO and 

commercial fusion reactors. 

The value of E-lite has been highly recognized by the ITER neutronics research 

community. In fact, such has been the success of E-lite that part of the content 

of this thesis was published in January 2021 in the prestigious Nature Energy 

journal:  

 R. Juarez, G. Pedroche, M.J. Loughlin et al, “A full and heterogeneous 

model of the ITER tokamak for comprehensive nuclear analyses”, Nature 

Energy 6, 150–157 (2021). 

Finally, apart from E-lite, the work performed during this thesis has also led to 

other relevant contributions in the context of ITER nuclear analysis. 

Specifically, I participated in the verification and validation (V&V) of D1SUNED, 

which is the ITER reference code for SDDR calculations. In addition, I produced 

the official nuclear data package of D1SUNED, which covers the radioisotopes 

and pathways of concern for ITER planned in-situ maintenance scenarios. I also 

was the technical responsible at TECF3IR-UNED for all the activities required 

to perform the latest release (2020) of ITER Radiation Maps. The importance of 

these maps has already been highlighted, but I want to add that the IO Director 

General himself, Bernard Bigot, expressly thanked TECF3IR-UNED for our work 

in this task. Finally, I have also participated in several other nuclear analyses 
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of relevance for the project. Overall, the work from these contributions has been 

reflected, for the moment, in 8 publications in JCR journals. 

6.2 Future work 

Apart from the future applications of E-lite in the ITER projects outlined in the 

conclusions and in section 5.1 (shutdown in-vessel maps, nuclear heating of in-

vessel and ex-vessel components, calibration of neutron detectors…), I briefly 

indicate here other future works. 

The block structures of C-model and the NBI model, on which the E-lite model 

is based, were not conceived to represent the complete tokamak. That is why it 

was necessary to modify them to better represent aspects of the machine that 

are relevant from a neutronics point of view. As we have seen, in this thesis I 

implemented modifications to, among other things, correctly represent the B1 

configuration, the blanket cut-outs, to correct errors in the NBI block structure, 

etc. On the other hand, missing components like the TCWS (IBED PHTS and VV 

PHTS) or the magnet feeders were not represented in the original version of E-

lite, but were inserted by F4E [183] to compute ex-vessel radiation maps inside 

the bio-shield and after machine shutdown [182]. Even with that, there are still 

aspects of the machine that are not fully represented in E-lite or that can be 

further improved [198]. 

The problem is that all these changes were introduced by hand, working directly 

on the MCNP input of E-lite. By updating and improving the E-lite model in this 

manner (i.e. by means of successive patches) the MCNP input becomes 

increasingly complex and more difficult to understand, handle and update. In 

addition, it becomes very difficult to maintain the traceability of all the 

modifications. Furthermore, many of the modifications in the original block 

structures have been introduced by means of the complement region operator 

(i.e. “#”), thus, the amount of redundant surfaces increases, and with that, the 

inefficiency and computational time of the simulations. 

Therefore, a future work of relevance would be the development, from scratch, 

of a 360º block structure specifically conceived to represent the complete 

machine. Such block structure should be conceived from the start by means of 

CAD programs, like Spaceclaim, and considering a CAD model of the complete 

machine as a basis. In that way, it would be pretty simple (far more than 

working directly with an MCNP input) to represent in detail and in a clean 
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manner all aspects of the machine, specially those representing relevant sources 

of asymmetry. Once produced in CAD, then the translation of the block 

structure into MCNP format would be straightforward with a CAD-to-MCNP 

software.  

It is important to remark that it would be desirable that the block structure 

included envelope cells specifically dedicated to as many SSCs of the tokamak 

as possible, even if MCNP representations are not available at the time. In this 

way, at least, space reservations would exist in the block structure and, 

whenever the MCNP models of the SSC are available, the envelope cells of 

concern could be straightforwardly filled in by means of MCNP universes. The 

end result of this task would be a much cleaner, better organized, more realistic, 

efficient and easily updatable 360º model. 

Another future work of relevance, which is complementary to the previous one, 

is the development of a computational tool that allows to obtain partial and/or 

simplified models in a straightforward and standardize manner from the same 

360º fully detailed model. The idea is that the tool could, on the one hand, break 

down the MCNP input of a 360º model into portions that have the toroidal 

section and the type of boundary conditions specified by the user. On the other 

hand, the tool could homogenize several components of the geometry. For 

instance, it would be useful that the user could specify specific envelope cells of 

interest, containing detailed universes of a SSC, that are to be homogenized to 

produce cells made of material mixtures.  

In this way, the need of having several tokamak reference models would be 

avoided. Just one fully detailed 360º model of the tokamak would be needed. 

And from that, the rest of partial and/or simplified models could be derived. 

This approach would save the many neutronics efforts that would result from 

maintaining and regularly updating several reference models of the tokamak. 

Not to mention that the proliferation of several reference models, each with its 

own updating process and degree of maturity, is a praxis that can end up 

diminishing the robustness and quality of the nuclear analysis. 

This computational tool, combined with the development of a well-thought 360º 

block structure, would be key steps to support the transition of the future ITER 

neutronics efforts towards the production of detailed 360º models; without 

losing the benefits derived from using partial and/or simpler models when 
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needed. This strategy could be as well useful for other similar tokamaks, and 

the future DEMO and commercial reactors. 

Finally, I also want to indicate, in general terms, other aspects that are worth 

investigating and improving to face potential future needs regarding 360º 

models of the ITER Tokamak, with applicability to future reactors. 

It is true that a lot has been done in recent years with respect to the optimization 

of the performance of radiation transport codes to handle large models, however, 

it is still necessary to keep improving their performance since the complexity of 

ITER neutronics models will keep increasing over the years. The reader should 

be aware that the majority of the SSCs represented in E-lite are replications, by 

means of MCNP universes, of a given one. For instance, there is no difference in 

E-lite between the blanket modules that are represented in sector 6, and those 

that are represented in sectors 7, 8 or 9. This is not the case, however, in the 

actual machine. Some of the differences between components in one or other 

sectors may not have an impact from a neutronics point of view, but others will, 

like the different port configuration of each sector.  

As we have seen, in the absence of neutronics models for each of the ports, an 

strategy of representative ports had to be followed. As a result, for example, 

many of the diagnostics ports at L2 (a total of seven) are represented at the 

moment by the latest available version of the UP#18. Although the strategy of 

representative ports is useful, and conservative, for many applications, it should 

be gradually abandoned as new MCNP models of ports are available.  

However, the availability of new models of ports (and other SSCs) will lead to a 

considerable increase of the complexity (i.e. number of cells, surfaces and 

materials) of the overall 360º models. Furthermore, some of the models of ports 

that are already available and included in E-lite, reflect designs that are not yet 

mature, and which will evolve in terms of level of details. In other words, the 

complexity of future 360º models will come both from the progressive availability 

of new models of ports (and other SSCs) as well as from the increase of maturity 

and detail of their designs. 

It is therefore necessary to keep optimizing the radiation transport codes so that, 

together with the improvements in the HPC infrastructures, it becomes possible 

to withstand and handle the future 360º models. One path to follow in this sense 

is to explore the potential benefits of considering the OpenMP parallelization 
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scheme, instead of or in combination with MPI, when compiling the MCNP 

radiation transport code. In this way, it may be possible to further reduce (or 

more efficiently manage) the RAM memory consumption, among other 

parameters, of large neutronics models. 

On the other hand, it is important to keep in mind the fact that modelling 

geometries for radiation transport is still a task that is very tedious and 

demands many human efforts. Indeed, it is the bottleneck of many current ITER 

nuclear analyses. Therefore, all initiatives aimed at increasing the efficiency of 

the geometry modelling process are as well of great value for the development of 

complex 360º models and, in general, any fusion related geometries.  

In this sense, as I already mentioned previously, it is desirable to keep exploring 

the different existing geometry modelling approaches, as well as new ones. It is 

necessary to investigate and fully understand the benefits, limitations and paths 

for improvement in the use of UM, DAG-MCNP-like tools and scripting 

environments of CAD software (like that of SpaceClaim). 

The TECF3IR-UNED research group has at the moment a research line 

dedicated to this field. It is led by my colleague Juan Pablo Catalán. Him and 

other colleagues, like Juan García and Patrick Sauvan, have developed a CAD-

to-MCNP tool, GEOUNED [199], which already features improvements with 

respect to other similar tools (i.e. SuperMC, McCad). Overall, the final goal of 

this research line is to manage to produce complex neutronics geometries in the 

most simple and automatic way possible. 
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APPENDIX I – RELATIVE ERRORS 

In Figure 0-1 and Figure 0-2, I show relative error maps of the neutron flux 

maps shown in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 (section 4.1.3). 

 

Figure 0‐1. Relative error map of the neutron flux map shown in Figure 4‐5. 

 

Figure 0‐2. Relative error map of the neutron flux map shown in Figure 4‐6. 
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In Figure 0-3, I show relative error maps of the neutron flux maps shown in 

Figure 4-7 (section 4.2.3). 

 

Figure 0‐3. Relative error maps of the neutron flux maps shown in Figure 4‐7. 

 


